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COMPLEX WAVE DIGITAL NETWORKS
INCLUDING

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF EVEN-ORDER FILTERS
by

Gordon B. Sca¡th

ABSTRACT

Fettweis fust proposed that complex reference networks can be implemented in the
wave digital domain with the real lilD elements by requiring a restrictive property called
one-¡ealness. This thesis developes a new theory for complex wave digital filten allowing
the realization of general complex reference ci¡cuits without alteration.

All quantities within a wave digital network a¡e now allowed to be complex. The
pon reference impedances are defined to be complex constants, containing both resistance
and constant reactance. The incident and reflected wave va¡iables are redefrned giving a
new form of the reflection coeffïcient. The low sensitivity in the passband to variations in a
complex parameter of a complex wave digital network is verified. pseudopassivity is
defined and conditions a¡e given to ensure pseudopassivity. Equivalences are given
between a delay in the complex wave digital domain and the a¡ralog domain. A delay
corresponds to a capacitor in series with a constant reactance, an inversion in series with a
delay corresponds to an inductor in series with a constant reactånce, a complex multiplier
with a magnitude less than or equal to one corresponds to a ¡esistance in series with a
constant reactance, and a wave source corresponds to a voltage source in series with a
resistance and a constant reactance. The criterion for the interconnection of two wave ports
is found to be the condition that the reference impedance of one port must be the complex
conjugate of the other. The complex two-port adaptor is derived and the magnitude of the
parameter is found to be bounded by one. The complex three-port ci¡culator and the
complex transformer are given and found to be pseudolossless. The zero-input and forced
response stability of the complex wave digital network is given by pseudopassivity and
incremental pseudopassivity as for the real case. conditions on the complex nonlinear
overflow and underflow operators are given, including the condition that the norm of each
operator must þ bounded by one.

The realization of even-order classical frlters with real inputs and ouçuts is obtained
with a single complex one-port allpass network containing complex two-port adaptors,
complex three-pon circulators and delays. The input-ouçut port reference impedance is
chosen to be real allowing the one-port to be extemally viewed as a real network. The
scattering matrix desc¡ibing the non-dynamic sub-network is sparse and highly structured
as it is composed of four block-submatrix types. Amplitude scaling of the filter to achieve
maximum dynamic range for white Gaussian ¡andom signals is accomplished with a real
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scaLing transformarion which leaves the ftequency response inva¡iant. The scattering
matrix is quantized, or represented in finite binary form with a common denominator, by
magnitude truncation of the real and imaginary parts of the scaled scattering matrix.

A computer program (listed in Appendix C) was developed on an IBM pCD(T in a
version of FoRTRAN-7? which generates a complex quantized scattering matrix solution
for a set of design specifications. The filter types include even-order lowpass Butterwonh,
Chebyshev and Cauer (Elliptic) frlters. The complex wave digital filters which a¡e
designed satisfy the lowpass specificarions, are strictly pseudopassive, are amplitude scaled
for Gaussian excitations and can be embedded in a strictly real wave digital network as a
building block. Under the recursive operation of the digital filter, the response from the
desired transfer function is the real part of the output.

Finally, six examples showing the satisfactory performance of the program and the
validity of the theory which was developed are illustrated and discussed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The theory of wave digital networks was introduced in the real domain by Fetweis
t1-61t8-121 and extended by many authors. A network containing real elements in the
voltage-current domain can be implemented in the real wave digital domain without delay-
free directed loops; thus the digital network is said to be realizable. Advantages gained
using real wave digital filters include: low sensitivity in the passband [6] to multiplier
variations, zero-input and forced response stability [7], suppression of parasitic oscillations
[5-7], and a continuous input-output relationship [Z].

complex reference circuits have been found usefur in severar applications [30-
311[47]. several new elements added to real passive netwo¡ks to obtain passive complex
netwofks a¡e the constant ¡eactance, or consønt complex impedance jx, the complex
circulator, and the complex tra¡sformer. These elements arise in the implementation of
even-o¡de¡ classical filters [30-31], narrow-band filters [47], and non-symmetric filters
where the frequency response is not symmetric about the zero-frequency axis [59].

The theory developed in the real domain ca¡not be used without modification to
realize complex voltage-current domain networks. Fettweis has suggested a method of
realization of complex reference networks that requires a properry known as one-realness
[26]. A general complex reference network is not one-real and therefore the complex
transfer function representing the network must be altered to give one-realness, which is
unacceptable in many applications. However, if a network is one-real it.can be realized
using the real definitions of wave digital elements with the addition of complex multipliers.
This realization method does not lead to any new defmitions and is resricdve, and thus it
will be abandoned for a more general theory of complex wave digital networks. The
purpose of this thesis is to develop a general theory of complex wave digital networks that
includes the beneficial properties mentioned in the earlier paragraph.

In this thesis, complex wave digital nerworks are allowed to contain constant port-
reference impedances, or constant resistances and ¡eactances. New definitions for the
complex incident and reflected signals follow from the recognized form of the complex
allpass function [u14]. The complex two-port adaptor, complex circulator and complex
transformer can be defi¡ed in the complex wave digital domain. one-port eiements
appearing in the wave digital domain include: a complex multiplier, a delay, an inversion
plus a delay and a wave source. Equivalences betwe¿n these one-port elements with a
constant port reference impedance and the analog domain representation foilow from the
definition of the wave variables. The familia¡ concepts of pseudopower and pseudoenergy
can be defined along with the zero-input and forced-response stability arguments.

once the theory is developd it can be used to realize familiar reference networks.
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This is accomplished by transforming the signal quantities from the voltage-current domain
to the voltage-wave domain with the new definition of the wave va¡iables. The network is
then tra¡sformed into the wave digital domain with the bili¡ea¡ transformation which wa¡ps
the continuous frequency axis in the Laplace domain to the range 0 I co < nF in the wave
digital domain, whe¡e F is the sampling frequency. Equivalences between elements in the
aralog and the complex wave digital domains can be used to derive wD networks with the
beneficial properties mentioned above.

A particular filter structu'e that has been found to be of importance is the lattice
analog structure with equal impedance terminations. The sensitivity of the wave digital
equivalent of the doubly+erminated lattice strucn¡re is not of concem in the operation of the
filter since the coefficients a¡e fixed and cannot change over time. several methods of
¡ealization of this strucru¡e have been proposed, including: three-port parallel and series
adaptors with delays, cascaded unit elements, and first and second order unit element
sections coupled together with a multi-port circulator.

For even-order classical fìlters, such as the Butterwonh, Chebyshev and Cauer
(Elliptic) frlter types, the functions used in the lattice realiz¿tion a¡e complex allpass
functions. For real inputs, the ouput of one complex allpass function will be the complex
conjugate of the other, and thus only one complex allpass function is needed to implement
the filter. The real part of the ouçut wiJl be the response from desired tansfer function and
the imaginary part will correspond to the response from the spectral complement of the
transfer function,

one realization of the complex allpass function is the cascade of unit elements,
which is equivalent to a cascade of circulators of different reference impedances. The
complex wave digital nework representing the complex allpass functiori will be cânonic in
the number ofdelays and it will contain complex two.pon adaptors, complex tbree-pon
ci¡culators and delays. A particular fonn of the structu¡e can be chosen to maximize the
decoupling of the state variables associated with the ñlter. The scattering matrix or state-
variable marix rep¡esentation of the non-dynamic sub.network with the delay elements
¡emoved will be sparse and consist of only four complex block-submatrix rypes. Thus it is
highly structwed and it can be easily amplitude scaled with a non-singular linear
Íansformation.

Chapter tr gives an introduction to the new theory developed defining complex
wave digital filters with consønt complex port reference impedances. Section 2.1
summarizes the wave digiøl trzursformation and gives the new def,rnifions of the wave
variables. section 2.2 gives an argument for low passband sensitivity with well-clesigned
complex wave digital filters. Pseudopower and pseudoenergy are defined in secrion 2.3
along with the conditions for pseudopassivity. The equivalences between the common
one-port elements: a complex multiplier, a delay, a delay in series with an inversion, and a
wave sou¡ce, with constant port reference impedances, and the ana.log domain are given in
Section 2.4. Complex wave digital multi-ports, such as the complex two-port adapto¡,
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complex cfuculator and complex transformer are defined a¡d investigated in section 2.5.
The criterion for port interconnection is also given. The definition of the complex
scattering matrix as related to the state-va¡iable matrix is given in Section 2.6. The
scattering matrix is amplirude scaled and the frequency response of the network represented
by the scattering matrix is derived. In section 2.7 the zero-input and forced response
stabi,lity of a complex wave digital network is investigated. Due to the finite number of
digits representing signals within a recursive digital filter, overflow and underflow error
signals will appear making the network non-li¡ear. conditions on the complex overflow
and underflow non-linear operators are given to guarantee pseudopassivity and incremenul
pseudopassivity.

ln Chapter Itr, the theory developed in Chapter tr is applied in order ro realize
classical even-order lowpass filters, such as the Butterworth, chebyshev and cauer filter
types. The representation of a classical filter nansfer function in terms of two complex
allpass functions is given in section 3.1. It is shown that the coefficients ofone complex
4llpass function are the complex conjugate of the coefficients of the other. The structure of
the lattice realization is given in section 3.2 along with the method of choosing the poles
for the complex allpass function. In Secrion 3.3, the complex allpass function is realized in
the complex wave digital domain with complex two-poÌt adaptors, complex úrce-pon
ci¡culators and delays. The method of calculating the parameters from the complex allpass
function is given. The stability of all intermediate allpass functions is verified and the pon
reference impedances are given in terms of the complex two-port adaptor parameters. The
non-dynamic sub-network of the complex two.port adaptor ncrw ork is represented by a
spane scattering matrix and is scaled in section 3.4. Also, a [xrLrnd on the magnitude of
the ouçut and the states of the f ter is derived. The port reference impedances are given
for the delay pons after scaling in Section 3.5. An example of a complex allpass function
realization is given in section 3.6. The analog domain e4uiv¿rl( ììr of the complex allpass
wave digital network is given in Section 3.7.

Chapter W gives the desøiption of the computer program used to implement the
theory derived in chapters tr and Itr, and is listed in Appendix c. The program generates a
state-variable solution for a set of frequency specifications given for a classical even-order
lowpass filter. The format of the input specification and initialization text files are given in
Appendices A and B, respectively. In Section 4.1, the computer program input-output is
discussed. The design specifications and the run options a¡e described and the form of the
filter solution is given. The method of calculating the complex allpass function that
represents the desired Eansfer function which meets the frequency specifications is given in
section 4.2. The procedure for determining the optimum pole locations is discussed along
with the calculation of the unimodular constant associated with the complex ailpass
function. The generation of the scaled scanering matrix is examined in section 4.3. The
algorithm for quantizing the scattering matrix is inroduced and the pseudopassivity test is
outlined as they relate to the choice ofthe quantized scattering matrix integer denominator.
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Finally in section 4.4, the procedure used for meeting the frequency specifications is
given.

chapter v presents six examples of complex wave digital designs ofclassical filters
using the computer program discussed in Chapter [V.



CHAPTERtr

INTRODUCTION TO COMPLEX WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS

Complex wave digital filters, CWDFs, are a generalization of real wave digital
filters ingoduced by Fenweis t1lt2lt3l. Complex reference, or analog networks can be
realized in the discrete domain using complex wave digital filters without ¡esricdons on a
passive transfer function. The ¡ealization process consists of transforming the complex
¡eference Íansfer function into the discrete domain with the bilinear transformation, then
performing a mapping into the wave digital domain with the definition of incident and
reflected waves as referenced to pons with constant complex po¡t impedances.

Constant reactances arise in circuits from several sources. They include the
decomposition of even-order classical filters, including Butterworh, Chebyshev and Cauer
(Elliptic) filters, giving rwo complex allpass functions with complex coefficients. They
also include non-symmetric filters where the attenuation characteristic is not symmetric in
the frequency domain about the zero frequency axis [59], a¡d na¡row-band filters [47].
These applications and others have prompted interest in complex ci¡cui¡s and the realization
of complex transfer functions.

2.1 Complex Wave Digital Transformation

Filter design in the Laplace domain is a well-known and understood discipline, and
several structu¡es have emerged which possess benef,rcial properties. A digiøl
transfonnation should take advantage of these properties in orde¡ to design stable digital
filte¡s with low sensitivity to changes in multiplier coefficients. An appropriate
transformation is known to be the mapping from the voltage-cunent discrete domain to the
real wave digiøi domain. However, this mapping was not generalized for the reaiization of
complex reference network and restrictions were placed on the complex ta¡rsfer function
1261.

A new theory is presented here which redefi¡es wave digital networks in order to
include complex reference networks. The complex wave variables a¡e redefined giving a
complex reflection function that agrees with the fo¡m suggested by Belevich þ41 and
several other authors [47] [49] [52], The reference port impedance is srill constant, bur it is
allowed to be complex. concepts of pseudopassivity, pseudolosslessness and the adaptor
implementation follow directly. The following development does not place restrictions on
passive reference networks, and reduces, in the real case, to the theory of real wave digital
filters as ineoduced by Fettweis [1].



2.1.1 Definition of Complex Wave Variables

A CWDF is derived from a complex reactance nefwork through a tra¡sformation
from the voltage-current discrete domain to the wave digital domai¡. All domains a¡e
assumed to be discrete and thoughout the following, voltage waves will be used
exclusively. Define the foilowing mapping from the voløge-current domain to the wave
domain,

a(n)=v1n;*2t,n,
b(n) = Y1n¡ - z* i(n)

AM=VM+ZI(V)
B(V)=vM-z*I(v)

Z=R+jX

(2.1)
(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

where y is a frequency variable given in (2.10), Z is a complex constant henceforth known
as the pon reference impedance, a(n) and b(n) are two complex sequences ofthe incident
and reflected waves, and A(ry) and B(y) are the complex steady-state incident and reflected
waves, respectively, The discrete variable n represents time instants, or the actual time of
a(n) and b(n) ¡s 1 = 1o + nT, where T is the sampling period and ts is a time reference. The
wave quantities are shown in Figure 2.1 along with the reference port impedances.

Figure 2.1: n-port complex wave digital network.

When considering a one-port WD netwo¡k as shown in Figwe 2.2, the incident
wave A is the input while the reflected wave B is the output as referenced to the one-port
with impedance Z.

Bl



Complex

Pseudopassive

one-pon

Figtxe 2.2: Complex one-port pseudopassive wave digital network

For convenience, the following will be considered equivalent

VM=v' (ìY)=I

A(V) =.q, B(v) = s
The complex voltage and current are given in terms of the steady-state wave va¡iables of the
one-port as

(2.6)

(2.7)

.. Z* A,+ZB Z* A+ZBv=-=' Z+Z* 2Re(Z)

- A-B A-B| =_=_- Z+Z* ZRe(Z)

2.1.2 Transfer Function Transformation

/orr\q=*\-zJ, s=jco, v=jO

A reference transfer function in the Laplace domain is transformed through a
change in the frequency variable to the digital domain with the bilinear ransformation by
substituting the followin g

,v='#=*h(Ð, 
"= "'r

(2.8)

(2.e)

(2.10)

(2.1 1)

into the transfer function, where s is the actual Laplace transfo¡m variable, z is the digital
domain variable and r is the sampling period with r=1Æ. The bilinea¡ transformadon

maps the Nyquist range 0 < o < ?rF, in a one-to-one correspondence, onto the range in

the Laplace domain 0 < 0 < "". lt also maps stable filters in the reference domain to stable
and causal filters in the digital domain.

The Laplace domain complex transfer funcrion of orde¡ n given in (2.12) with



Laplace domain complex zeros zli, i =1 (1) m, poles pli, i = 1 (1) n, and gain K¡,

G(v) = lg) =
DM

-L m -L m-l
P-V + P'n-tV +... * il - KL(v- "l\v- "l)... (*- ,k)

L

_ rJ\r -r I\f -zt...tY -m,/

diy +di-1y +...+diL n ,L n-1 k (v'pilv-pi) G;l)-Pr /\V-Pz /...\V-P" / e.tz)
is thus Eansformed into the discrete domain with z-domain zetos zi, i = 1 (l) m, and z-
domain poles pi, i = 1 (1) n, defined in equations (2.13a) and (2.13b), with the gain K",

t+zl
z¡= ----- , i= I (i) m

t -.1

1+o!p'=:-ï , i=1(1)n
I _pi

m

lI('-"ll
i=1

Kz= KL-
n

lI('-ol
j=t

(2.t3a)

(2.13b)

(2.r7)

(2.1 8)

(2.te)

(2.14)
giving the following z-domain complex transfer function

D(z) 
d,.,zn+ dn-rzn-1+... + d6 I'- prl'- Pz) "' (z - p'¡

(2.15)
where all polynomial coefficients, poles and zeros a¡e allowed to be complex, or

-L,LLL-pi , di,zl ,pl , p¡, d1, z¡, p¡ e c i= 1(1) n (2.16)
The scattering matrix of a complex ci¡cuit can be defined using equations (2.3) and

(2.4) with the familiar represenration of the voltage V = Z I, where Z is the complex
impedance matrix, and Z is the port reference impedance matrix. Solving for I in both
equations and equating the result yields

z*a+zB=z(A-B)
or, solving for the scattering matrix with the reflectances along the diagonal,

s =(Z+ zl'1@-7*¡
An interesting form appears when Z is an elemen¡ for example

Z=R+jX
with the refe¡ence port impedance Z given n (2.5),



o =E::5: ¡:jÃ- F- n)+: F+ x)
" -n+ jX+n+¡x -@in)ìlftix)

Clearly, when Z andZ are rcal, the definition of the reflectance is the same as i¡
case. From Equation (2.18), when p = Q,

Z =Z*

(2.20)
the real

(2.2r)
or the input impedance must be a complex constant and equal to the conjugate of the
reference port impedance.

2. 1.3 Comparison with Wave Digitat Filters Transferred to the Complex
Domain

It has b€en suggesred l26lÍ271Í281thar complex transfer funcrions can be
implemented using real wave digital adaptors. This method requires a properry known as

one-realness, where the input impedance atz = æ, orìy = 1, must b€ purely real. This
condition is easily verified, since a one-port must not create a delay-free loop, or rhe
reflectance after an inñnite delay must be zero. using the definition of the ¡eal ¡eflectance

., = 
Z- R

' Z+R (2.22)

where R is the ¡eal reference port resistance and Z is the input impedance at \r = l, ¡¡"
condition that the ¡eflectance must be zero states that the input impedance Z must b€ e4ual
to R, or real. since a general complex circuit will not be one-real, the transfer function
representing the circuit, and thus the circuit itself, must be cha¡ged to produce one_
realness. This is accomplished by multipllng the transfer function by a unimodula¡
constant. Al1 of the wave adaptors can then be used, with the only new elements being
complex multipliers [26].

The above method is tedious and restrictive, and many realizations will require
changes in the actual ransfer function by at least a constant change of phase. For example,
consider a general pæsive complex circuit consisting of resistances, constant reactances,
capacitors, inductors, complex transforme$, gyrators and circulators. The impedance will
in general not be one-real, and therefore the ransfer function of the ci¡cuit must be
calculated (no matter how complicated the chcuit), unless the transfer function is already
known. Then the input impedance must be found, the phase consta¡t to guarantee one-
realness calculated, and a new transfer function derived in order to implement the circuit
with the old (real) adaptors. This method is resricdve since if the original phase of the
transfer function is critical, the circuit cannot be implemented with the ¡eal adaptors. Also,
if a scattering marix technique is to be used, no conditions guaranteeing pseudopassivity
have been suggested, since all definitions apply to real, not complex, scattering matrices.

The complex lvDF sructure outlined in this thesis is not restrictive as it does not



require the property of one-realness. This is because port reference impedances are
allowed to be complex. Thus passive circuits in the analog domain wirh constant
reactances, or consþnt complex impedances, can be directly transfo¡med into the wave
digital domain without alteration. Clearly, this allows the implementation of many
important analog structures containing constant reactances, including those that do not
allow changes in the phase characteristic.

2.2 Sensitivity of Complex Wave Digitat Fitters

The sensitivity of a complex wave digital network to a multiplier coefficient
associated with a digital ñlter is very low in the passband. An argument similar to the one
used by Fettweis [6] will be presented because of the importance of sensitivity.

A general complex transfer function in the z-domain describing a pseudopassive
network can be viewed as a Eansmittance, 52¡, from scattering matrix theory of a complex
two-port as shown in Figure 2,3.

Figure 2.3: Complex pseudopassive two-po¡t wave digitai network.

The wave domain transfer function is clearly given by

B"sr=tr
(2.23)

where the incident wave (input) of port 1, 41, and the reflected lvave (ouçut) of port 2,
82, is given by

Ar=Vr+ZrIr
Bz=Yz-za*12

and the complex reference port impeda¡ces for both ports are given by
Zr=Rr+jXr
7o=R^+iX¡'¿-

(2.24)
(2.2s)

(2.26)
(2.27)

The loss o¡ attenuation, p, conesponding to S21(z) is shown for a general case in
Figure 2.4, and is defined by (2.28), where s21(z) is evaluated along the unir circle in rhe
z-plane,

Complex

Pseudopassive

two-port



p=-0.5 ln I S21(z) Szr*(z)] ,lzl=1
where ¡r is strictly non-negative (¡r ) 0) if pseudopassivity can be maintained. Let ß
represent aly multiplier coeff,rcient which may in general be complex. Conside¡ the
attenuation explicitly as a real function of z and ß
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(2.28)

(2.29)

(2.30)

(2.31)

P = - 0.5 ln I S21( z,ß ) S21*( z,ß)l ,lzl= |
Let the real part of ß be denoted ß', and the imaginary part of ß by ß,',

ß = ß'+j ß"
then (2.29) becomes

þ=-0.5 In I S21( 2,ß'+ j ß" ) S21*( 2,ß'+ j ß" ) ] ,1zt=l

Notice that the ¡esulting term in the square b,races is pu¡e1y real, and thus the (real)
attenuation function can be viewed as being a function of the two real, independent
va¡iables ß' and ß".

The sensitivity of the attenuation to ß, or equivalently to ß'and ß", can be
investigated by considering the paritial derivatives of ¡r, as given in (2.31), with respect to
ß' and ß". Note that since the attenuation can be considered to be a real function of two real
variables ß' and ß", the partial derivatives deal with real quantities, and thus the familiar
definitions of differential calculus can be used. At a relative minimum of the attenuation, or
at points where the response equals zero in the passband, as shown in Figure 2.4, the
partial derivatives of p with respect to ß' and ß" must be zero [58].

(2.32)
Furthermore, at frequencies near zero attenuation, the partial derivatives must be nea¡ zero
ts8l.

(2.33)
This suggests that the sensitivity of the auenuation in the passband with respect to ß is very
low. Further the sensitivity is smaller the closer the attenuation is to zero.

âP 
= 

ðP 
=o ar u=oap' ap"

aP 
=0, aP =o at p=oaF' ap"



p
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Frequency

Figure 2.4: Loss response of a lowpass filter with parameter ß.

Consider a complex operator / (possible non-linear) acting on ß in such a way that
it is changed from ß to ß + Âß. The operator / changes ß by changing the real pa¡t,
imaginary part or both, and will clearly change the attenuation characteristic. However, if
pseudopassivity can be maintained after applying /(ß), then it is guaranteed that p > 0.
This suggests that the attenuation characteristic with /(ß) = ß + Âß must b€ of the form
shown in Figure 2.5.

If the attenuation moves, it can only move in an upward direction because of the
pseudopassivity condition. This movement is shown with arrows of different len$h in
Figure 2.5. This process may give a better sensitivity with respect to ß than was first
implied, since the total distortion of the attenuation characteristic in the passband is
predomìnantly dictated by the differences in the upward shifts. These differences a¡e often
much smaller than the sizes of the actual shifts, and this gives low sensitivity when the
passband attenuation is not nea¡ zero.

The above discussion of the sensitivity of the attenuation does not depend on how ß
chalges. The size of the change produced by the operato¡ f, or whether the real part,
imaginary part or both of the parameter ß are changed is clearly irrelevant, as long as
pseudopassivity is maintained. Thus for a well designed filter where there is at least one
region where the attenuation drops to zero and ¡emains near zero over a range of
frequencies, the sensitivity of the attenuation with respect to the change in the complex
multiplier coefficient is near zero. Furthermore, the sensitivity is low tkoughout the
passband of the filter.



tr

Aftenuation
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Figure 2.5: Loss response of a lowpass filter with parameter ß + 
^ß.

Dynamic range is defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the output signal for
which overflows occur to the conesponding ouçut quantization noise, and thus the
dynamic range should ideatly be large [6]. The sensitivity of a digital network has been
lhked to the dynamic range of the nerwo¡k t6lt9lt10l, where the dynamic range is
increased by a decrease in the sensitivity. The excellent sensitivity of complex wave digital
frlters is expected to lead to a large dynamic range as in the real case.

2.3 Pseudopower and Pseudopassivity

Pseudopower and the related topic of pseudopassivity play an important role in
many of the useful propenies of real wave digital filters and equivalent concepts are
fundamentally necessary for the theory involving complex wave digital frlters. The
definition of pseudopower follows from the definition of power in the reference, or analog
domain. The definition of, and conditions for, pseudopassivity and incremental

pseudopassivity are developed from rhe theory proposed by Fenweis [3] and Meerkötter

t7l.



t4

2.3.1 Definition of Pseudopower and Pseudoenergy

The steady-state pseudopower can be defi¡ed for complex wave digital fr-lters by
consideúng the power of a complex analog network and then transforming the power
relation into the wave digital domain. Thus consider the linea¡ time-invariant complex
analog circuit shown in Figure 2.6.

Fi gvre 2.6i Complex passive one-pon in the analog domain.

The power P is defined as the real part of the appa¡ent power U, defined by

U=VI*r
From equations (2.8) and (2.9), the voltage and current are given in terrns of the incident
and reflected waves, A and B, and the reference port imp€dance Z. For a one-port, the
steady-state apparent power in the complex wave digital domain, with all quantities a
function of the discrete variable z, becomes

(2.34)

(2.3s)

/2*.¡a7g\/¿*-gx\
" =[-2n44-,/trnraj

A* Z* A_B* ZB + A* ZB _B* Z* Au=
4R2 (2.36)

Generalize to a complex n-port N vtithZi = R; + j X¡ and define the conductance

matnx

Complex

Passive

one-port



Y=

... 0

... 0

zrl
)

R;
(2.37)

where each Q is a complex constanl Also define the vectors A and B as the incident and
reflected waves of the n-port. Then the steady-state apparent power becomes

rr A*rV* a - B*rçB +A*TyB _B*rV*A

However, from scattering matrix theory, it ís known that B = S A. Substituting 
(2'38)

u _ l*r(?* - s*rgs + ys -s*rÌ*)t
4 (2.39)

,, _ e*'(r - s*) v (s * ç-1 y.)r
4 e.4o)

Define steady-state pseudopower P as rhe real part of the complex U.

p = R{u)= *"f e.'(v* - s*'v s * v s - s*"v-)nl"\f 
(2.4r)

Identify the hermitian H and anti-hermitian HA parts of the inner bracketted matrix in
(2.4r),

Z,
-:0t
R;

z"0i ,,

R;

00

" 
= i[F* ç*¡ - s*r(? * r-]s]

(2.42)
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"o=å[f--vt 
-s*"{l-v*)s + zÍ s-zr-'?-]

(2.43)

The pseudopower is the¡efote

e = fn"(r-Tr ¿, + ¡*ruAn)= f [n{a-h r)* n.(a.'uAal,) (2.44)
However, since the quadratic form (A*T H A) of a hermitian matrix is purely real and the
quadratic form of an anti-hermitian matrix is purely imaginary, the pseudopower on_ly

involves the hermitian matrix H as defined in (2.42). The rcal conductance matrix G can
be identifred from the hermitian part by considering

(Í * ÍÐi i= A.'J=4 = 3,=, o,
Rí RÍ Rí r\i 

Q.4s)
The ¡eal conductance matrix G is defined as

cl 0 ... 0

0 G2.,. 0

(2.46)

with Gi = 1/R1, Thus the steady-state pseudopower is given by (ignoring any constant
mulitpliers),

p=A*rGA - A*rS*rG S A

p = ¡*r(c s*rc s)n
When considering both the complex incident and refle¡ted waves in the pseudopower
equation,

G=

(2.47)

(2.48)

p=A*rGA - B*rGB (2.49)



(l o,l'- l",l')o,
(2.s0)

Notice that the definition of the pseudopower is similar to the definition in the real domain,
except the absolute value operators are replaced with modulus operators and the incident
and ¡eflected waves are complex.

Along with pseudopower comes the concept of pseudoenergy W(m), defined at the
mth time instant. The total pseudoenergy of a full synchronic complex wave digital
network stored in the delays berween times t- and t-a1 can be defured as the sum of the
pseudoenergy stored in each delay benveen t- and ta1.,.1. Define the pseudoenergy stored
in a delay of value T, between tm and tm+l, as

r c1 la¡(m) | 
2

(2.st)

where Gi is the conducta¡rce, and a1(m) is the incident wave associated with the port i,
between the mth and the m+lth time instants. The total pseudoenergy stored in the delays is
then given by

n

w(m)=1f ¡u,¡'n¡¡'c,
i=l (2.s2)

where n is the number of delays. clearly, the pseudopower and pseudoenergy as defined
are real quantities.

Using Equation (2.50) given above, another representation of the pseudopower is
possible by using the definition of a norm as proposed by Meerkötter [7]. Define ttre
following nomr of a general n-port complex wave digital network at the mth time insrant,

n

._s,-.L
i= 1

nn
llu(,n)ll2= Il ",,-,1'c,= Iaf (m)a1(m)Gl

i=l i=l (2.s3)
where a¡ (m) refen to a wave associated with port i at time insønt m, and G¡ refers to the
conductance of pon i. Define the norm ove¡ m time instants, of the above norm over the n
ports, as



ll'lll=
m

) ll"clll'=
j=0

m

atc) l'zct = I
j=0

af () a¡() c¡
n

T
i=1

mnI)r
j=0 i=1 (2.54)

where the symbol 'a' inside the norm operator on the left of (2.54) refers to the sequence of
wave quantities over m instants and over the n-pon. The pseudopower can be represented
as

p = ll a(m) ll'- ll ufrnl ll' (2.ss)
Similarly, the pseudoenergy absorbed by the n-port until the mth time instant can be
represented as

m

w(m) = tI [¡¡ u(-) ¡2-ilu(m) ill=t(l^Ui-ltu tîlj=o 
e.56)

Çlearly, if ll a ll-2 is bounded, rhen from (2.54), we have

lim r r-l

-=."Lll 
a(m) ll".i= s

(2.s7)

2.3.2 Conditions for Pseudopassivity

A reference, or analog network is said to be passive if the power p is greater than or
equal to zero in the closed right half Laplacian plale. similarly, a reference network is said
to be lossless if the power P is identically equal to zero along the frequency axis in the
Laplacian plane. The concepts of passivity and losslessness in the analog domain lead to
similar concepts in the wave digital domain. The wave digital network is pseudolossless if
the steady-state pseudopower equals zero along the unit circle in the z-plane and
pseudopassive if the steady-state pseudopower is non-negative outside the unit ci¡cle in the
z-pløne.

For a pseudolossless network, the right side of Equation (2.48) is identically zero.
However, Equation (2.48) is in the quadratic form of a hermitian matrix.
[æmma: If a quadratic forrn of a hermitian matrix is equal to zero, the hermitian matrix
must be identically equal to zero.

Proof:

The quadratic form of a hermitian marix H is real and given by

A*THA (2.s8)
where A is a complex column vector, and the result is equal to zero for all A. The
diagonal elements ofH a¡e immediately seen to be zero by considering a real
column vector A with a one in the ith location. Equation (2.45) then becomes



(0 0... 1 ...0 0) H (0 0... 1 ... 0 0)r - 0
from which we can conclude that

hii = 0, i=l (1) n
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(2.s9)

(2.60)
The off-diagonal elements a¡e seen to be zero by showing that the real and
imaginary parts of the off-diagonal elements must be zero. Fi¡st choose a real
vector A with a one in the iú and jú locations. Then perform the multiplication

(00... 1...00... 1...00) H (00... 1...00...1...00;r = 6 e.6t)

The ¡esult is

h¡¡ + hi¡* =0, Re(hi¡)=9, ij=1(1)n i*j (2.62)

Similarly, by choosing a complex vector A with a one in the ith location and the
complex constant j in the jth location and perform the multiplication

(00... 1...00...j...00¡* H (00... 1...00...j...00)T =0 (2.63)

The result is
j(hij - hij*) =0, Im(h¡¡)=s, ij=1(1)n i*j (2.64)

Thus if the quadratic form of a he¡mitian matrix is equal to zero, the he¡mitian
matrix is also equal to zero.

Thus a condition for pseudolosslessness is
Q.E.D.

(2.6s)

(2.66)
Let the

(2.67)
(2.68)

(2.69)

(2.70)

(2.7 r)

c_S*TGS = 0

G = S*,TGS

The pseudopassive property implies from (2.48) that

p=A*r(c _ s*rc s)l > o
and this gives a condition on the hermitian matrix inside the brackets defined as H.
matrices H and A be given in terms of the real and imaginary parts as

H = H'+jH"
A = A'+ jA"

Then (2.66) becomes

t=(e't-: o,'1U'+ jH,,)(A,+j A,,)> o
where Ä', ,{", H', and H" a¡e real matices. From the defintion of a hermitia¡ matrix

H'= H'r
H"= -H"r
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Multiplying the matrices in Equation (2.ó9) and recognizing that the imaginary part is e4ual
to ze¡o, we get

P= ATH'A'+ A"rH'A" - A"IH,' A', + A"rH',A'> 0 (2.72)

using (2.71), the lasr two terms of the above can be related by taking the transpose of one
term, giving

A"r H" A' = _ A'r H,, A,,

The steady-state pseudopassive condition after substituting the above becomes

p = A{ H,A, + A"r H'À" _ 2 A,r H,' A" > 0

and we immediately have a condition rhat the real part of the hermitian matrix H, or
Re(H)=Re{G-S*rGSl

(2.73)

must be positive semi-definite. A suffîcient condition is given by expressing (23 4) above
i¡ matrix fo¡m where the elements of all matrices will be real

[o'' ^l[#', (2.76)

(2.74)

(2.75)

Hil[î;] , ,
of

r.' ^ r I xli i:;;;] it: x.;::l]rl ). o 
,,,,,

and thus the following marix must be positive semi-definiæ

-s-'c s)l
-s-'c s)l

(2.78)

Notice that if the scattering matrix s is purely real, the condition given by the right side of
(2.75) is sufñcient for guaranteeing the pseudopassivity of a wave digital network.

Thus a necessa¡y and sufficient condition for the pseudopassivity ofa general
complex wave digital nework is that (2.28) be positive semi-definite. since in most
analyses, the positive semi-def,rniteness of (2.78) is not easily verified, another method of
guaranteeing pseudopassivity can be derived by considering the same criteria using the
adaptor approach of implementation. clearly, the adaptor approach is equivâlent to the
scattering matrix ¡ealiz¿tion if none of the relavent parameters are qua¡tizpd, since the

| *"(" -s*rc s) - m(c

L *G-s*rcs) R,(c
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scattering matrix car define and be def,rned by the adaptor realization; ie, there is a one-to-
one correspondance between the two realizations (without quantizations).

Simila¡ to real WDF, a connection of pseudopassive adaptors and elements forms a
pseudopassive network as long as the ports are compatible for connection. Thus proving
the pseudopassivity of a netwo¡k is accomplished by proving the pseudopassivity of all of
the building blocks that make up the network when the criteria for connecting adaptors is
obeyed.

This ca¡ be verified by considering the connection of a n-port network N a¡d a m_

port network Ñ as shown in Figure 2.7 with the connecting ports of both networks labelled

1 and î.

3)

r1

Figure 2.7: Connection of a n-port and a m-port.

The actual connection of two pons is pseudolossless since

Ar=Êr
Br=Âr

and the port impedances are related by (from Secti on 2.5.2),

4=2f
and certainly the port conductances are equal

cr=ôr
Thus, if net',vorks N and Ñ are pseudopassive, then p > 0 and Þ > 0 and
gives

(2.79)

(2.80)

(2.81)

(2.82)

Equation (2.50)

n=(lo,l'- l",l')o, *
n

I (lo'l'
i=2

^m-port Network N

-¡n¡¡'?)c1> o

(2.83)
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u =(l^,1'- lÊ,1')ô, . å(l^¡'. ¡n,¡')e , = o

(2.84)
Since the pseudopower of both networks is positive, their sum must also be positive.
substirute (2.79-80) and (2.82) into (2.83-84), and add the ¡esulting expressions to derive
the total pseudopower of both networks.

P+P=

Thus the temrs involving the connecfing port of both newo¡k cancel in the total
pseudopower expression. Both summation terms of (2.85) represent the total
pseudopower of each netwo¡k with the first port removed. Therefore the two networks
shown in Figure 2.7 can be viewed as one network with positive pseudopower from
(2.85). This implies that the connection of two pseudopassive networks is itself
pseudopassive.

The argument can be extended to any number of pseusopassive networks. Notice
that the development did not require linearity in eittrer network, rather the networks can
contain any linear or non-linear processes as long as the pseudopassivity of each network is
guaranteed and the port reference impedances are conjugates of each other (refer to section
2.s.2).

2'3.3 Definition of Incremental Pseudopower and Incremental pseudoenergy

Incremental pseudopassivity as inuoduced by Meerkötter [7] follows directly from
the argument used in the real domain. The concepts involved are equivalent, and thus only
a brief discussion is presented here. The dehnitions presented will be used in the stability
argument in Section 2.7.

[æt the column rrarices a(m) and â1m¡ represent two complex input sequences to a
stable, causal and possibly nonlinear wave digiral n-pon nework N with initial states x¡
and 16 and with the corresponding ourpur sequences b(m) and Ê(m). Define the
incremental pseudopower, P6 as

(lo,l'- ¡"il')o, . Ë (l^,1 '- ¡0,¡')e , = oi=2 
(2.85)

nI
i=2

r¿ = ll a(m¡ - âr,'r ll '- ll nr.r - ir"'r ll'
and the inc¡emental pseudoenergy, W6(m), as

(2.86)



w¿(m) =Ë (|"0, - aarll'- llocl-soll)
j=0

(2.87)

2.4 One-Port Equivalences with Complex Analog Circuits

The resistor, capacitor and inductor are cornmon elements in real analog circuits. It
can be shown that passivity is ensured only if all capacitors and inductors in a ci¡cuit a¡e
¡eal and all resistances are positive. Thus the only new elementary element that is added in
the complex domain is the imaginary resistor, or constant reactance, which can be either
positive or negative. An impedance made up of a positive resistor and a constant ¡eactance
is known as a constant impedance,

2.4.1 Unimodular Multiplier in the Comptex \{ave Digital Domain

A one-pon with a constant reactance as the only element is shown in Figure 2.g. It
can easily be shown that this circuit is passive in the analog domain. consider the wave
digital one-port of Figure 2.9 with a unimodular constant multiplie¡. This one-port only
changes the phase of the incident wave. The port reference impedance is Z = R + j X, and
the incident and reflected waves a¡e as shown. The bilinear transformation is not needed
since the impedance in the analog domain is constant by assumption, and the definitions of
the complex wave variables can be applied directly.

Figure 2.8: Constant reactance in the voltage-current domain.

Proceeding with the definitions of the wave va¡iables,



Thus

Solving for V[,

A=Y +ZI
B=Y-Z*I

B V-Z*I -R+lX+Ð ie
E=n¡zT= R iÍì+;1'=e'

v zeiø+z* li*"jr\
+= !s-:f = {.i7,j- ,"
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(2.88)
(2.89)

(2.e0)

(2.91)

(2.92)

(2.e3)

(2.94)

(2.9s)

r,(#)R jx

*='[ö,.]

with rhe constanr complex *n**." o"r,llJ lr-.[öl
(2.e6)

Thus a u¡imodular multiplier in the wave digital domain with a port reference impedatce Z
= R + j X as shown in Figure 2.9 conesponds to a constant ¡eactance in the analog domain
with a value given by (2.96),
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ej e

B

Figure 2.9: Unimodular multiplier in the complex wave digital domain.

Notice that the ¡eve¡se transformation is not unique since the solution set {R, X, g } is
infinite when the constant reactance is given in the anaiog domai¡. Also, the wave digital
one-port is pseudolossless, since the pseudopower is given by

p= A'*TIG _ SxtcSl A

G=G=l/R>0
S = S = "j 

0

Thus

p = A,*Ttlß - e-je VR eJ0l A = 0

2.4.2 Capacitor in Series lryith A Constant Reactance

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.ee)

(2.100)

Consider a real capacitor C in series with a constant reactance as shown in Figure
2.10. This one-port is clearly passive and frequency dependent.

Figure 2.10: Capacitor in series with a constant reactance.



The complex voltage is given by

(2.101)
since the input impedance is dependent upon the frequency, the bilinea¡ transformation wi_ll
be needed along with the defi¡itions of the incident ard reflected waves. Assume the wave
digital port reference impedance is Z = R + j X. Substituting the equations

v=(J- +iTl r
\cv )

-. Z* A+ZB Z* A+ZB' Z+Z* 2Re(Z)

- A-B A-B- Z+Z* 2Re(Z)

z*A+zB=(*.:-x)¡e-r¡

1 +i:¡.-z*
å=cv _r+(iX-z*)cv
" Ui+jx+z r+$*+z)cY

Substituting the bilinea¡ transformation

t="-l' z+ I
into (2.105),

[r + (iF - z*) c] + [r - (iF - zÐ cl "]
[r +(r +Òcf+[r -(x- +z)cf zl

into (2.101) while delaying the substitution of the bilinea¡ transfo¡mation, we have

(2.102)

(2.103)

(2.r04)

(2.10s)

(2.106)

(2.107)

(2.108)

B
A

B
A

with the correct assignment of the reference port values R and X, the above equation could
represent a delay in the wave digital domain. læt the port impedance values be assigned as

z+1+ûX- z*) c(z _ t)
z+1 + [i X +

X=-X (2.109)
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R=å
or the reference port impedance is

1z=e_jx
Substituting these values into Equation (2.108), rhe relation becomes

(2.1 10)

(2.rtt)

B-l
T= " (2.r12\

Therefore a one-pon delay with a reference port impedance Z = R +j X in the wave digital
domain conesponds to a capacitor l/R in series with a constant reactance -jX. This
equivalence is shown in Figure 2.11 where T is the clock period or T = 1Æ where F is the
operating frequency of the digital filter. The resulting wave digital one-port is
pseudolossless.

B

Figure 2.1 I : Delay in the complex wave digital domain.

Notice that the equivalence between the wave digital and analog domains is unique.
Thus an analog ci¡cuit with a constant reacta¡rce in series with a capacitor can immediately
be tansfonned i¡to the wave digital domain as a one-port as in Figure 2.11.

Also, the equivalence reduces to the known result when the constant reactance is
removed in the analog domain, and the reference po¡t impedance becomes Z = 1/C. Or, a
capacitor without a constant reåctance transforms to a delay with a real port impedance,
which is the familiar ¡esult derived in the ¡eal domain.

2.4.3 Inductor in Series With a Constant Reactance

A one-port consisting of a constant reactance in series with a real inductor is shown
in Figure 2.12. The input impedance is complex and frequency dependent and thus the
bilinear transformation will be needed when tansforming to rhe digital domain.



Figtre 2.12; Inductor in series with a constant reactance.

The complex voløge is given by

/_\u=tvt + jxJr
(2.113)

Assume a reference pon impedance of Z = R + j X in tho wave digital domain. Apply the
wave variable ransfo¡mation defined below, while delaying the bilinea¡ ransformarion
substitution for clarity,

Substituting into (2.113),

Substioting the bilinea¡ transformation
z- |v=z+l

into (2,117), the reflectance is given in the discrete domain as

,, Z* A+ZB Z* A+ZB\ =-+zF-=-Z@-

- A-B A-B- Z+Z* 2Re(Z)

f_\Z*A+ZB=tVl-+jXJ(A_B)

B_vL+jx-z*
^_¡r VL+ j)(+Z

(2.rr4)

(2.1i5)

(2.116)

(2.rr7)

(2. 1 18)



B
A

ø _r(z- t) + Q-L- z)(z+ t)
A L(z-r)+(ix+z)(z+I)

Ir+i7 - z*] +liE - z* -rf;l
[L+;X + z)+ l1T + z-t),'l

(2.119)

(2.r20)

o¡

we have the ¡esult

R=L
x=-x

z =L-i7.

Simila¡ to the case with the capacitor, the above reflectance can be made equal to an
inversion in series with a delay by conectly assigning the reference pon impedance values
R and X. By choosing

(2.12r)

(2.r22)

(2.t23)

(2.124)
Thus, a delay in series with an inverter in the wave digital domain with a complex

referenceportimpedanceZ=R+jXcorrespondstoaninductanceL=Rinserieswitha
complex reactance -jX. Notice that this equivalence, as.shown in Figure 2.13, forms a
transform pair, or the equivalence has a unique inverse. Again T is the clock period and
represents a delay ofone clock cycle. The resulting wave digita-l one-port is pseudolossless
as expected.

Figure 2.13: Inverring delay complex wave digital one_port.

Note that if the constant reåcta¡ce in the analog domain is equal to zero, the
complex reference pon impedance reduces to the real quantity Z = L, which is the same
result as derived in the real domain. Thus the equivalence shown in Figure 2.13 ¡educes to

B
Ã
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the familiar resulr of an inductor in the analog domain when the port reference impedance is
real.

2.4.4 Source and Non-dynamic One-Ports

A voltage sou¡ce E in series with a constant impedance Z = R + j X is shown
below in Figure 2.74.

Figure 2.14: Voltage souce in series with a constant impedance.

The pon voløge V is given by

v=E + Zt=r, + (R*¡Ðr (2.r2s)

(2.t26)E=Y -Zl
The wave digital equivalent of the voltage source in series with the constant impedânce is
thus recognized from the Fansformation

A=Y +ZI
B=Y -Z*I

(2.r27)
(2.128)

where Z = R + j X is the reference po¡r impedance. Comparing (2.126) rrrrd, (2.12g), one
sees that the most convenient choice for the pon reference impedance is equal to the
conjugate of the series impedance of Figure 2.14, or

Z=2x (2.129)
This gives the following wave digital flow diagram where the ¡eflected wave is equal to E
and the incident wave terrninates in a "wave sink,' as shown below.



Figure 2.15: complex wave digita-l equivalent of a voluge source in series with a constant
impedance.

The same process can be repeated fo¡ the case where E = 0, or the one-port circuit
contains a non-dynamic, or constant impedance as shown in Figure 2.16 below.

Figure 2. l6: Constant one-pon impedance.

The voltage is given by

v=Zr=F+jÐr
and using the wave digital transformarion as given by (2.127) and (2.12g),
derived

(2.130)
the following is

B _ R-R+ j(x+Ð-:------'--=...-,r R+R+ j(X+X_) (2.131)
Equation (2.131) above can identify many possible wave digital equivalences, depending
upon how the reference pon impedance Z = R + j X is chosen. The most straight forwa¡d
choice for the reference port impedance is the conjugate of the impedance of the one-port of



J¿

Figure 2.16, or

z=Z*
which gives the following wave flow diagram

(2.132)

z=2*

B=0c+-
Figure 2.17: Constant impedance in the wave digital domain.

Clearly, other choices of the reference port impedânce are possible. For example, in
section 2.4.1 the reflected wave from a pure constant reactânce was not equal to zero and
this suggests that the impedance was not matched to the pon impedance. However, a port
with a ¡eference impedance equal to a plrle constant reactance does not give a nonzero
reflected wave, as shown in Figure 2.17, in general. A pure resistrnce gives the familiar
result from real wave digital theory that R = R and the wave flow diagram of Figure 2.17
is given.

2.5 Definition of Complex Wave Digital Multi-ports

A common CWDF building block is the rwo-port structure characterized by wo
complex incident and reflected waves a¡d two constant impedances. Included in the library
of two-pon sûucto'es is the complex two-port adaptor and the complex transformer. The
complex three-po¡t circulator can also be defined.

2.5.1 Complex Two-port Adaptor

The two-port adaptor is useful in the interconnection of two wave ports with
different reference impedances. The symbol used for a complex two-port adaptor is shown
in Figure 2.18 (without the parameter cha¡acterizing the two-port), along with the incident
and ¡eflected wave variables for both ports with the conesponding complex reference port
impedances.



Figure 2. i 8: Complex two-port adaptor without the cha¡acterisdc parameter

2.5.1.1 Definition of the Comptex Two-port Adaptor

The voltage and curent conditions that must be satisfied are given by
vr= Vz

\='rz
and a¡e shown in Figure 2.19.

Ir 12

#
+

V\¡1'2
:

Figure 2.19: Voltages and currents fora two_port interconnection.

Assuming the complex reference port impedances are Zl and Z2for ports 1 and 2
respectively, the wave variables are defined by

At=Yt+ZtIl (2.135)
Bl = Vr - Zr* Ir e.136)Az=Yz+Zzlz e.137)
Bz=Yz-ze*b (2.138)
Zr=Rr+jXr e.r39)
zc=Rz+ ixz e.r40)

Combining these equarions with (2.133) and e.134), the following are derived

(2.r33)
(2.r34)

',=o*e$) (az-Aù
(2.141)



(2.142)
Notice that the above definitions for the reflected waves of the complex two-port adaptor
reduce to the known deñnitions in the re¿I case since the bracketted terms involving the port
impedances for equations (2.141) and (2.142) become

lz,-z*\
Bz= Atþ-¡t) (Az-Aù

ea=æ.,)=(-i+.J

ízr -z^
",=1ff2,)

lz,-z*\
",=VÉ,)

Thus equations (2.141) and (2.142) become

Br=-clre,+ (r*o)e,
sr=(1- a)Ar+ are2

o¡ in the form of a scattering matrix,

/r-"^\
"'=[;-";"u

/a.+r\
"'=[*-¡"'

We are free to eliminate one pat¿rmeter and choose the other, say c,, , as the single

Define two complex parameters, cr,, and d2, which represent the impedance terms in
equations (2.141) and (2.142),

(2.r43)

(2.r44)

(2.t4s)

(2.t46)

(2.147)

(2.149\

[:l=[,î,':;'][il
(2.148)

Examining equations (2.144) and (2. 145), one sees rhat c[ I and ø2 are related, ând
thus one parameter is redundant. It is easily verified that

(2.150)
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parameter characterizing the complex two-port adaptor. Thus define the parmeter d as

follows

(2.rsr)

(2.rs3)

AII of the enries in the scattering matrix a¡e in general complex. The magnitudes of the
diagonal entries will be shown below to be bounded by one, whereas the magnitudes of the
off-diagonal entries are bounded by two, which is expected from the theory of transfer
functions and reflectrnces.

2.5.1.2 Bound on Magitudes of the Complex Two-port Adaptor parameters

The two related paramters as given by equations (2.144) and (2.145) are in general
complex. A bound on their magnitudes is of interest fo¡ implementation considerations.
The hrst parameter in terms of the resistance and reactance of the two complex port
reference impedances is

a=az=(¿gÐ=(fftiî#Ð,.'J
With the removal of the redundant pa¡amete¡, the scattering matrix becomes

t3x=f 
-(:'"J*

L 
1-cr

- R?- n3- Cx,*x)2- jzn,Cx,+xà
0r=--j_--:_--l_:_;-2--

ß,* n)2+ (x1+ x)2

The magnitude of cr I is given by

l.,,l=
(Rr+ R)2+ (x1+ x)2 (2.rs4)

but it is easily seen rhat

= 
(*1 * n) + (x,+ x)2

(2.1ss)
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and fu¡ther that

(nf* n).p< r*xù'. ßr+R)2+ (x,+x)2

and thus the magnitude of the fust parameter, cr1, is bounded by one

ldlI< 1

where the equality holds if either of the following tluee alternatives are true.

f*'=o
1 R.=0

fRt= nr= 6

(2.rs6)

(2.rs7)

(2.158)

In a similar way the magnitude of cr, can be shown to be equal to (2.154), and using the

same argument as above

la2l < 1 (2.159)

where equality holds if (2.158) is satisfied.

2.5. 1.3 Pseudolosslessness of the Complex Two-Port Adaptor

The two-port adaptor is used when connecting two incompatible two-ports with
different reference port impedances, where the compatibility condition is given in section
2.5.2. Since this is a non-generarive process, and losses are not expected, the two-port
adaptor is intuitively pseudolossless unde¡ infinite precision conditions. To prove this,
consider the condition for pseudolosslessness, P = 0.

p=A*TlG_S*TcSlA=0

This condition is satisfied by the complex two-port scattering matrix as given by (2.152).
This can be seen by writing (2.58) explicitly for a general two-pon scattering matrix and
substituting the appropriate values

[c,0] - f ¡c,susu* + G2 s2s2*) (c,srsu* + c2 s22s2*)l

L0 crj | (c,sus¿ + c2s¡sf) (c,srs¿ + crs22sl) I .^.-../\-_ __/J 
Q.161)

For example, consider equaring the upper left elements of the marices given in (2.161)
above,

Gl = GrS uS l* + G2 S2S2* (2.162)



Substituting the values for the scattering matrix of the complex two-port adaptor,

Gr =Gr(q o*) + cr(t - 
")(r 

- ".)
and with the defmition of cx,, the right side of the above equation becomes

t (',zi)('i z) * ' (r,..i)(',.ri)R1 (21+zùe.iz)* R, (zf zù(zizù*

(2.r63)

(2.164a)

(2.r64b)

(2.t64c)

I lz,zl + znz,l - z,z"- ztz^* Iørz¡F¡zylff.0*']
[1n,* nr¡2 + (x,- x2)2'l

ørzlq¡2ry t------T, l
which is equal to the left side, G1, ard rhus (2.162) is satisf,red. The same procedure can
be repeated for the remaining elements in the matrix given in (2.161), and thus the complex
two-pon adaptor is pseudolossless.

2.5.1.4 Flow Diagram of the Comptex Two-Port Adaptor

The scattering matrix given in (2.152) can be used to identify two flow diagrams
for úe complex two-port adaptor. Since multiplications generally take longer to calculate
than additions on a digital computer or specialized digitai hardware, the flow diagrams will
mi¡imize the number of multiplications needed to calculate the reflected waves. All
additions and multiplications are shown in the complex domain, and thus the equivalent reaì
operations are not shown for clarity.

The complex two-pon adaptor symbol shown in Figure 2.20 berow is characterized

by the parameter a which has a magnirude bounded by one.

Bi"l
Figure 2.20: Complex two-port adaptor with parameter a
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A signal flow diagram representing the scattering matrix and expressed as a function of cr is
shown below in Figure 2.21.

Bl co*- 1 ct-l 8.,

;-i
Figure 2.21: Wave flow diagram of the complex two.port adaptor.

The above signal flow diagram contains two complex multipliers, an inverter and three
complex adders. The inverter can be implimented by reversing the sign of the real and
imaginary parts of the signal, and thus it is not considered a multiplier. The magnitudes of
the two multipl-iers are bounded by two.

Another signal flow diagram can be derived from the scattering matrix as shown in
Figwe 2.22, where the number of complex adders and multipliers remains the same, while
one multiplier is replaced by a unimodular multiplier. This signal flow diagram is prefened
over the above because of the unimodular multiplier, since it represents a simple change in
phase of the signal.

1\

Figt:re 2.22: Wave flow diagram of the complex two-port adaptor with a unimodula¡
multiplier.
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2.5.2 Interconnection of Adaptors and Ports

Two complex ports must be compatible before they are connected. The
compatibility criterion is derived from the conditions on the voltages a¡d currents of the
equivalent ports in the voløge-current domain, as shown in Figure 2.19, along with the
conditions imposed by the flow of incident and reflected waves in the wave digital domain,
as shown in Figure 2.23.

Figwe 2.23: Inte¡connection of two ports in the voltage-current domain.

consider pons i and j as shown above. The voltage and cunent conditions that must be
satisf,red are given by

A.
J

\7. _ \r.,t _ ,J

Ii = -Ij

The complex incident and reflected waves at each port are given by

Ai = Vi +ZiIi
Bi = Vi -Zi*Ii
A¡ = V¡ +Z¡ I¡

Bj = vj -Zj*Ij

and the criteria dictated by wave-flow compatibility are given by
Ai=Bj

(2.16s)

(2.t66)

(2.r67)
(2.168)

(2.r69)
(2.170)

(2.17 t)
Bi = Aj (2.1i2)

The above equations immediately implies the following conditions for the connection of
two wave ports with constant complex reference port impedances,

Zi = Zj* (2.t73)

Or, one port impedance must þ the compiex conjugate of the other. Thus if



Then the above condition gives

Zi=Ri+jXi
z¡=R¡+jx¡

Ri=Rj
Xi = -Xj

P=VtIr*+Y2I2*=Q
V2(n*I1* + I2*) = 0

of
Iz = -nli

Thus the ideal complex transformer is defined by the voløge-current pair
vt = n*v2
Iz = -nlt

Transforming into the wave digital space by substituting equations (2.g) and (2.9)
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(2.r74)
(2.t7s)

(2.r76)
(2.t7'7)

2.5.3 Complex Transformer in the Complex \{ave Digital Domain

The complex ideal transformer as shown in Figtxe 2.24 is defuted with a complex
turns ratio n.

11 n:l 12

vl Ëll: 
*"

- zt ll z2

^-l 
| ' 

'^.'

Figwe 2.24: Ideal complex transformer.

The non-ideal complex transformer will not be investigated since its use in digital
applications is limited. Define the primary voltage V1 by [44]

Vr = n* V2 Q.ffï)
where V2 is the secondary voltage. Using the lossless condirion p = 0, the secondary
cturent can be derived in terms of the rums ratio and the primary crurenl

,, -Z{ 
Ak+ ZkBk

Yk---------õ-õ-
z, ¡\k

(2.r79)
(2.180)

(2. 181)

(2.182)
(2.183)

(2.t84)



r.=At- Bl-K 
2 Rr.

(repeated here for convenience) into the above equations (2.182) and (2.1g3),

Þ _(nn*22- zf)Ar + 2n*R1A2
"t_______ZtltFT_

ø r= 
2 

" 
R z{'-i (zl :- -n:* 

zt) t'
Z, + nn* 22

Or, in the form of a scattering matrix,

(2. 18 5)

(2.186)

(2.t8'Ì)

(2.188)

(2.18e)

r:i l; :]ru (2. i90)

The condition relating the impedances as given by (2.189) can be set using a complex two-
port adâptor, as discussed in section 2.5.1.1, for two general port reference impedances
as shown in Figure 2.25.

lil = #"-,1" *,1";,",, 
1 :.,it, ] [il

However, if the pon impedances are related by

21 = r¡¡* þ*
Then the scattering matrix reduces to
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Figure 2.25: Ideal complex transformer in the wave digiøl domain.

The resulting nelwork as given above is pseudolossless as expected. The port connecting
the ideal complex transformer to the complex two-port adaptor has an impedarce on the
tra¡sformer side of

Zl = n-l Zf n-l* (2.t9r)

while the port impedance associated with the complex two-port adaptor is the conjugate of
the above. Another possible definidon is possible where the seconda¡y current is defined
with the complex conjugate of the primary current. This leads to an identicai solution with
n replaced by its complex conjugate throughout. The solution presented here is prefened
si¡ce the fact that a complex nrms ratio is used is obvious from ttre definition of the
scattering matrix, and no possibiiity of confusion or ambiguity in this respect is possible.

2.5.4 Complex Circulator in the Complex Wave Digital Domain

The complex thee-port ci¡culator as shown in Figures 2.26 and 2.27 in the
voltage-current and wave domains, respectively, is a non-reciprocal lossless device
characterized by its complex impedance Z. The complex circulator is defined in the wave
domain as shown in Figure 2.27, and the symbol in the voløge-current domain as shown
in Figure 2.26 gives the references for the voltages and cu¡rents.
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Figure 2.26: Complex circulator in the voltage-current domain.

In the wave digital domain, the complex circulator has a simple signal flow diagram as
shown in Figure 2.27 below.

H
B1 A3

Figare 2.27: Signal flow diagram of the complex circularor.

Notice that all tlree ports have the same port impedance Z, and the circulator simply
¡edirects the incident a¡d refle¡ted waves of the ports. For this reason, the complex
circulator is useful when connecting wave-digital elements in series with adaptors or other
elements. For example, connecting a one-port in series with the reflected signal terminal of
a mo pon can be accomplished with the complex ci¡culator since the incident signal is not
affected. This also implies that fhe complex circulator is pseudolossless, as expected.
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2.6 Complex Scattering Matrix Formulation

The scattering matrix formulation method in the real domain is convenient for
designing wave digital netwo¡ks that can easily be expressed in this form. Such networks
often display a high degree of symmery and are implemented with common design blocks
ananged in a simple order. The scaling of some common networks can be easily achieved
by the scaling of the scattering matrix. It would be advantageous to be able to make use of
these properties with complex wave digitai nerworks with a complex scattering matrix.

2.6.1 Definition of the Complex Scattering Matrix

Mary pseudopassive wave digital filters of order n can be designed and analyzed
using adaptors and one-port elements. This method of realization can be viewed as

deriving a non-dynamic (n+l)-porr N, where a.ll dynamic (memory) and non-linear
elements a¡e removed from N leaving inside N simple connections, ideal complex
transformers, complex circulators and complex multipliers and adders. Consider an (n+1)-
port N as shown in Figure 2.28 below,

Figure 2.28: Complex (n+1)-pon N with all dynamic elements ¡emoved.

where the ports I to m, with complex reference impedances e, i=l (1) m, are associated
with capacitances in series with constant reactances, and ports m+l to n, with complex
reference imped ances 4, i=m+l (1) n, are equivalent to inductances in series with constant
reactances! in the voltage-current domain.

Port zero with the complex reference port impedance fr is the input-oufput po¡t of

Complex (n+i)-port N
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the network, with the input being the incident wave A9 and the output being the reflected
wave 86. The signals leaving the delays a¡e known as the states of the network and are
represented by rhe state-variables Xi. The ouçut of the one-port delay with a full
synchronic netwo¡k is equal to the input to the delay dudng the previous clock cycle. In a
canonic design, the o¡der of the network equals the number of delays, and thus the number
of state-va¡iables.

The ouçut of the network Bs in Figure 2.28 is determined by the (n+l)-port N, the
states of the network Xi, and the input 46. Similarly, the future states, after one clock
cycle, can be detennined from the (n+1)-port N, the current states of the network Xi, and
the input As. If the (n+l)-port N is linea¡, then the ouçut Bs (a scalar complex number)
can be expressed as a weighted linear combination of the states Xi added to a factor of the
input 46. In a similar way, the srates after a clock cycle, given by f;,, i=t (1) n, can be

expressed as a weighted linear combination of the current states added to a factor of the
input 49. Equivalently, in matrix fo¡rn

where ¿\ is an (n x n) complex marix, ! is an (n x 1) complex column matrix, Ç is an (1 x
n) complex row matrix and D is a complex scalar.

Now consider the same argument using the notation associated with wave digitai
networks. The states Xi are the incident waves labelled A¡, and the reflected waves B¡ are
equal to these søtes during the next clock cycle, as referenced to the (n+l)-port N. Thus
equations (2.192) nd (2.193) above with the new notarion become

X = AX+BA^
Bo= CX +DAo

Bo= DAo+ CA
B = EAo+ AA

(2.192)

(2.t93)

(2.t94)

(2.19s)

where a is a (n x 1) complex column matrix with elements equal to the incident waves into
the delay ports A¡, i = 1 (1) n, and B is a (n x 1) complex column matrix with elements
equal to the reflected waves out of the delay ports B1, i = 1 (1) n. The above equations
define a complex scattering matrix S ofthe (n+1)-port N by wriring (2.194) and (2.195) as

l:l t; tlil (2.196)



with S defined by

s=
(2.r97)

2.6.2 Scaling the Complex Scattering Matrix

A general complex wave digital network must be sca-led before it is implemented in
digital hardware or software. This is necessay because digital hardware is capable of
representing only a finite range and number ofvalues, in other words a digital f¡lter is a
finite state machine. When the magnitude of a value that needs to be stored in memory
exceeds the maximum range that can be represented, overflow occurs creating catastrophic
errors in the ouçut of the filter t17l t541.

Ideally, the scaling of a nework should be ca¡ried out in a way that no possibility
of overflow exists. This criterion has been found to be excessive in practise. Another
possibility for scaling is to scale the network for particular input signals that have a given
maximum amplitude. This method has been adopted by many authors, and the difficulty
then a¡ises as to which input signal will be assumed.

Sinusoidal signa.ls are one obvious input [33]. Inruitively, many signals can be
represented by infinite precision sinusoids with the fourier Eansfo¡m, and it is well known
úat the ouçut of a linea¡ time-invariant system with sinusoidal inputs is itself sinusoidal.
However, a digital filter is often non-linear as overflow and underflow errors occur. AIso,
it is inconvenient to represent random signals, which is usually the input to digital systems,
with sinusoids.

A more appropriate signal to assume is a white wide-sense stationary gaussian
random signal described by a zero-mean gaussian probability density function, as most
signals encountered in pracrise are of this form [6]t431. The output of a linear time-
invariant system with a gaussian input is itself gaussian, a useful properry when
considering the scaling of a system.

2.6.2.L Scaling Transformation Apptied to the Complex Scattering Matrix

A simple way of scaling a system is by scaling the complex scanering matrix
characterizing the system, Thus conside¡ the scattering matrix, or equivalently the state-
va¡iable matricies given by (2. 194) and (2.195). The scaling is achieved by a linear

complex non-singular diagonal transfo¡mation f applied to the state-variable system {d,
E, G D] such that the state-variable matrices are changed to

l; t



{r*-t6 r*, ¡* 
tg, g r*, o}

This nansformation carried out by marix multiplication does not affect the frequency
response of the system given by [41]

H(z)=nagç¡, - Ð-tE
as can be seen from

H(z) = D.,,- g r* (I z - ¡*-14 r*) -t f*"8
H(z) = o..,' g r* l*t(f* I z F*-1 - a) -tr* r*t¿
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(2.198)

(2.t99)

(2.200)

(2.201)

(2.202)

(2.203)

(2.204)

(2.20s)

but since z is a scalar, it can be brought out of the matrix multiplication and the identity
matrix I can be ignored

H(z) = o a g rx n 1(z r* f*i - A) -t f* t*-t¡.
with the definition of the inverse of a non-singular matrix, the above becomes

H(z)=naqç¡" - Ð-rE
as given in (2.199) above. The diagonal elements of f a¡e given by T¡ .

The actual scaling is carried out by insening ideal complex Íansformers between
the non-dynamic ne¡vork and the one-port delays as shown in Figure 2.29 below in the
analog domain.

t2

Figwe 2.29: Insertion of ideal complex tra¡sforme¡ between a non-dynamic network a¡rd a

delay.

In the wave digital domain, this is equivalent to the network shown below in Figure 2.30.
The resulting incident and refiected waves associated with the acrual one-pon delay after the
ideal complex transformer are given by

Bp' = 1*-l gt
A¡ = y& A¡'

Non-dynamic

Network

+

Y2

z2
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2,.D-

Figure 2.30: Complex wave digital domain equivalent of the insertion of a scaling
transformer.

Rewrite the scattering matrix equation, for convenience, by considering the input-output
port as a separate entity that does not specifrcally need consideration for scaling. Thus

[;l=t I 1]tîl (2.206)

where A¡ and B¡ are the states of the network, or the incident zurd reflected waves of the

one-port delays before the scaling transformer. Generalize equations (2.204) and (2.205),

which apply to a single one-pon, to ttre fomr of a non-dynamic network given in (2.206),

tfl h:.lt*i

t;l=h,:.lt*l

(2.207)

(2.208)

where À¡' and Bp' are the incident and reflected waves of the one-port delay after the
scaling Eansformer. Thus we can rewrite (2.206) as

Non-dynamic

Network %z# 4
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l":! = h l.]'l:t :rh l.]t*l
or

l"tl=[ .:t. *:ç,]¡fi]
And thus the scaled scattering matrix S, is given by

(2.209)

(2.210)

(2.2rr)

(2.212)

Equivalendy, using the definition of the state-variable matrices, the scaled scattering matrix
becomes

,,=[ J{, .îî.J

,,=[ *Ìu *îî.,]
The reference pon impedance matrix of the unscaled non-dy,r:amic network is

defined by

,=l'oof
Lozol (2.2t3)

whereas the scaled reference port impedance matrix, or the resulting impedances after the
scaling transformer (which changes the reference pon impedances) is given by

f ", ol
"=L o .to*'l

(2.214)

2.6.2.2 Scaling Criteria

Define the complex impulse response at the ith delay to the input as h(m). Also
def,rne an input covariance diagonal marix K, with diagonal elements equal to the inner
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product of the conesponding impulse response, or

Kä = <hi(m),hi(m)> (2.215)

And since the system is in a complex ilner product space

xo= ihi(m)hf(m)
m=0 (2.2r6)

r, = i lr,,(-)l'm=o 
Q.217)

Thus the input covariance diagonal matrix is real. using a zero-mean Gaussian input it can

be shown [48] that the variance ar rhe ith aedy, ol,is related ro the input varian.", o] O,

(2.2r8)
or

22
o, = k¡o,, 

e.ZIg)
In order to provide the correct scaling at each delay, or to avoid overflow errors, the
variance at the ith delay should be set equal to the input variance. This defines a new
covariance matrix of the scaled system, K', and the above condition implies

Kii'=t or K'=I (2.220)
and this gives a condition on the scaled impulse response hf(m),

1= ilh,'(.)l'
m= o 

e.zzr)
It is known [17] that the input covariance matrix is related to the state-va¡iable matrices and
the relation can be generalized to

K = AK¿!*T a ¿¿xT Q.222)

where d and ! are the srare-variable matrices given in (2.206).
Consider a pseudolossless wave digital network with a state-variable

representation. lt would be convenient to find a-n expression involving the state-variable
matrices that has the form ol (2.222) above, and thus the input covariance matrix K of the

": = 
iå,rn,r,"r 

¡]"3



unscaled system could be identified from the equation. Towards this end, consider the
pseudolossless condition

G = 5*165 (2.223)

obviously, the scattering matrix and the diagonal conductance matrix a¡e non-singular,
therefore we can take the inverse of both sides of (2.223)

G-l = Sc.l S*r (2.226)

with the state-variable representation of s as given in (2.206), the above expression can be
written

G'l = S'1 Q'1 5*r-1
premultiplying by S and post multiplying by S*r,

S G.1 gxr = S S-1 G-lg*r-1 5*r

or, with the definition of the inverse of a nonsingular matrix,

[:'"*] = rË r][:r;J[::;t:l

Go-l = B Go-l 3*r + A Go-l ¿*r

but Go-l is a scalar quantity, and thus the above can be w¡itten

(2.224)

(2.22s)

(2.227)

(2.228)

where G¡-1 is the diagonal resistance matrix of the detay pons and G0-1 is the resistance of
the input-output port. The above matrix equation gives four expressions relating the
conductance matrix and the state-variable matrices. However, orùy one equation is needed,
and the most appropriate choice is the last equation that would be generated,

Go GD-l = A (Go Go-l¡ ¡*r + B B*r 2.229)

which has the exact form as (2.222). rdennfyrng the (real) input covariance matrix K of
the unscaled system from the above,

K = GoGo-l (2.230)

The scaled system input covariance matrix K' must be derived in order to relate the
scaling criterion (2.220) to the relation given above. Equation (2.222), wlttch rclates the
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input convariance matrix of the scaled system to the state-variable matrices, ca¡ be written
for the scaled system with scaled mafices ¡l' and !', giving

K' = A' K'4'xT + &'B'*T (2.23t)

but we know that the non-singular linea¡ transformation f relates the scaled and unscaled
state matrices by

4'= ¡x-i4¡x
!'= ¡x-1 g

and thus Equation (2.231) above becomes

K' = (f*-1 A f*) K' 1fT lxT ¡1T¡ 1 ¡*'-1 B B*.T ¡iT e.234)

Identifying the input covariance matrix of the unscaled system, K, from the above we get

K=¡x¡¡'¡T (2.237)

which is the form of the equation that is needed. Using equations (2.220) and, (2.237), a

condition on the scaling matrix F can be found

K, = F*-1 lf,ç¡* K'¡T¡6*,T + ¿¿*,T1 ¡17

f* K' fT = { (f* ¡¡, ¡T¡ 4xT + E ExT

K = f*¡T =¡¡*T = lll2 = cocD-l
which gives

f f*T = Go GD-l
or

1¡1 = çoU2çr-112

The same condition can be derived by generalizing the known equation [17] to

(2.232)

(2.233)

(2.23s)

(2.236)

(2.238)

(2.23e)

(2.240\

W = 4*T¡47A + C*TC (2.24r)

The above gives a condition on the elements of the scaling marix F. Notice that
since Gp is diagonal and if all of the diagonal elements a¡e non-negative, the square root of
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the inverse of G¡ exists and is easily calculated on a element-by-element basis. Also, since

f is in general complex, the above condition, though necessary, does not uniquely specify

the scaling matrix l, or a degree of freedom exists that could be taken advantage of irì

future applications. If the scaling matrix f is resricted to be real by using only rea.l ideal

transformers for scaling, (2.240) gives a unique solution for I (the elements of f could
also be negative according to (2.240), but from Figure 2.30, this is equivalent to the
positive definite sca-ling matrix because a double negative is introduced in the multipliers of
the scaling transformer).

The impedance matrix associated with the one-port delays Z¡' after scaling is given
from (2.214) by

Zo' = ¡*,-L ZD* f-l (2.242)
LetZD' be a diagonal element of Z¡', Zp be a diagonal element of Zp, Gp be a diagonal
element of G¡, and 1be a diagonal element of F. Equation (2.242) can be written on a¡
element-by-element basis as

with Ro = l/Gs, and R¡ = l/Gn,

Zj = f -l 7o* y-l
zo' = Go-l Go zo*

Zp' = (R¡/R¡)Zo*

(2.243)

(2.244)

(2.24s).

2.6.3 Frequency Response of A Sytem Characterized by Ä Complex
Scattering Matrix

The frequency response of a one-port state-variable system represented by a
complex scattering matrix is often desi¡ed From Equation (2.199) repeated here

H(z)=o1g(zI - 6¡'1¿ =I!zJ.D(z) (2.246)

the complex transfer function in the z-domain is given in terms of the state-va¡iable
matrices, and the discrete variable z is given by

" = elO (2.247)

where o is a discrete frequency in the ra-nge 0 < c) < æ. The transfer function is rational in
z wiú a complex numerator polynomial N(z) and denominator polynomial D(z) as given
below



N¡,¡ = [u* C(zr - A)'1a]aet¡zl - ¿;
z)=det(zl-Ð

-B I
t"]
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(2.248)

(2.249\

(2.2sr\

(2.252)

(2.253)

The above equations a¡e inconvenient to use for the generation of the frequency response.

A prefened way can be derived by considering the matrix multiplication of two matrices,
X(z) and Y(z), defined by

.t'= 
[ cr",'- ¿r" p*cr,l-a)'å] 

e.zso\

Y(") = 
[('I-Ð

The determinants of the above matrices can easily be shown to be

detfr1z¡)=oa 9(zI - A)-18 = s(")

det(Y(z))= det(zl - Ð = n(r)

Define the matrix Õ(z) as the product of the two matrices given above.

o (z)
(2.2s4)

Then the determinant of Õ(z) is the product of the determinants of X(z) and Y(z), and

from (2.252) and (2.253), the determinant of (D(z) is

aet (o 1 , ¡) = ¿st (x(z) Y(z)) = det (x(z)) det (y(z)) = N(z) (z.zss)

From equations (2.253) and Q.255) above, the transfer function ca¡r be derived f¡om the

division of the dete¡minants of two complex matrices, or

=x(z)Y(z) = [,"t" 
O 

DE ]

H(,)=#?!lg
(2.2s6)
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The frequency response can be found by evaluating the above for various values of z. An
effricient method of evaluating the above at a specific frequency Çd can be derived by

calculating the determinant of the matrix O(eJ Oo) using the upper triangular form of
O(ei Oo) denored by Oulei Oo¡. Note rhat the size of the matrix given in (2.254) is (m
x m), where m is one larger than the o¡der of the digital transfer function being realized.

0u 0p... 0m

o 02... 0zn

o ulejog 
=

00
(2.2s7)

The determinant then becomes equal to the product of the diagonal elements of the upper
triangular matrix. This is because the determinant of a matrix is invariant to the addition or
subtraction of a multipie of a ¡ow to or from another row, and similarly, it is invariant to
the addition o¡ subtraction of a multiple of a column to or from another column. Thus

Vr¡m

art(o 1"'t'))=oo(o 
ulrin.¡)=Ii 

,,
i=1 (2.2s8)

Ftom (2.254), it is clea¡ that the value of det (z In - A) is a principal minor of the matrix

O(ei0o). Since no ¡ows or columns are interchanged, this determinant of the upper
triangular matrix is given by

n

det(zIn - A)= lJ Oi

i=l (2.2s9)
whe¡e n is the order of rhe digital transfer function. From (2.256), (2.25g) and (2,ZSg), it
is clear that the frequency response as given by the division of two dererminants is simply



(,'"1- o,-. (2.260)
since all of the multiplication terms in (2.258) are cancelled by (2.259) except the last rerm.

This process can be repeated for various Qo in order to generate a range of values of
the frequency response. However, this process is relatively time consuming since a
general (m x m) complex matrix must be upper triangularized for each desi¡ed vaiue of the
frequency. This inefficiency is a disadvantage of analysing a state-variable system by the
above method.

2.7 Stability of Complex Wave Digital Networks

The stability of a digital network under zero-input, forced response and looped
conditions is critical for the usefulness of the filter. It has been shown that under infìnite
precision conditions, when all vaiues are calculated using floating-point values and no
underflow or overflow errors can occur in the linear system, the wave digital filter can be
designed to be stabte for all bounded input signals. However, in a digital system values are
represented with a finite number of digits and usually in binary. Thus, all signals and
¡esults of additions or multiplications are quantized and the system is no longer linear. This
p¡ocess c¡eates underflow errors, which are errors in signals due to the inability to
represent an infinite number of digits, and overflow erors, which develop because the
magnitude of the largest number that cur be represented is bounded (usually at one or two).
underllow errors create relatively small deviations in the signals ofthe network, whereas
overflow er¡ors create large deviations from the nominal values of the signals and thus
should be avoided if possible.

The process of a complex digital system involves compiex quantized additions,
multiplications, and storage. A complex addition is carried out by adding the ¡eal and
imaginary parts of two complex numbers, and thus requires two ¡eal additions. After each
real addition, an overflow error could occur if either result becomes larger than the
maximum number that can be represented. A complex multiplication requires four real
multiplications and mo real additions. Again, each adrtition could cause an overflow e¡ror
to occur. Each multiplication could cause underflow errors, where the representation of the
reflected wave requires more digits than the incident wave.

As suggested by several authors t43ll56l, the effects of overflow enors and
underflow enors can be modelled in two ways; either by considering a linear system with
non-linear input error signals associated with each addition or multiplication; or a non-linea¡
system, with nonlinear operators acring on the signals. Webb t43l has applied the
development of Moon [56] to a diagonal conductance marix and found that tlìe above
representations lead to conditions on the functions used for dealing with overflow and
underflow enors. The same argumenß can be repeated in the compiex domain.
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The lwo system models a¡e based on the state-variable representation of the system
with state-variable matrices A, E, C, and D, relating the input sequence Ag(m), the ouçut
sequence Bs(m), and the state sequence X(m), where m > 0,

X(m+l) = {X(m) +[46(m)
Bs(m) = CX(m) + DA6(m)

(2.261)

(2.262)

The linear system model with the complex overflow sequence Z{m), and the
complex underflow sequence À(m) added ro rhe states X(m+1), is shown in Figure 2.31
below.

Figure 2.31: Linear system model with non-line¿r error input sequences at the states.

The complex overflow sequence (m) represents deviations due to overflow errors in the
linear system and is added to the states changing the states x(m+1) to -x(m+1). similarly,
the complex underflow sequence Â(m) represents deviarions due to underflow enor in the

linear system and is added to F(m+1) to change the sequence X(m+t) to -X(m+i).
Obviously, the order of the summation is i¡relevant as the value of the states after the delavs
is the needed quantity.

The nonlinear system model with nonJinear operators acting on the signals is
shown is Figure 2.32 below.

X(m+1)
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X(m+1) X(m+1)

X(m)

Figure 2.32: Non-linear system model with nonlinea¡ underflow and overflow operators.

Instead of considering the effecs of overfiow and underflow as additive complex error
sequences, this model considers the non-linearities as complex operators acting on the
states. [æt the complex non-linear overflow operator be represented by (, which acts on
the complex state sequence X(m+l) changing it to F(m+1;. Similarly, let the complex
non-linea¡ underflow operator be represented by ð, whiih acts on X(m+ l ) changing it to:Km+l). 

Again, the order of the operators is irrelevant. The arguments of both operators
a¡e the real ald imaginary parts of the complex input signal. Thus, in the real domain, the
operators a¡e viewed as being twedimensional in nature; whereas in the complex domain,
the operators are clearly one-dimensional. The two-dimensional view is the most useful
one to adopt where the real and imaginary parts ofthe operators can be considered
independently, ie.

y = y'+ jy', = ((x) = ('(x') + j("(x,,) (2.263)
where x,y e C, y',y",x',x" e IR; and (' and (" are the equivalent real operators of the
complex operator (.

2.7.1 Zero-input Stabitity

A complex non-linear wave digital system under zero-input conditions, as shown in
Figve 2.32 with A¡(m) = 0 for all m, has been shown ro be stable in the real domain by

Mee¡kötter [7] if pseudopassivity can be ensu¡ed. The arguments used can be applied
directiy to the complex case by redehning the norms used.

This is easily seen by considering a complex n-port N with a¡ initial state X6. The
initial pseudoenergy is non-negative and finite by definition, ie. Wo6o) > 0, where the
notation refe$ to the pseudoenergy calculaied for an initial state X¡. The n-pon is

X(m+1)

ComplexOverflow ComplexUnderflow
Oper¿lor Oper¿lor



Equation (2.26ó) relates the complex input sequence to the ouçut sequence and thus gives
a søbility requhemenl Under zero input conditions with a(m) = 0 for a m greater than
some finite integer M, the norm of the input sequence must be some positive finite number,
say L, ie. the norm must be bounded above by L.

ll^lll, = I
and f¡om (2.265) the norm of the ouçut sequence must be bounded above by

llbllil < L + woëò
Using the definirion ofthe norm given in (2.54), the output sequence norm being bounded
above implies that

lim r ¡-l
lll u(.) ll"l= 0

m-oo-

pseudopassive if for every initial state \,
W(m) + Wo(Xo)>0, m>0

or using (2.56) the above becomes

ltbllil<lta¡1fu+wþ¡
or with a memoryless system (no delays),

llblll., < ll.llil

(2.264)

(2.26s)

(2.266)

(2.267)

(2.268)

(2.269\
clearly, this gives zero-input stability from the pseudopassivity requiement. Note that the

above implies that for some m greater than an integer û, witn û > M, the output must go
to zero

lim
b(m) = g' -t ¡u1

m=)oo (2.270)
which leads to the suppression of periodic oscillations under autonomous conditions.

Thus the condition of pseudopassivity gives zero-input stability and the suppession
of periodic oscillations for a complex wave digital netïvork regardless of the initial
conditions of the filter as long as the initial pseudoenergy given by the initial state ofthe
network is positive and finite.

The non-linea¡ operators in Figure 2.32 can be defined to ensure zero-input
stabiltiy. It has been shown, in the real domain t56l t431, that if a real positive definite
matrix Q can be found such that for F a real state vector one has

F'qF þG@)l'q[o(c@)] ' o (2.27 L)
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then the ouçut of the recursive part of the system will decay to zero in a finite amount of
time. Such a Q is cailed a Lyapunov function. The argument used by Webb [43] can be
repeated in the complex domain by modifying the requirement of the Lyapunov function e
to be

F*'eF [¡GCÐ)] 
-'q[¡(q(Ð)] 

' o (2.272)

Using the approach adopæd by Webb [43], the definition of the pseudopower given in
(2.49) can be used along with the overflow and underflow operators ( and ô to find a
function of the form given above in (2.272), nd the equation is given by

F*'cox- þG@)] 
-'co[a(ç@)] 

' o (2.273)

where G¡ is a positive definiæ real diagonal matrix of the conductances of the ports
associated with the sutes, or the delay ports. The above Equation (2.273) gives a
sufficient condition to guarantee the absence of zero-input limit cycles. If the norms of the
operators Ç and ô as given by,

(2.274)

(2.27s)

(2.276)

(2.277)

ll , rr =;:'.l.l lÍ.il)

ll 'il =*'ï,(l rill)
where l#l is the magnitude of the complex number #, a¡e less than or equal to one,

il(,il < r

ilôil < I
i.e. the operators a¡e contractive, the above (2.273) is guaranteed to hold. Viewing the
opemtofs as non-Iinear one-ports connected in series with complex circulators at the ouçut
of the state ports, the above immediately implies that the one-ports must be pseudopassive.
Thus as long as the non-linear complex one-ports are pseudopassive it is guaranteed that no
zero-input limit cycles will exist, o¡ in other wo¡ds, there will be an absence of zero-input
periodic oscillations.

The condition for the complex underllow operator ô given by (2.277) ca¡ be mer
with simple truncation of the real and imaginary parts of the signal. The characteristic
ensuring (2.276) will be discussed in the following section.
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2.7.2 Forced-Response Stability

A system with a non-zero input can become unstable if the amplitude at some of the
signal nodes becomes larger than the maximum magnitude that can be represented. Non-
linea¡ overflow truncation errors wi-ll result because of the large signal amplitudes, and thus
overflow trunction errors may not fade out when the signal amplitude is decreased. If the
enor signal amplitude decreases in magnirude to zero in a frlite amount of time after the
system is no longer overdriven, the system is forced-response stable [6].

Two complex systems showing the effects of overflow and underflow enors a¡e
shown for a complex forcing sequence As in Figures 2.31 and,2.32. Using the same

approach as for zero-input stability, the argument inEoduced by Meerkötter [7] can be
repeated and extended to the complex domain.

Consider a complex n-port N with initial states Xo and Î6. To every rwo complex
input sequences a(m) and â(m), there w l conespond two complex ouçut sequences b(m)

and 6'(m), each derived from the corresponding input and the corresponding initial state.
læt the initial inoemental pseudopower of the difference in the initial states, as defined in
(2.87), satisfy

w^o(xo-Îo)>o (2.278)
where the noÞtion ¡efers to the initial incrementai pseudoenergy of the complex network
calculated from the difference in the two initial states. The complex n-pon is incre¡¡s¡t¡Iy
pseudopassive if for the difference of the inirial states,

W¡(m) + %o(xo - îo) > o, m>0
or using the definition of incremental pseudoenergy,

llu-611fu . ll"-âlll + wo'(xo- î)
we are free to consider any two initial states, and if the system is memoryless or if the two
initial states are equal, then

w^o(Xo-10)=w6o1o;=g
or if the initial states ate not equaì

w^o(xo-Îo)=1,
and from (2.280)

llu-6ll-= llu-âll-+r-
where L is a real non-negadve and finite value. The above, which is a consequence of
incremental pseudopassivity, implies that any two complex output sequences are arbitrarily
close if the conesponding complex input sequences are sufficiently close, which gives a
continuous input-output relationship between the complex quantities.

(2.279)

(2.280)

(2.28t)

(2.282)

(2.283\



Also, if the complex input sequences are equal, then

ll¡-6ll-
is bounded above and usirg (2.54), this implies for any initial states,

lim 
ll urn-,l - 6r-l ll = o

m=oo'
(2.28s)

which gives asymptotic (forced response) stabiüty of the complex ouput for arbitrary input
sequences independent of the initial conditions, as long as the n-port N is incrementally
pseudopassive.

Forced response stability is thus given by incremental pseudopassivity. conditions
guaranteeing forced response stability have been explored by several authors

i34l t3611381t561. Webb [43] has extended the arguement given by Moon [56], which
includes the effects of both overfiow and unde¡flow enors, to a positive definite diagonal
conduct¡nce matrix. The discussion can be directly extended to the complex domain, and
will not be repeated here.

From [43], if a pseudopassive wave digital network is not overdriven for any
instant after some m > M, the response due to the overflow error sequence will be
determined by a zero.input recursive system. From the earlier discussion on zero-input
stability, we know that this e¡ror sequence will decay to zero after a finite amount of time
and thus ttre output will converge to the predicted output conesponding to the input signal
(excect for the granular amplitude error sequence due to underflow enors). This gives
forced response stability of the complex wave digital network.

Incremental pseudopassivity gives other benefitial properties of a wave digital
netwo¡k [6][7]. One propeny is given by (2.283), where small changes in the input signal
cause small changes in the ouçut signal even if overflow er¡ors occur. Also, from [7], a
change in the initial state of the digital frter does not have a lasting effect on the ouçut
signal.

Conditions similar to those in [43] are given for forced response stabiliry. They
extend to the complex case by letting üe overflow truncation function, as shown below fo¡
the equivalent real and imaginary operators, (' and (", of the complex operator ( (the real
and imaginary functions can be chosen rhe same), lie within the shaded area,

(2.284)



Figure 2.33: ReaI or imaginary equivalent of the overflow truncation function.

where q is the maximum allowable signal amplitude. This gives incremental
pseudopassivity as discussed earlier. Notice that the overflow truncation function sarisfies
the restriction on the magnirude of the norm of rhe operator as $venin (2.276).

The overflow function cannot have a slope geater than plus or minus one, ie. the

continuous curve cannot have a slope exceeding + 45o. Various forms of the overflow
error function have been found as summarized in [43] that meet this constraint. They
include the saturation function, as shown in Figure 2.34

Figure 2.34: Saturation overflow function.

and the triangle function as shown in Figure 2.35.
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Figure 2.35: Triangle overflow function.

Both of the above functions give incremental pseudopassivity, and thus forced response
stability. Notice that the triangle overflow function has a greater signal deviation enor than
the saturation function.



CHAPTERM

LATTICE REALIZATION OF EVEN.ORDER
CLASSICAL FILTERS

The wave digital lattice configuration can be used in the realization of even order
classical filters, such as: Butterworth, chebyshev and cauer (Elliptic) filters. For real
input signals the classical filter is implemented with a single canonic compiex allpass wave
digital network. The nework is comprised of complex two-port adaptors, complex three-
port circulators, delays and scaling transformers. The scattering matrix describing the non-
dynamic scaled wD sub-network is sparse, giving a high degree of decoupling of the state
variables, and is only a function of the complex two-port adaptor parameters. It is also
highly structured as it is composed of four complex block sub-matrices. The scattering
matrix is quantized by using magnitude truncation of the real and imaginary paÍs of the
matrix elements. If pseudopassivity of the wD nefwork can be guaranteed, all of the
advantages gained by pseudopassivity (sensitivity, stability, and suppression of parasitic
osciilations) are enjoyed by this realization. By choosing the input-ouçut porr reference
impedance to be purety real, i.e. a pure resistance, (with real inputs and ouçuts) the one-
port complex allpass network as externally viewed is a reai network. The analog domain
equivalence of the complex wave digital network is comprised of complex ckculators,
capacitors and constant reåctances.

3.1 Decomposition into Two Complex Allpass Functions

A classical filter, or reference f¡Iter, can be represented in the z-domain by a stable
transfe¡ function G(z) by taking the bilinea¡ transformation of the stable transfer function in
the Laplace domain. The resulting function will be ¡ational and have the fo¡m

c(,)=ffi=Y..,##{.#
(3.1)

where z1 are the zeros, pi are the poles and K" is the gain of the disc¡ete transfer function.
For even-o¡der classical filters, such as Butterwonh, chebyshev, and cauer filte¡s, half of
the zeros (which a]l lie on the unit ci¡cle in the z-plane) and poles are the complex conjugate
of the other half, giving a real G(z) for real z. Also, since G(z) is stable by assumption, all
of the poles lie within the unit ci¡cle in the z-plane. The numerato¡ and denominato¡ can be
thus expressed in terms ofpolynomials with real coefñcients giving the following:
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G@)=H
- n - n-lpr| +pn-rz +... +pO

dnzt+ d.n-1zt-1+... + d6
(3.2)

where ar fr¡ and q a-re real. continuing with the restriction to classicaÌ fi.lte¡s, it is known
[30-31], that the numerator must be syrffnetric for even o¡ders, o¡ in other words

P(z-) = 7-NP1"¡ (3.3)
The Feltkeller equation [44] gives the relation shown below between the tra¡sfer function
and its specEal complement, H(z), aiong the unit ci¡cle.

lc(ej9l2+ tn(ej$t2=1 or c(rj3c(" j3+s(ejSnte-i3 
=1 (¡.¿)

Using analytic continuation, the above becomes

c(z) c(z-) + H(z) H(z-) = I
Let the spectral complement H(z) be

H(z) =

and therefore Equation (3.5) gives

P(z)P(z-) + Q(z)Q(z-) =D(z)D(z-\

Q(z)
D(rt

(3.s)

(3.6)

(3.7)

A ¡eal fansfe¡ function, ie. a tra¡sfer function with real coefficients, with a
symmetric numerator can be w¡itten in terms of two allpass functions [29-311. when the
numerator of the specEal complement is arìti-symmet¡ic, or the order of the transfer
function is odd, the two âilpass functions have real coefficients. However, when the
nume¡ato¡ of both the transfe¡ function and its spectral complement are both symmetric, or
the filte¡ is anti-metric, the allpass functions have complex coefficients.

The allpass functions can be derived in tenns of the poles of the original transfer
function, along with the gains at zero frequency in the Laplace domain of the ransfer
function and its spectral complement. consider the Fansfer function expressed as a
function of z-1 instead of z (which is always possible by multipllng the numeraror and.

denominator by ,-N¡, and the symmetric properties

P(z-l; = "-N 
P(z)

e(z-1¡ = ,-N e(")
Substituting the above into (3.7),

v2 ç¡ + e2 (r) = zN D(z-l) D(z)
The left side of (3.9) can be factored giving

[e 1z¡ + j a(zllp (z) - je(z)] = rND(.' )D(,)

(3.8a)

(3.8b)

(3.e)

(3.10)
The zeros of the right side of (3.10) above can be assigned to the two facto¡s given on the
left side in a unique way dictared by rhe given form of the equation.
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The unique assignment of the factors of zN Dlz 
-1 

;n1z; is given by obsewing that
both P(z) and Q(z) are polynomials with real coefficienrs for classical filters. Thus the two
terms on rhe left side of (3.10) are the complex conjugates of each other. The zeros of D(z)
occur in complex conjugate pairs (since D(z) has rear coefficients) and this gives a generar
form of D(z),

N/2

D(z) = lI G-pÐ (,-pf)
k= I 

(3.r1)

where p¡ are the complex poles of the filter in ttre z-domai¡. using this form, Equation
(3.10) can be written as

N/2

[n1z¡ + jorzl[n(z)- je(z)] = ,N n G-px)("_nf)G'_p*)("-'-pf)
k=l 

eJ2)
o¡

N/2

[r1z¡ + jOkl][e(z) - jek)] = lIC" nr)(z-pf)(r-zp¡)(1-zpf)
k= I 

(3.13)
The right side of Equation (3.13) above gives the facto¡s that must be assigned to the terms
on the left side. But since both P(z) and e(z) are symmeric polynomials with real
coefficients by assumption, the zeros of [p(z) +i e(z)] occur in reciprocal pairs, as do the
zeros of [P(z) - j Q(z)]. This can be seen be considering a zero of [p(z) + j e(z)], say z¡.

P(a)+jQ(zo) = 0 (3.14)
since both real polynomials are symmetric, another zero can always be found which is the
inverse of 26, or

nlzo-l¡ +¡ Q(ro-1) = O (3.15)
Also, if p¡ is a zero of tP(z) + j e(z)1, rhen p¡* musr be a zero of tp(z) _ j e(z)l since the

polynomials a¡e real. None of the p¡ are purely real since if on" *rr", ,uy !¡, then it has to
be a zero of either [P(z) +i Q(z)] or tp(z) -i e(z)l or both from (3.10). This implies that
p(îr) = a(îÐ = 0 since P(z) and Q(z) are rear polynomials. In particurar, it implies a

common factor of a term invotving fr¡ between p(z) and D(z), which is not allowed by the
assumption that there are no common facro¡s between p(z) and D(z) in Equation (3.1) or
(3.2).

This leads ro rhe assignmenr of facton ro the rerms tp(z) + j e(z)l and
tP(z) - j Q(z)l as given by
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N12

P(z) + j Q(z) = B lI (z- p*)(1 - zp,)
m= I 

(3.16)

N/2
p(z) - j e(z) = B- II {z - p,*) (1 - z p,n*)

m= I 
e.n)

where p is a unimodular constanr such that p p*, = 1. Dividing (3.16) and (3.17) by D(z)
as given by (3.11), and cancelling the comtnon factors the following is derived

N/2

G(z)+jH(z)=p fI *#
m = 1 

(3.1B)

N/2

G(z)-jH(z)=B- lI +#
m= I 

(3.19)
The rational funcrions on the right side of equations (3.18) and (3. 19) are recognized as the
general form of a complex ailpass function (an allpass function with complex coefficients),
defined as

Ni2

A1(z) = B lI:#
m = I (3.20)

N/2

A2þ)=p-lI+#
m = 1 

e.zr)
The allpass functions have a magnitude of one on the unit ci¡cle in the z-plane, and are
stable since the poles of the allpass functions a¡e a subset of the poles of the tralsfer
function, which is stable by assumption. The transfe¡ function G(z) is expressed in terms
of the allpass functions by adding equarions (3.18) and (3.19), and solving for G(z),
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I Ntz N/z

"o,=]l 
p ¡t:# * p* tf -rii

\ m=t m=l

Similarly, the spectral complement of G(z) is found by subuacting (3.19)

N/2

p- fI
m=l

(3.22)
from (3.18),

(3.23)

(3.24)

(3.25)

(3.26)
(3.27)

,,", =;(u
Nlz

r:+#
m=1

:*s)
Or, using (3.20) and (3.21),

cç¡ =!ç¡'rç) + A2(z))

Hd) =;(^,(ò - eza))

Thus, the even-o¡der real transfer function G(z) and its reaÌ spectral complement H(z) can
be written in terms of, or decomposed into, two complex allpass functions. The allpass
functions expressed as a function of G(z) and H(z) a¡e

A1(z) = G12¡ .'" ¡ ¡11"¡

A2@) =cç"¡ - t11çr¡

The complex coefficients of one a pæs function are exactly the conjugate of the
coefficients of the other allpass funcúon. Thus, for real inputs, the ouput of one allpass
function will be exactly the conjugate of the ouçut of the other. This implies that for real
inputs, one allpass function is superfluous and not needed. consider implementing A1(z)
only, from (3.26) given above, the real part of the ouçut will conespond to the desi¡ed
ouçut of G(z), and the imaginary pan of the ouput will conespond to H(z). Therefore,
both of the functions G(z) and H(z) are ¡ealized with a single complex allpass function of
half the order.

The unimodula¡ constant B can be calculated by considering (3.19) at z= l,orat
zero frequency in the Laplace domain.
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or, solving for B,

N2
c(1)+jH(1)=B |I +#

m=l

N/2

ß= (c1r¡*:H(rr)lI lH
m=l

(3.28)

(3.29)
Notice that G(1) is known from the frequency specifications of the filter, and H(1) can be
calculated from the Feltkeller equation given in (3.4) by restricting H(1) to be positive.

3.2 Structure of the Lattice Realization

The lattice wave d.igiøl filter structure is perhaps the most advantageous one ro use
for realizing classical filten t6ll19lt20l. It is shown below as a doubly+erminated two-
port with equal impedance terminations, and thus the conductance matrix has equal entries
on the diagonal [6].

Figure 3.1: Lattice two_pon structtrre.

su and sg are allpass functions cha¡acterizing the allpass networks Nu and N6, and are
pseudolossless. However, if A, = 6 and 81 is not of interest, then the above network can
be simplified to the following one-porr [6].

u
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Figure 3.2: Simplified lattice one-porr structtlle.

If the input signal is restricted to be purely real for ali time, then from the earlier section one
allpass network is reduntant. Therefore illiminate network N6 from Figure 3.2, leaving the
single allpass one-port network N" of Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: One-port complex allpass network.

The form of the above is simple which adds to the attractiveness of the realization. It
should be clear that the above complex one-pon ailpass network was derived from a
doubly+erminated lattice structu¡e with equal impedance terminations and applies for real
inputs only.

The allpass function can be derived easily from the poles of the transfer function.
Thus the poles pnr of (3.20) are given by a subset of the z-domain poles of a classical filter,
and sr = ¿t. The choice of the poles [24][31] are shown graphically below in the Laplace
domain.

Na

sa (z)
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Figure 3.4: Choice of poles for the complex allpass function.

Given a set ofpoles from a even-order classical filter, the aüpass function is defined by
choosing every second pole and applying the bilinear transformation (2.10) to transform
the pole into the z-domain. clearly, there are two possible sets of poles that can be chosen,
and the poles of one set are the complex conjugate of the poles of the other. choosing one
set gives A1(z) and the other gives A2(z). The set of poles chosen fo¡ the implementation of
G(z) is signiñcant, since the value of p is defined in tenns of the poles and the values of
G(1) and H(1) (3.29).

3.3 Comptex Allpass Realization With Adaptors

The discussion above has given a method of realizing an even-order classical, or
reference filter, such as a Butterwonh, a chebyshev or a cauer filter. The realization
problem has been ¡educed to the implementation of a complex allpass fr:nction. Although
many realization techniques have been developed, an investigation by Webb [43] has
shown that the realization with circulators that have different cha¡acteristic impedances
gives a solution with a minimum number of entries in the scanering matrix, which leads to
the decoupling of the maximum number of state variables. The following method of
realization also possesses a high degree of symmetry which gives a convenient block form
of úe scattering matrix and is canonic in the number of delays.
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3.3.1 Complex Altpass Extraction

The general form of a stable complex allpass function, S(z), of order N is given
below

,ND*f I
S(Z)=B EY-'= B

dN * + du-, * z + ... + dr* zN-1+ dox 
"N

do+drz+...*a*-,"*\a*J 
(3.30)

where the magnitude of p is unity. In the wave digital domain, the above anpass function
can be viewed as the following one-pon.

Figure 3.5: One-port realization of a complex allpass function.

consider ¡emoving a complex two-port adaptor, as defined in section 2.5. 1, from the one-

port shown above leaving a ne* on"-port S(z). The parameter of the two_port can
obviously be any complex number bounded in magnitude by unity, since the two_pon

simply changes the reference impedance of the ne* one-port S1"¡. However, if the
parameter is chosen in a particular way, an imponant fo¡m ofS(z) is given as shown in the
following argument.

The wave digital netwo¡k with the comprex two-poft extracted is shown below,



Figure 3.6: Complex two-port adaptor extracted from a complex one-porl

with the following definitions as given by (2.l1l) ar.d, (2.152),

z,-z*n = ---!-------L- Zt + Zz (3.31)

B,= -f-l " )"* ¡, * [r. [-t- " )"-.-lo,\r-o*./ L \t-o*/ I - 
G.32)

sr= (1 - cr)e, + ae, (3.33)

From Figure 3.6, the definitions of the transfer functions are given by

B,
S(z) =;â1

^B",A"s(")=tr=E_;

or 
Az = s(z) Bz

Substituting the above into (3.33), we get

Br=(r _o).r,,*oS1r¡n,
Solving for 82,

ft - ")e,Þ_\D2 - --------=--
1 - S(z)o

(3.34)

(3.35)

(3.36)

(3.3'.1)

(3.38)
Substituting this expression for 82 into (3.36), and then into (3.32) n order to derive a
function in terms of A1 and 81 onJy, we get



r,=.[-t " )cx A, + [, - [-l"]"-l s,, 0+lo,^\r-a*7 '\ \t_"./")-*' r_Sr"lo (3.3s)

Thus the transfer function (or alpass function) s(z), given in terms ofS(z), can be found
by using the above with the definition of S(z) in (3.34),

s(,,=r=(i*)tträ#]

1-c* rrT=,_r,lrl =r

Solving for S(z) in (3.40) we get,

31"¡ = Ts(') + a'*

1 + als(z) 
e.42)

The general form of s(z) as given in (3.30) is represented in a more convenient form below

Def,i¡e

whe¡e

(3.40)

(3.41)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.4s)

(3.46)

"*n*ÉlS1r¡ = P -----\z-1

D(z) = ¿oa d1z + ... + d¡¡-rzN-l+ d¡rN

D*(z) = ¿¡ + df zx + ... * dN-r* ¡r*¡N-l+ d** ¡z*)N
Substituting (3.43) into (3.42), 

,ND*fl

ut"'' - YÊ-b#Y*o*

'*n*ÉlI + a,vß \zn )
D(z)

^ ypr*o-l*l + a*D(z)
S/z\ = \¿ ./

D(z) + arB"*o-(*)

Substiruting (3.44) a¡d (3.45), we get a general form fo¡ S(z),

(3.47)



^Y d¡*+d¡ - 1* z+...+d f zN 
- l+d*z

+ o*(d6rd,z+...+d¡¡- 1zN 
-l+d¡ 

z
S(z) =

d6rd, z+...+d¡ -, r* 
- ld ¡.{ d¡ç*+d¡- f z+...+df ,N- Ld¡"

(3.48)

Using the defintion of yfrom (3.41) and multiplying the numeraror and denominator by
(1 - cx,), we get

S(z) =
B(t - o*{a"*ad¡-f z+...+df ,*-La6r*) * o*(1 - Gfd'+drz+...+d¡¡-,zN-Ld¡,

(t - o{ao*a,"*...+d*-,rN-1+d*"N)* o B(r - cr*{af+ar.r-f z+...+df "*-!a6r)
(3.49)

The above is a function of the k¡own complex a.llpass function and the parameter of the
complex two-pon adaptor only. Rewriting (3.49) for clarity,

S(z) =
(t - ,r*) Ba** + cr*(t - (r - 

"*¡ Bdd + cl*(l - o)dN

(r - o) ao* c(t - o*) Ba** (r - o) a** o(r - o*) pa¡

The above is a complex allpass function since it is in the form of (3.30) with
it ca¡ also be wrinen as

N

' (¡.so)

F*Ê = I, ano

S(") =
(t - e*) a"* * o*(t - c) (r - cr-) a¡ + cl*(l - cr) Þ*¿N

(r - *) ao* o(r - o*) Ba¡ (r - o)a** 
"(r 

- 
"-) Ba¡ l"

which is the general fonn given in (3.30). The above can represent a complex allpass
function in series with a delay 

"-1 
if the highest o¡de¡ coefficient in the numerator is set to

zeÍo,

(r - o-) a6 + s*(1 - o) p*a*= s (3.s2)
and thus the lowest order coefficient of the denominator will also be set to zero (since it is
the complex conjugate of (3.52)). Solving for the complex two-porr parameter s,

.=f-sid.o-llrul - H.P.
\¿**-p*do/\ dN, 9;i_U.

(3.53)
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clearly o cannot equal zero since the numerator ca¡ never be zero for a stable allpass
function. This is cle¿¡ since in the general form of a allpass function as given in (3.30) and
(3.20)' the coefficient dN can be set to one, and d¡ is given as the product of the pores of a
stable allpass function. Thus the product must be less than one, and thus the magnitude of
the fi¡st term in the numerator, d¡, is always less than one. using the same arguement with
Equation (3.53), the magnifude of d musr be less than one. substiruting Equation (3.53)

into (3.50) aJiows a delay to be extracted from S1z¡ reducing its order by one si¡ce the
lowest order term i¡ the denomi¡ator and the hightest ordeÌ telm in the numerator are set to
zero, or

(t - o*) pa** * o*(r - o) (r - 
"*¡ Bdf + cr*(r - c)dN_,31"¡ = "t

or

(r - o)a,* o(r - o*) Ba*.¡ (r - o)a** a(r - c'*)Ba¡

Sçr¡ =,-r ô1,¡ (3.ss)

The remaining allpæs function î(z) along with the extracted comprex two-port adaptor and
the delay a¡e shown below.

Figure 3.7: Extraction of a compiex two_port adaptor with a delay.

The position of the delay vis-a-vis the two terminals is not specified by (3.55), and thus it
can be positioned in the most advantageous way. The actual connection of the delay to the
two-port adaptor and the remaining one-pon allpass network is accomplished with an ideal
complex circulator of cha¡acteristic ntrr.Åancez2*. Also, the port impedance associated
with the one-port allpass network is again e from the criterion for por! connections in

(3.s4)

?r'i 4z2
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Section 2.5.2.

The process of extracting a complex two-port adaptor and delay can be repeated for

the complex ajlpass function s(z), and all remaining allpass functions until the last term that
remains is a complex scalar, which is gua¡anteed to be unimodula¡ since it must be of the
form of an allpass from (3.54). The number of delays (which equals the number of
adaptors) will be equal to the order of the allpass funcrion (which is half the order of the
original classical filter) and thus the design is canonic.

3.3.2 Stability of the Resulting Complex AIIpass Function

The form of (3.54) guarantees that S1z¡ is in rhe form of a complex allpass
function. However, for the allpass to be søble, all of the poles must lie within the unit
ci¡cle in the z-plane, or the magnitude of the poles must be less than one. fuuation (3.42),
repeated below for clarity,

^, 
. yg(z) + o*ù(zl = -:-

1 + a, 1S(z)

defines a nonsingular mapping berween S(z) an¿ S(z), where rhe magnitude ofc, is less

than one and 1is unimodular. The poles of S(z) in the z-plane are mapped, through the

above, into poles of S1z¡ in the 2-plane (analogus to the z-plane). This mapping is
represented in the following figure.

(3.s6)

j kn{zl ' j knlà

ú\

/p"

z-pra¡e

L

,Ñ

ü Y"ra j
z-plane

l,zl

Figure 3.8: Mapping the poles of S(z) into the poles of S(z).

In a similar way the zeros of S(z) are mapped into rhe zeros of S1z¡. The fottowing will
show that the poles ofS(z) all lie within the unit ci¡cle, o. S(") is a stable allpass funcrion.
lÉt

51'¡ = 1s1z¡ (3.s7)



(3.s8)

Since f(z) is the reciprocal ofSlz¡, and S1z¡ is stable by assumprion, all of the zeros of f(z)
Iie within the unit ci¡cle and aIl of the poles lie outside the unit ci¡cle. Furthermore, since

S(r) is * allpass function, I f(z) I = 1 on the unit ci¡cle. Also, since S(z) is a rational
function, f(z) is a rational function from (3.58), and therefore f(z) is analytic wirhin the unit
circle taking its maximum on the boundary Iz |= 1 Thus, within iz I< 1

and def,rne

Thus, with (3.58)

1
rQ) = --s(z)

From (3.56-57),

lf(z)l<1

31"¡ = 
S(") *-,*
1 + qS(z)

Defrne the reciprocal of (3.60) as g(z),

1
8(z) = =-s(z)

t + qS(z)
C(Ð= "

Divide the top and bouom of (3.61) by S(z)

I
=-+0,s(z)

t+cl*l
s(z)

f(z) + a

(3.se)

(3.60)

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.6s)

to map

e@) =

e@) = I + ø* f(z)

and from Section 3.3.1,

g

I

A function of the form (3.ó4) wirh rhe conditions (3.59) and (3.65) is known [61]
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the unit disk into the unit disk, or

or from (3.61)
I g(z) I < 1 (3.66)

l=l--l = r
ls(z) I (3.67)

within I z I s 1. Thus all of the poles ofSlz;, which a¡e the zeros of g(z), lie within the unit
circle. since î(z) is a complex allpass function from (3.54), the zeros must therefo¡e lie
outside of the unit circle, ana S1z; defined from the mapping (3.56) is gua¡anteed to be a
stable allpass function.

3.3.3 Complex Altpass Realization with Complex Two-port Adaptors

From sections 3.3.1 and3.3.2, a stable complex allpass function can be realized as
a one-pon with a chain of complex two-port adaptors and delays. All intermediate
functions a¡e stable and bounded analytic outside of the unit ci¡cle in the z-plane. Thus, the
following realization ofthe unscaled system implementing an even-order allpass function is
possible,

Figure 3.9: Realization of an even-order complex allpass function.

where the magnitude ofe is one, and the pon reference impedances are in general complex
constants. The realization for an odd-order complex allpass function is shown below,

21 t,



Figure 3.10: Realization of an odd-order complex allpass function.

clearly, there are many possibirities for arranging the delays in the network. However, for
reasons of decoupling ofthe state va¡iables, or in order to generate a sparse scattering
matrix of the system, webb [43] has found that the above form of úre realization is the
most attractive (or the equivalent realization of exchanging the placement of all delays ftom
the ouçut terminal to the input terminal of a port).

The realization is pseudolossless if aI quantities are ¡epresented by infinite
precision complex numbers. This is clear since the complex two_pon adaptor, complex
circulator and delay pons are all pseudolossless under infrnite p¡ecision conditions. Note
that rhe above implementation of the even-order classical filter was derived from a lattice
configuration and is valid only for real input signals.

3.3.4 Ädaptor Port Reference Impedances

The port reference impedances a¡e shown in Figures 3.9 and 3. 10. The values of
the constant impedances can be derived in te¡ms of the complex two-port adaptor
pa¡ameteß. The adaptor parameters are given by

"r=ffi
with

4=&+jxr
Q_1 =R¡_1 +jX¡_1

ot=si'+jcri"

Substituting the above three equations into (3.6g) and solving,

(3.68)

(3.6e)
(3.70)

ß.71\
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(3.72)

(3.73)

and the¡efore the resisrive pan of the port reference impedance is strictly non-negative if the
input-output port resistance is non-negative and all adaptor parameters are bounded by one.
Note that the ¡esistance of the iü port cannot be ze¡o if the ¡esistance of the 1i - t¡ 

ü po.t is
non-zero since from section 3.3.1 no parameter can be identically equal to one for a stable
allpass function. From section 2.5.r.z,the two-port adaptor parameter was found to have
a magnitude less than or equal to one, where equaüty was possible onry if one or both of
the port resistances were zero. If the input-ouçut port resistance is restricted to being
greater than zero, then it is guaranteed that all port resistances will be positive.

The port reference resistances and constant reactances depend on the input-output
port impedance. Thus, there are two degrees of f¡eedom in assigning values to the port
impedances, or we a¡e f¡ee to choose the input-ouçut port impedance. Since the
development in this chapter deals with rear input and ouçut signals, the input-output port
impedance can b€ chosen to be a positive resistance with zero reactance (or purely real).
Thus, the one-port ¡ealization w l appear, from an extemar view, to be a real network. The
complex network can therefore be insened into other real wave digital networks that use
strictly real elements.

3.4 scaútering Matrix Rearization of a stabre comprex A[pass Network

The realization of a søbre complex alpass f'nction was given using a comprex
wave digital nework comprising of complex two-port adaptors, complex three-port
ci¡culators and delays. An equivalent realization is possible by giving the scattering matrix
representation of the non-dynamic sub-network, o¡ the network with all dynamic elements
(delays) removed. This method may present some advantages over the adaptor method of
implemenødon since the scatte¡ing marix is eas y scaled, the calculation in digitar
hardwa¡e o¡ software is straight-forward since it only involves a sparse square complex
marix multiplication by a complex column matrix, and the scatterirg matrix representation
is highly structu¡ed as it consists of simple block sub-matrices.

- (o,* o¡ )* o,
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3.4.1 Derivation of the Scattering Matrix

The ¡ealization shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 can be used to generate the scattering
matrix of the unscaled system as given by (2. 197). using the equations for the ¡eflected
waves of a complex two-port n (2.152), and repeated below for convenience,

all of the reflected waves can be represented as a linea¡ combination of the incident waves
with complex multipliers. After the elimination of the intermediate variables, a system of
(N/2+ 1) equations is formed where N is the o¡der of the original even-orde¡ classical filter
to be ¡ealized. Arranging the equations in the form of (2.196), it is found that the scattering
matrix is made up four different kinds of blocks. Two of the blocks a¡e common for both
even and odd order allpass functions, and the last blocks are different for each case.

The f,'st block su of the unscaied scattering matrix is only found in the upper left
comer of the scattering matrix and is common for even and odd order allpass functions. It
is a (1 x 2) complex sub-matrix and a function of the f'st two-port parameþr onry, and is
given by

B, = - 6¡* ffi ^, 
* (' * o- (|.,,.)^,

nr= (r-cr)A,+ oe,

'"=[",(.:J F$]

ä) 
-", 

" t, (_ il " ; (*=:-1ff)

(3.76)
The second block type smi is found in the inner section of the scattering matrix and

is common to even and odd order allpass functions. The btock is a (2 x 4) complex sub-
matrix a¡d is given by

(r - "l(r - "in1) c1*1 (r - o¡*1)

(3.74)

(3.7s)

/,-",*, "i*, [,-"*, "*, \l.l.l
\ t-oi*r /\ t-" ¡*z l

/ .\
I I - c¡*2 cr,*, 

Ici+t l- |l*f
\ t -"i+z i

(3.77)

msr =



where i refers ro the ith reflected wave. The block is a function of the ith, (i+t¡th *O
(i+2)th two-port adaptor parameters. For example, rhe first block appearing wi-ll be a
function of the fint, second and third two-port adaptor pa¡ameters and will give the
¡eflected signals B1 andBr, where Be is the ouçutof the d.igital filter. similarly, the last
block of this type will be a function of the ¡N7Z-3¡th, N/2-2)th, and (N2-l)th ¡'¡o-pon
adaptor parameters (N is the order of the classical, or reference fìlter).

The last two types of blocks are found in tire lower right comer of the scattering
matrix. For an even-order allpass function, the last block Sle is a complex (2 x 3) sub-.

matrix given by

(3.78)

where M=N/2, or half the o¡der of dre refe¡ence filte¡. This block is a function of the Mth
and (M-l)th two-port adaptor parameters. The last block type, Slo, for odd-order allpass
functions is a complex (1 x 2) sub-matrix as given below

s!= [(r-")' ""']
and is a function of the Mth two-pon adaptor parameter.

The blocks are ananged in the sparse scattering matrix as shown below,

su o 00

o si... o

s=

o o ...si'o

o o ... o sL

Figure 3.1 1: Block fo¡m of the complex scattering matrix for an even-o¡der allpass
function.

", = I 
"t,,-""{*, _"J "t"",(,Tr) (#,1

- e 
| (i-"*Xr-"J "*(r-") dME 

J

(3.7e)
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where all elements wirhout a specified value are zero. The odd-order case is found by
replacing sls with slo. with a fust order allpass, only the brocks su and slo are neied.
A second order allpass contains the blocks su and sle. All higher order a.llpass functions
contain at least one sm, block, the su block and either the sl. or the slo block, depending
on whether the allpass function is even or odd, respectively.

Each element in the scattering matrix is in general complex. The number of
complex additions and multiplications is of inte¡est in order to determine the relative
efficiency of this design method. The number of complex additions and multiplications for
seve¡al orders of complex allpass functions are given in Table 3.1 shown below.

Reference Filter
Orde¡

Complex Allpass
Orde¡ Complex Additions Complex Multiplications

2 I 2 4

4 2 8

ó J 8 12

8 4 11 16

10 5 t4 20

t2 6 t7 aÀ

t4 7 20 28

16 8 23 32

Table 3.1: Number of complex additions and multiplications given by the scattering
matrix,

clearly, the number of complex additions and multiprications from the scattering matrix
realization method will not change when the system is scared, since scaring is accomplished
through a diagonal matrix multiplication which does not produce any new elements in the
scattering matrix.
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3.4.2 Scaling the Scattering Matrix

From section 2.6.2,the non-singular diagonar scaring matrix is given by Equation
(2.240) repeated below.

trl = cþe þ (3.80)
and the state variable system {4, B, c, DJ is transformed through F into the scale.d
system

{r*'¿ r*, ¡* 
'tg, q r*, n} (3.81)

Notice from the form ofthe scattering matrix, as represented by the state-variable system,fp cl
S =I I

Lu aJ (3.82)
and from the scaling Equadon (3.81), that p and the diagonal of the matrix d is invariant
after the transformation.

without loss of generalization, all elemens of the scaling matrix can be assumed to
be positive and real, because from Figure 2.30, the negation of a scaling elemenr has no
effect on the reflected signals from the delay ports, and the scaling criterion did not le¿d to
the necessiry of complex scaling coefficients (section 2.6.2). The elements of the d.iagonal
scaling matrix are given in terms of the conductances of the ports of the.wo-port adapors
from Equation (3.80). But from (3.72) the resistance (or the inve¡se of condu",-r"f ut
each pon can be given in terms of the parameter of the two-pon adaptor associated with the
port and the input-output port resisance \. Thus the real diagonal elements of the scaling
matrix, y¡, can be derived as

^, _ /Rilått-\-nd,i=1(1)M 
(3.83)

But the ith resistance, \, is given by successive substitution into (3.72) as

.,=É[r#]*

Substituting (3.84) into (3.83),

, i=1(1)M (3.84)
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r ' J, , r= I (t)M (3.95)
The expression above is ¡eal as expected, or the M number ofy, specify M rear scaling
transformers. Note that the form T yr-1 wü appear during the matrix multiplication (3.g1)
and has the value

-1

ïiYr, =

, i>k (3.86)

The actual scaling of the system through the scaling of the scattering matrix can be
accompüshed by performing the matrix multiplications of (3.g1). The state-va¡iable matrix
D after sca.ling is unchanged, and given by

1

nj=k+l

*/t - c[,\p = -crr I ---+ I

\t-"'/

The scaled row matrix C = Ci, i = i (i) M, is given by

ç,= ^[t-l*trÉgfl
Q=0, i=r,ìi;"''

The scaled column matrix B = Bi, i = 1 (1) M, is given by

(3.87)

(3.88)
(3.89)

(3.e0)

(3.91)
(3.92)

a' = - "i/ r . I o,t' ú++Ð (i*",

E, = /G . 
r ",r IC' . þttt++Ð(ì+Ð

Bi=0, i=3(1)M

similar to the approach adopted for the description of the blocrs of the scattering
matrix, a block approach can be used with the scaled A state-va¡iable matrix. r"t ,t 

" 
A

state-va¡iable matrix be defrned by the following block form,
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A=

TI Á,'

0

.

00

Figure 3.12: Block fo¡m of the d state-variable matrix.

where du is the upper bloct, 4l ls the lower block, and !,m¡ is the ith inner block. For an

even-order allpass function, dl is given by dl", and for an odd-order allpass, ¡!l is given
by ¡$o. Clearly, from (3.76-79), rhe blocks Au, Ami, ds, anO A1. can be ¡elated to the
scattering matrix blocks.

The scaled ¡¡u state va¡iable sub-matrix block is a (2 x 3) complex matrix and is
given by

Au=

and the sca-led sub-matrix ¡\1" is a (2 x 3) complex matrix and is given by

-,''(i, {.Gø'(ïJi*î)

"'¿l"r1ËJ *'t(ïJ

(3.93)
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(3.94)
Similarly, the scaled sub-matrix dlo is a (1 x 2) complex matrix a¡d is given by

*;/¡;''ffiXtril -*,"t(ïJ /.d'(ËJ.

{-'ütr'üi- ffi --r F-d "*, 
y' 

+.d' (ffi ) " ".

^:=[ú]il"(*',,-"J, ""i (3.9s)
The scaled sub-matrix dm, is a (2 x 4) complex matrix with elements dm, (,k), j=1,2 and

k = 1 (1) 4 which are given below

eilr, r¡ = "1.,ú | d (-ï,J(Ëî)
* /t - o,*lei¡r,z¡ =-",",.,[ffi

(3.96a)

(3.96b)
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4iç2,21 = a,

al(2,Ð

ai¡2,+; = a,*,

^F¡r [#ji) (3.9óÐ

(3.e6g)

(3.96h)
The blocks appear in the d state variable matrix in the same respect as the blocks in the
scattering matrix discussed earlier.
' The scattering matrix is therefore scaled and only a function of the complex two_

port parameters. It is a square complex matrix of order (N/2 + 1), where again N is the
order of the ¡eference filter. The modularity of rhe block appearing in the scattering matrix
is a result of the symmetric structure chosen for the adaptor implementation and this gives
many zero elements. This is an advantage for two reasons. First, fewer calculations
(additions and multiplications) are needed with the sparse matrix. second, there is a high
degree of decoupling of the state variables, since each is a function of at most th¡ee other
state variables. This is an advantage since a particula¡ state va¡iable can affect at most th¡ee
othe¡ state variables (at most four elements in any column of the scattering matrix, and one
element is the original state variabte). Note that the scaled scattering matrix elements
reduce, in the real domain, to the elements derived by Webb [43].

3.4.3 Bound on the Magnitude of the Output ând the States

A bound on the magnitude of the output and the states as defined by the scaled
scattering matrix is useful for giving an upper bound on the maximum amplitr.rde that the
states can achieve. The grcatest number of nonzero elements in any row of the scaled
complex scattering matrix is four, and thus a bound on the magnitude of the next state B in
terms of four present states is given by

lsl< lsllle,l+ lsrllArl+ ls3llA3l+ ls4llnrl (3.e7)

where l#l refers to the magnitude of the complex number #, and S¡ and Ai, i = 1 (1) 4, are
the fou¡ nonzero elements of the scaled scattering matrix and the corresponding four states,
respectively. If all the states are bounded by an overflow erro¡ function to a positive
constant 1,, then (3.97) becomes

* /l -o,-l
= -ûi* tci*Zl -----------:r_* 'l

\t - ",.r/
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lBl< (ls1l + ls2l+ ls3l+ lsol) À
(3.e8)

or

lBl< K À lr.el¡
where K is positive real and defined by

K = lsrl + lsrl+ ls3l + lsal (3.100)
Thus the value of K will give a bound on the magnirudes of the ouçut and the states.
scattering matrix elemenß that contain factors that have eithe¡ of the forms

lt-",\ / r-",\
[;"J or tpl

(3.101)

can be ignored in Equation (3.10o) since the factors in (3.r01) have a magnitude of one.
Also, the magnitude of the comprex conjugate of a complex number is clearry equal to the
magnitude of the complex number.

consider the output which is calculated with the first row of the scaled scattering
matrix. The value of K f¡om (3.100), (3.87) and (3.88-89) is

x =lø,1 +
(3.t02)

(3.104)

and the maximum that (3. 102) can arain is y'ã 
at a magnitude of a1 or 7y2', wrrich is the

upper bound on the magnitude of the gain of the ouÞut.
The states are defined by the scaled state-variable matricies as given in (3.9G9ó).

consider all state va¡iables except the last for an odd-order anpass function, or the last two
for an even-order allpass function. Fo¡ the remaining state variabres, æsume that a of the
pa¡ameters are equivalenL The fi¡st row of (3.96), o¡ the fust row of S¡m, gives the
following value of K in Equation (3.100),

r=zlel + 1 (3.103)

The maximum value of (3.103) is 2 and occurs at a magnitude o t a ot/¡7. similarly, the
second ¡ow of (3.96), or the second row of S¡ m, gives the same value of K , namely 2.

For an even-order arlpass function, consider the second last state variable. From
(3.94) the value of K with all of the paramerers equal is

r=l"l'* (r*l0lhmf
The maximum of (3.104) is bounded by 2 at a magnitude of cr of approximately 0.7g. The
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(3.10s)
and the maximum of (3.105) is bounded by 2 at a magnitude of o of approximately 0.64.

For an odd-o¡der allpass function, the last ¡ow of the scanering matrix gives a value
ofKof

r=lal+ (3.106)

and the maximum of (3.106) is y'2 
¿¡ ¿ ¡¡a*¡ tuae ot a ot/¡2.

Thus, all of the state variables a¡e bounded in magnitude by 2 1,, where À is the

maximum allowed signal amplitude. The output is bounded in magnitude Ay n[l X. n an
achral implemenøtion of the digital filter, the signal amplirudes will generally be less than
the maximum stated here , and thus in a well-designed filter overfiow errors will not occur
as often as implied ea¡lie¡ at the states.

3.4.4 Quantization of the Scaled Scattering Matrix

The elements of the sca-red scattering matrix given by (3.92-96) are given in terms
of the infinite precision complex pa¡ameten of the complex two-port adaptors. Thus the
elements in the scaled scattering matrix are infinite precision complex numbers. However,
the realization of the digital filter in digital hardwa¡e or software requires that all elements of
the scattering matrix be quantized complex numbers, a¡rd therefore all elements must be
represented as a ratio of one integer dividing another.

Many quantization schemes of the complex entries of the scattering matrix a¡e
possible. An obvious method is to represent the real and imaginary pans of all entries as
the ratio of an integer over a common denominator, which is an integer power of 2. If si 

.;is a non-zero element of the scattering matrix, with ¡eal and imaginary paru

last ¡ow of the scattering matrix gives a value of K of

K= 1 + l"l -lol'* l"l14l,f

sij=sij'+jsij"

and D is an integer power of 2 (m is an integer),

D =2n
then Si ¡ can be represented by

J
j sii' _ Sij + jSij'

2^
sij

Sii +

5

(3.107)

(3.108)

(3.109)

wher" Si j' an¿ Si j" are integers. The values of Si j' anA S1r" are determined by
multiplying the infinite precision representations Si ¡' + j si ¡" by the denominator D and
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truncating the result.

The t¡uncation operation reduces the magnitude of the elements of the scattering
matrix. This ¡eduction defines a new scattering matrix, and a corresponding new system
with a new set of complex two-port parameters. Examination of the scaled scattering
matrix elements as given in (3.87-96) shows that for each element, reducing the magnitude
corresponds to increasing the magnitude of the complex two-port parameters (this is always
a possible solution). Thus for a fixed (i- 1)th port resistance with an increased parameter,
from (3.72) the ith port resistance will increase. Since all parameters through the truncation
operation increase, all of the pon resistances increase.

Consider the assumption that the truncation operation deüeases the scaied scattering
matrix elements in a column by a common facto¡. The equal reduction in magnitude of the
scaled scattering matrix elements of a column can be viewed as complex multipliers with a
magnitude strictly less then one in series with the states of the filter. The series connection
conesponds to a complex three-port ci¡culator with the multiplier connected to the thi¡d
pon. But from (2.131), a complex multiplier with a magnitude less than one in the wave
digital domain is equivalent to a resistor in se¡ies with constant reacta¡ce in the analog
domain as shown in Figure 2. 16. Thus the operation of truncation of the scaled scattering
matrix elements in the method given above conesponds to adding complex three-port
ci¡culators with a positive resistor, (from (2.131) the resistance can always be chosen to be
positive), and a constant reactance to the network in the analog domain. since adding
positive resistances though a lossless complpx circulator makes the analog network lossy,
the equivalent wave digital network must b€ pseudopassive afte¡ the trunction of the
elements of the scaled scattering marix. This allows the theory developed in chapter II to
be appüed, and the b€neficial properries of low sensitivity, stabiliry and the suppression of
parasitic osci.llations are enjoyed by the design.

3.5 Scaled Port Reference Impedance Matrix

The insertion of scaling transformers at the delay ports changes the port impedances
of the delay ports. The new port impedance ZiD conesponding to 21, which is the port
impedance associated with the ith and (i+l)th semtlex two-pon adaptors, is given by
(2.244) to be

,i=lr,
(3.1 10)

However, the port resistance R1 is given in terms of the parameters and the input-oulput
port resisønce Ro by (3.8a), and therefore (3.1 10) becomes



,? =,,il.r"fl
:=rllt-",1"J (3.1 1 1)

3.6 Complex Àllpass Realization Example

The development presented gives a method for realizing an even-o¡der classical
filter with a stable complex allpass network of half the order of the origìnal transfer
function in the complex wave digital domain. The allpass function was derived from the
lattice configuration and the scaÌed scattering matrix was shown to be sparse and highly
structured in sub-matrix blocks. An example showing the basic complex allpass network
in the wave digital domain will demonstrate the essential realiz¿tion method.

consider a real clæsical LTI network ofan even order N described by a uansfer
function and the conesponding spectral-complement function, both with a real symmetric
numerato¡ and a common denominator. The ea¡lier development gives a realization in the
complex wave digital domain as shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, depending upon wherher
the order of the complex allpass function is even or odd, respectively. The values of the
complex parameters q, i = 1 (1) N2 are calculated from the allpass funcrions described in
section 3.3.1' The port reference impedances a¡e calculated fro m (3.72) and (3.73).

consider a general 6ú order classical firter ofthe type discussed in the above
paragraph with real input signals. The foltowing complex wave digital allpass realization is
easily found,

zr 21

Figure 3.13: complex wave digital a.llpass realization of a 6ú order classical filter
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where e is a unimodula¡ complex number. The ouçut of the filter is the real part of the
reflected wave of the complex one-pon for the response of the transfer function, or the
imaginary part of the reflected wave for the response of the spectral complement of the
transfer function.

The complex scaled scattering marix as a function of the complex two-pon adaptor
parameters, S = S(ij), ij=1(1)3, is given by

/r-.,. \
S(1,1) = -o,*, l-------' I

\l - ot*/

s (2,3) = _ *,. 
^/; M ffil F_.J

s(2,4) =

s(1,2)=il*t'(r.il
s(1,3) = 0

s(1,4) = 0

s(2,1) = - 6¿r*,

/r-"^\
s(2,2) = -dtdf 

t,_ *l

(3.r12a)

(3.1 12b)

(3.t12c)

(3.1 12d)

(3.11,2e)

(3.1 120

(3.tt2e)

, (,,, ) = n4; þ ¡T(; | " rT [.fl (r+l
(3.tLzi)



Yf)

/t-o 
's(3,3)=-s2d3*|,=;

s(3,4)= ,r^l ,l*f f ,:-:t,¿. r_,r 
\lr_arl

s(4,1) = 0

s(4,2) = 0

s(4,3,=¿ þr[räil,
S(4,4) = s, s

3.7 Analog Equivalence of the Complex Allpass Wave Digital

(3.rt2j)

(3.1 12k)

(3.112t)
(3.112m)

(3.1 12n)

(3.1 12o)

(3.1 12p)

Network

The alalog circuit equivalent of the complex allpass realization as given in Figures
3.9 and 3.10 can be found by using the theory developed in chapter II. The complex two-
port adaptors a¡e used for the change ofthe pon reference impedances between the complex
circulators and a¡e not needed i¡ the analog domain. Thus, the only devices that remain are
a series connection of three-port complex circulators. In the wave digital domain, a delay
with a complex port impedance was conne¡ted to the third port of a complex circulator, and
from section 2.4.2 this corresponds to a capacitor in series with a consta¡t reactance in the
analog domain as shown in Figure 2.10. The terminating unimodular mr:Itipl-ier e
corresponds from section 2.4.1 to a constant reåctance. This constant reacta¡ce ca¡ be
combined u¡ith the constant reacta¡ce from the delay port in series with the unimodular
multiplier. Thus, the equivalent analog circuit of the complex allpass wave digital network
is shown below.
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ct,t

Figure 3.14: Analog circuit equivalent of the unscaled complex allpass wave digital
network,

where M is half the o¡der of the classical, or reference filter.
The value of the capacitors and constanr reactances are given by (2.11 1) and (2.96)

If Q is given by

4=Ri +jEi, i=1(1)M

Ç = l/Ri , i= 1(1)M
Xi = -Ei, i=l(1) M-1

Xlr¿ = -EM + Ee

where E6 conesponds to the constant reactrnce given by the unimodular multiplier e.

(3.113)

(3.1 14)

(3.1 1s)
(3.116)



CHAPTERIV

COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION OF
EVEN.ORDER CLASSICAL FILTER DESIGN

An even order classical f,rlter, with both the tra¡sfe¡ function and spectral_
complement function having a real symmeric numerator and a comr¡on denominator, with
a real input and output, can be implemented using a single complex one-pon aJlpass
network in the complex wave digital domain. The resulting wD network contains only
complex two-port adaptors, complex three-port circulators and delays. The complex
scattering matrix representing the non-d¡.namic sub-network is generated by block sub-
matrices, and is sparse giving a high degree of decoupling ofthe state variables. A finite
binary representation can be realized by truncating the real and imaginary parts of the
eiements of the scaled scattering matrix (decreasing the magnitude of the elements). If
pseuodopassivity (and incremental pseudopassivity) is maintained, all of the beneficial
properties of wave digital fi.lters a¡e ¡ealized including: low sensitivity in the passband to
the multiplier coefficients, zero-input and forced response stability, good dynamic range
and the suppression of parasitic oscillations.

The class of reference filters designed in the program includes even_orde¡
Butterworth, chebyshev and cauer @lliptic) lowpass filters. Note that highpass and
bandpass filters can be found by designing the appropriate lowpass frlter, then performing
a transfomation [48]. Butterwonh and chebyshev even-order lowpass.filters ideally have
zero gain at infinite frequency, while even-order cauer f ters oftype A will have a finite
non-zero gain at infinite frequency in the Laplace domain equal to the magnitude of the
ripple in the passband.

A computer program written in a ve¡sion of FORTRAN-77 has been deveroped by
the autho¡ which includes modified versions of several of the subroutines provided by
Webb [43]. The program, called CP.EXE was implemented on an IBM pC/XT micro
computer and the design time required ranges between one minute and thirty minutes. The
progam accepts the design specifications a:rd generates the complex quantized scaled
scattering matrix that meets the speciflrcaitions. The program listing is given in Appendix
c.

The basic operation of rhe program is shown in the following flow chart

98
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ând poles
meet

Generate Scaled Scattering Matrix with Common

Meet Desien
Specificadoñs

Generate System Cha¡acteristics and output

Figure 4.1: Flow chart of the operation of the lowpass filter design computer program.
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4.1 Computer Program Input-Output.

The computer program accepts the design specifications given in the discrete
frequency domain in the text file cp.Spc and generates the solufion which meets the
specifications. An example of the file cp.spc is given in Appendix A. The outpur
includes the complex quantized sca.led scattering matrix specifying the complex allpass
wave digital filter derived from the required transfer function. Also, the L2 norm, K and
w matrices of the scaled netwo¡k, the frlter gain at infinite frequency in the analog domain,
and the frequency response are gene¡ated. All information is saved in the text file
CP.DAT, except the frequency response which is saved in SPECffi.DAT.

4.1.1 Design Specifications

In general, a digital filter is needed which satisfies a set of frequency specifications.
The specifications define a region of the attenuation graph that the response of the filter
design is ailowed to occupy. They include the passband (or comer) frequency Fo with the
associated voløge gain Gn at thar ftequency. Also the stopband frequency F, anå the
associated voltage gain G.. The voltage gain over the passband (including the passband
frequency) is allowed to be greater than or equal to the voltage gain specified Gp (but
ideally less than or equal to one in the normalized case), howeve¡ the voltage gain in the
stopband must be less than or equal to the specified voltage gain Gr,

The meaning of the specifications change with the filter rype used. For a Buttworth
(maximally fiat) lowpass filter, the passband voløge gain refers to the gain at the passband
frequency, while for both a Chebyshev and a Cauer iowpass filter, it refers to the
maximum allowable ripple width in the passband. similarly, fo¡ both a Butterworth and a
chebyshev lowpass frter, the stopband voltage gain refers to the maximum magnitude of
the gain characteristic at the stopband frequency, while fo¡ the cauer lowpass flrlter, it
refe¡s to the maximum value of the ripple in the stopband,

The frequencies specified in the discrete domain Fp,Fs must fust be "warped,' by
the tangent formula given in (2.11) in order to detemrine the conect fre4uencies oro,co, to
use in the design of the ¡eference filter.

-o = *FJ

.,=*Þ)

(4.1)

(4.2)

An analog transfer function can then be derived using the frequencies in the range 0 < co <
o", and transformed into the discrete domain with the bilinea¡ transformation given in
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(2' 10). The magnitude of the frequency spectrum of the discrete transfer function is
periodic with a period of 2æ along the unit ci¡cle in the z-plane.

The design specifications are often given in terms of the attenuation instead of the
voltage gain. Note that if the voltage gain is given in decibels with the magnitude of the
cha¡acteristic less than or equal to one, the attenuation is the negative of the gain. Thus,
with a voløge gain G given in decibels as GdB as

GdB = 20 log{GJ

Then the attenuation A given in decibels is

(4.3)

A=-Gü (4.4)

For uniformity, the design sperifications wiil be given in decibels of attenuarion. The
region described is shown below where the attenuation cha¡acte¡istic camot enter the
shaded region.

Allowed Region for the Attenuation

Fp Frequency

Figure 4.2: Region of attenuation cha¡acteristic defined by the design specifications.

Thus the design specifications generaily include the desi¡ed firter type, the passbard
and stopband frequencies, and the passband and stopband attenuations in decibels. The
solution attempts to find the order of the desi¡ed filter type that meets the given
specifications, and the higher the order the closer the designed attenuations will approach
the desi¡ed attenuations. Note that since the order can oniy be increased in integer
increments, a design that satisfies the passband specificarions may exceed the stopband
specifications.

o
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Since the six variables (filter type, filter order, Fp, Fs, Ap, and Ar) completely
specify a fiJter design, giving any five wilr uniquery defrne the ri"th. Thus. all va¡iables
except A, may be speciñed in order to generate fam ies of filters with increasing orders.

4. 1.2 Run Options

As described in the earlier section, the most common way of running the program is
to specify all variables except the filter o¡de¡. using this approach, several options are
available for customizing the design solution and the program ouput. All of the options are
set, or the program variables are initialized, using the text file cp.IM. The file contains
integer and logicai (f for true and F for farse) constants onìy a¡d an example of the cp.IM
file is shown in Àppendix B.

The decrement in the passband ripple as described in Section 4.2.1 can be
illiminated by sening GHKRIp=F (farse) giving the same passband ripple thar was
specified in the design specifîcations. This is generally not recommended since the
denominator of the quantized scattering matrix will in general be greater without a design
margin in the passband (requiring more digits for the representadon) as the frequency
response test desc¡ibed in Section 4.4.1 is sensitive to the denominator.

The frequency response of the scaled scattering matrix before quantization can be
generated by setting GENFRE=T (true). The frequency, magnirude, magnitude in
decibels, phase and group delay of the cwD ñlter and the reference filter a¡e found in the
ouÞut texr file AcrsPEgr.DAT. This allows the comparison of the design given by the
scaled scattering marix before quantization and the transfer function that the design is
implementing. It is expected that both sets of data will be identical.

The maximum denominator of the quantized scaled scattering matrix is given with
the va¡iable MAXDNM and is defìned by 2 raised to al integer power. This alows the
maximum number of binary digits in the representation of the scattering marix to be set. If
this maximum denominator is exceeded, then a solution satisflng the design specifications
ca¡not be found. An altemate solution not satisfying the design specifications can then be
generated if desired by sening FD(FAL=T (true). The solution will then be generated with
the denominator defrned by FAILDN. often, the values of FAILDN and MAXDNM will
be set equal to generate the solution r¡¡ith a frequency response closest to the desi¡ed
¡esponse.

The minimum denominato¡ to be used in the representation of the quantized
scattering matix can be specified by setting FD(DEN=T (true). The varue of the minimum
denominator is given by IDENF. Thus the denominator used in the solution w l be greater
than or equal to IDENF, but less than or equal to MAXDNM as long a solution in this
range is possible. This option can be used for the ¡epresentation of the quantized scattering
matrix on specialized hardwa¡e such as digital signal processing microprocessors, o. -y of
the general microprocessors that wo¡k with a rarge number of binary digits. Examples are
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the Intel 80386 or the Motorola 68020 that are based on a 32-bit a¡chitecn¡¡e and operate at
a clock frequency of 20 MHz. Generally the computation time is not decreased wiih these
microprocessors if fewer binary digits are used in the representation since all calculations
are performed with the full 32-bits, and thus there is no disadvantage in using a more
accu¡ate representation of the quantized scattering matrix.

The pseudopassive condition given by (2.66) and repeated in (4.5)

e=a*r(c _ s*rcs)¡ -o 
(¿.s)

is ensured by the positive definiteness ofthe hermittian matrix Sp given in (4.6) shown
below

Sp=G - S*TGS
(4.6)

The acrual matrix sp can be saved to the text f e cpsp.DAT by setting Loursp=T (true).
This allows the hermitian matrix sp to be viewed for more detailed analysis of the
pseudopassive characteristic of the network given by the quantized scattering marix.

If a specific order of the ñlter is desired, then the frequency specification method
de¿ribed above is inappropriate for achieving the solution. A filter orde¡ can be specifred
by setting FD(ORD=T (true) with the filrer order set by ORDERF. Thus the va¡iables used
in this case are the filter type, the fitær order (given by ORDERÐ, the passband and
stopband frequencies and the passband attenuation. The stopband atttenuation is not used
in the design' but must be set at an appropriate value so that the quantized design wilr pass
the frequency response test described in Section 4.4.1.

4.1.3 The Quantized Scaled Complex Scattering Matrix

The solution to a design problem is given in the form of a quartized scaled comprex
scattering matrix found in the files cp.DAT and ISS.DAT. The integer values of the real
and imaginary parts of the scattering matrix are given along with the denorninator used,
which is equal to two raised to an integer power. Both text files contain the quantized
scattering matrix given in the form of a set of columns.

The calculation of the scattering matrix is accomplished in the sub,¡outi¡e sscATT
and is described in section 4.3. The scattering matrix is square and has an order equaÌ to
one greater than half of the order of the reference filter. Note that the maximum numbe¡ of
non-zero elements in any row or column is four giving a high degree of decoupling of the
state variables of the network.

An equivalent solution is given with the wo-port adaptor network as described in
chapter ltr' The two-pon adapror parameters arong with the scaled delay-pon impedances
a¡e found in the text file CP.DAT. They are calculated in the subroutine ALpHAZ based
on the impedance of the input-output port which, in light of the discussion in section
3.3.4, is purely rea-l and set to unity in value.
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4.1.4 Generation of the Actual and euantized Frequency Responses

The normalized (unit sampling period) frequency response of a quantized complex
state-va¡iable system is generated in the subroutine RESpoN based on the theory described
in section 2.6.3 by recognizing the quantized state-variable matrices from the scattering
matrix as n (2.197). However, this only gives the response of one of the complex allpass
functions of (3.24), and thus in order to compare the response of the quantized systernwirh
the response of the reference network, the response of the second allpass function must
also be calculated by taking the complex conjugate of all of the elements in the scattering
matrix.

The complex conjugate of the scattering matrix represents the second aüpass
function since all of the coefficienß are the conjugate of the fust allpass function, and thus
from (3.53) all of the two-port parameters w l be the conjugate of the pa¡ameters of the
first allpass network, and this gives the conjugate of the scattering marix since it is only a
function of the parameters. The total response is found by adding the response from each
allpass function. Note that this is necessary only for deriving the frequency response of the
network represented by the allpass function, and the acrual implementation involves only
one allpass function.

A range of frequencies in 0 < ot < n is generated for the normalized frequency
response, with a unit sampling period, by dividing rhe total range into equi-spaced intervals
of frequency. The real and imaginary pans of the elements of the scattering matrix are
represented as real numbers instead of integers by dividing the integer numerators by the
integer denominaror. The matrix of (2.254) is built in the subroutine FREeRE and upper
triangularized in the sub¡outine GENTRI. The last element on the diagonal is the respãnse.
The process is repeated for the complex conjugate of the scattering matrix and the lasi
element on the diagonal is added to the earlier result giving the total response. The
magnitude is taken (expressed also in decibels), and the phase and group delay is
calculated.

The same method is used for the unquantized scaled complex scattering matrix as in
subroutine ACTRES except the real and imaginary pans of the elements are already
expressed in real form and thus it is not necessary to conve¡t the elements into reals.

Each subroutine RESPON and ACTRES also calculates the magnirude (also
expressed in decibels), phase and group delay of the reference filter for comparison. The
responses a¡e stored in the text files SPECTO.DAT and AcrspEcr.DAT, respedively.

4.1.5 Generation of the System Characteristics

several characte¡istics of the system represented by the quantized scaled scattering
matrix' such as: the input covariance matrix K, the ouçut covariance matrix w, and the L2
norm, are generated after a solution is found.
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The L2 norm of a network described by a complex impulse response h(m) is given

rr= f¡n1-¡¡2
m<)

(4.7)

The L2 norm is calculated from the scattering matrix in the subroutine L2NORM by
exciting the system with a unit impulse and recording the resurting ouput sequence, given
by the terms of (4.7). The summation is halted when the pseudopower of the network is
less than a preset constant. For a scared pseudopassive allpass netwoik, the L2 norm
should be iess than or equal to one (ideally equal to one).

The diagonal elements, K¡i, of the input covariance matrix K are given by

*u = Élhin,i(m) I2
m=0

(4.8)

where hin,i is the impulse response at the ith state variable, or the it\ delay, to the input.
The diagonal elements are clearly real and a¡e caiculated in the sub,routine GENWKD using
the same approach as in the calculation of the L2 norm. For a scaled system, the diâgonal
elements should be approximately equal to one.

Similarly, the diagonal elements, W¡, of the ouçut covariance matrix W are given
by

w,i = Ilh¡.or,{m)12
m=O' I

(4.9)

where hi,oul is the impulse response at the output to the ith delay. The diagonal elements
a¡e calculated in the subroutine GENWKD, again using rhe same approach used i¡
calculating the L2 norm. For a scaled system, the diagonal elements should be
approximately equal to one.

The noise power gain can be caiculated by summing the diagonal erements of the
ouçut covariance matrix W [29].



4.2 Generating the Complex Allpass Function

The scaled complex scattering matrix is a function of the complex wo-port adaptor
parameters, and the parameters are a function of the coefficients of the complex allpass
function representing a reference filter. Thus the allpass function must be found in order to
generate the digital filter solution. The fust step in frnding the complex allpass function is
deriving the ¡eference filter in the Laplace domain that satisfies the set of given
specifications. The actual design specifications are set more stringent than the set specified
by the user to allow for shifting of the attenuation cha¡acteristic after quantization. The
second step is building the allpass function from a subset ofthe poles (chosen in a
particular way) of the reference filter. The final step is calculating a unimodular consønt
which multiplies the allpass function and is dependent upon both the gain of the transfer
function and its spectral complement at zero frequency in the Laplace domain.

4.2.1 Finding the Optimum Pole Locations

The optimum poles of the reference filter a¡e needed to specify the allpass function.
The poles are generated by the subroutines BTWHRT, CHEBRT, and ELTCRT for a

. Butterwonh, chebyshev and cauer filter, respectively. The attenuation characteristic will
deviate after quantization of the scanering matrix from the infinite precision solution, Thus,
a "design margin" is inroduced by increasing the passband frequency and decreasing the
stopband frequen cy by 207o of the difference in the passband and stopband frequencies as
suggested by Webb [43]. Thus, the design frequencies FoD and FrD are given by

FpD = Fp + O.os(Fs-Ëp) (4.10a)

FsD = Fs - O.Os(Fs-F;) (4.10b)

The frequencies must be "warped" because of the bilinea¡ transformation and thus the
pæsband and stopband frequencies used in the generation of the transfer function are given
from (2.11) by

,l= *(9 = *lFp. ool(¡,'ep))

,l = *(9 = *(., ' oo'rf. 
'Ð)

The order of the ñlter can be found with the above frequencies and the given
pæsband and stopband anenuations. The filter order is determined by starting at the
mi¡imum even order possible, which is two. The stopband attenuation is checked and if it

(4.1 1)

(4.t2)
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satisfles the stopband specification the order is determined. If it does not satisfy the
specification, the order is increased by two (in order to restrict the filter order to be even)
and the process is repeated unt rhere is a sufficient attenuation in the stopband, or the
maximum order of 20 is reached. At thar point either the order of the reference filter is
determined or the program terminates with no solurion possible for the given specifications.

A "design margin" is introduced into the attenuations An and A, in order to anow
for shifting of the arrenuation characteristic after quantization. 'ihis is accomplished by
decreasing the passband artenuation Ap. An investigation by webb [43] has found that the
margin should be balanced between the stopband and the passband. The same method is
used here except that the value used for dec¡emenhtion of the passband attenuadon is
restricted in size to be at most one tenth of the passband attenuation. A flow chart of the
determinarion of the filter order and the optimal poles is given in Figure 4.4.

once the reference filter order and the passband attenuation have been determined
from dre above optimization procedure, the Laplace domain poles are calcuìated and
transformed into the z-domain with (2.14). The "design margins" are shown in the figure
below, where the attenuation cha¡acteristic is not allowed to ente¡ the shaded region.

S S rrequensy

Figure 4.3: Allowed region for tre a$enuation cha¡acteristic with the design margins.
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"Warp the Given Frequencies 
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l Specifications ,z
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Figure 4.4: Determination of the filte¡ order and the optimal poles,
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4.2.2 Generating the Complex Allpass Function

once the optimum poles have been found, the comprex alpass function is eas y
determined from the discussion in sections 3.1 and3.2. Every second pole is chosen to
specify the allpass funtion, and the unimodular constant associated with the allpass
function, B, is given by (3.29). Note that G(l) is given by the new (optimum) passbard
attenuation ofthe transfer function and H(1) is calculated from the Feldkeller equation (with
the ¡esriction that the spectral complement of the transfer function should have positive
gain), i.e.

H1r¡=y'1 -61¡ (4.13)
The discrete domain transfer function and the associated specual complement function
along with the unimodular constant B are calculated in the sub,routine FINDGH. The
magnirude of p is checked to guarantee that it is unimodula¡. The complex allpass function
S(z) can be generated from the chosen subset of the reference filter poles p^, m = 1 (1) N/2
(N is the reference frlter order) using

sk)=fr8= B

N/2

s(z) = B |J;å+
m = I 

@.14)

dM* + dv-r* z + ... + dr* zM-l+ dox 
"M

ds+ drz + ... + dy-rzM-1+ dy"M (4.15)
The subroutine FINDA calculates the coefficients of pa(z) and Da(z). once the complex
allFass function has been dete¡mined, it is checked against the z-domain equival"nt oith"
¡eference transfer function with the subroutine TESTG in order to avoid e¡ro¡s due to the
accuracy of the calculations performed. This is ne¡essary since the coefficients of the
nume¡ator of the complex allpass function are exEemely sensitive to the unimodula¡
multiplier B. This is inoitively obvious since a set of poles can determine many
(equivalent) ransfer functions, thus the desi¡ed transfer function is derived by ,,tuning,, 

B
to precisely the correct value.

4.3 Generating the Complex Scaled Scattering Matrix

The complex scaled scattering matrix is given by the paramters of the comprex two-
port adaptors of the wave digital realization of the complex allpass function representing a
reference filter. Because of the limitations imposed by digital hardwa¡e and softwa¡e, the
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scattering matrix must b€ rep¡esented in a finite binary form, or the real and imaginary pans
of the elemtents must be expressed as a ratio of one integer d.ividing another. This is
accomplished by quantizing the real and imagi¡ary pa¡s of the scattering matrix elements.
After the quantization, the pseudopassivity of the system must be checked in order to
guarantee the important properties given by pseudopassivity.

4.3.1 Finding the Complex Two-port Adaptor parameters

The complex two-po¡t adaptor pa¡amete¡s a¡e calculated using the coefficients of the
complex allpass function and (3.53) repeated below.

d 
^*.

"=þ¡E¡rllqrl - Ç-P.
\¿,,.f _ p. ao/ \ au / 1vL _ B_

using the method outrined in section 3.3.1, utt 
"o,npt"* 

pdårlr. .un b" f"r"d 
":1;6)with the final unimodula¡ multiplier e. It is guaranteed that all parameters will have a

magnitude less than one and no parameter wilt be identicaly equal to zero. To ensu¡e this,
both conditions are checked in the program.

once the paramercrs are known the comprex reference port impedances of the delay
ports after scaiing can be determined from (3.72), (3.73), and (3.1 1 1) using the input-
output port impedance, which can be specified at a convenient value. The input-output port
impedance is set at lf,) (purely real) so that the one-port appears real to extemal systems.
The parameters and the port reference impedances are calculated in the sub,¡outine
ALPHAZ,

4.3.2 Generating the Scaled Block Sub.Matrices

The scaled block-submatrices as given in (3.s7 -96) a¡e calculated in the subroutines
SSCAT'I, ALOWES, ALOWOS, and AIS, which use the complex two_porr adaptor
parameters in generating the matrix elemenß. The subroutine sscATT gives the scaled !,
Ç, and D state variable matrices and the scaled d state variable marix is defined by the
sub¡outines ALowEs, Al.owos and AIS, giving the lower block for the even and odd
allpass function cases and the middle blocks, respectively.

The subrourine sscATT builds the scaled scattering matrix by inserting brocks
from the subroutine AIS until the end of the scattering maÍix is reached, when the block
from either the ALowEs o¡ the Alowos subroutine is finally insened. For a first order
allpass, only the block from the Alowos subroutine is needed and the AIS sub,routine is
not called' similarly, for a second order allpass, onry the block from the ALowES
sub¡outine is used. For allpass orde¡s of th¡ee or higher, the AIS subroutine will be ca.lled
at least once.
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The resultìng scaled complex scattering matrix will have floating-point qua¡rtities for
the ¡eal and inaginary parts of the matrix elements. The matrix will be square and of order
one greater than half of the o¡der of the equivalent reference f ter. At most four non-zero
elements will exist in any row or column of the matrix.

4.3.3 Quantizing the Scattering Matrix

since the scaled scattering matrix câ¡not b€ implemented as derived from the
sscATT subroutine, the scattering matrix elements must be quantized as explained in
section 3.4.4. The ¡eal and imaginary pans of all elements are expressed as the ratio of an
integer numerator dividing a common integer denominator which is equal to two raised to
an integer power. The values of the integer numerators are given by (3.109) to be equal to
the truncated product of the denominator and the floating-point marix element.

An initial guess of the denominator as recommended by Webb [43] is given by

o = ,*(ry, ) (4.t7)
where N is the order of the reference filter. with this denominator, the floating-point

. representation of the scaled scattering matrix is quantized. Then the quantized ve¡sion of
the scattering matrix is checked for pseudopassivity as discussed in section 4,3.4. If the
quantized wD sysæm is not pseudopassive, the real and imaginary parts of the numerator
of the elements a¡e decremented in magnitude by one (decreasing all of the magnirudes) to
attempt to make the wD system pseudopassive or the equivalent analog network lossy.
This operation is allowed a maximum of four times. Howeve¡, from practical experience
the decrementation operation never had to be used with filters of o¡der less than 12.

After the pseudopassivity check is complete, the frequency response of the WD
system given by the scaled quantized scattering matrix is checked as in section 4.4.r. ff
the curent solution does not meet the design specificarions, the denominator ofthe
quantized scattering matrix is inoeased by a factor of 2. Then the operation of checking for
pseudopassivity and checking the frequency response is repeated. The process continues
until either the solution meets the design specifications or the maximu¡ir value of the
denominator MAXDNM is reached If MAXDNM is reached a¡rd FD(FAL is true (section
4.1.2), then a solution with the denominato¡ FAILDN is generated.

4,3,4 T est for Pseudopassivity

Many of the useful propenies of complex WD networks a¡rise from the
pseudopassive cha¡acteristic. The fìoating-point representation of the complex scattering
mau:ix is pseudolossless. However, after the truncation operation as described in the
earlier section, the matrix may no longer be pseudopassive,
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The complex quantized scattering matrix is tested to determine if the equivalent
complex wD network is pseudopassive in the subroutine Lossyr. A sufficient condition
for the pseudopassivity of a complex WD network is the positive definiteness of the
following hermitian matrix.

Sp=G - S*TGS (4. i 8)
The matrix so is generated in LOSSYT and the sub¡outi¡e poSDEF determines if the
network is pseudopassive by upper triangularizing the hermitian marix and checking if the
magnitude of any of the resulting diagonal elements is less than 10-5.

If the quantized scattering matrix faits the pseudopassivity test, the magnitudes of
the real and imaginary pans of the matrix elements a¡e dec¡eased by subtracting one from
the magnitude of all of the numerators. Thus, consider the real or imaginary numerator of a
matrix element: if the numerato¡ is positive it is decremented, and if the numerato¡ is
negative one is added to it (decreasing the magnitude). The decrementation operation is
allowed to be repeated if the test continually fails, up to a maximum of four
decrementations. This process is shown in the flow charr of Figure 4.5.

4.4 Meeting the Design Specifications

The design specifications as discussed in Section 4.1.1 places restrictions on the
attenuation characæristic of the complex wD network represented by the quantized scaled
scattering matrix. If the anenuation characteristic enters the shaded a¡ea of Figure 4.2 then
the design specifications are not met and another solution with more significant digits in the
representation of the scanering matrix elements will have to be tested. Note that the
attenuation cha¡acteristic of Figure 4.2 implies that the attenuation must always be positive.
For a one-port scaled allpass nework, this restriction ca¡ be relaxed and the attenuation is
allowed to be negative æ long as the rnagnitude of the smallest attenuation is smaller than
the given passband attenuation.

The subroutine TEST checks the frequency response at l2B different frequency
values given by the subroutine GENOMG.
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Gene¡aæ Two-Port Adapto. patametiñ arã thãr'loãñffiTni
Scaled Complex Scattering Mau-ix

Quantize the real and imaginary parts of the Elements of
the Complex Scaled Scattêring Marix With a

Common Denominator. -Count 
= 0

Form the He¡mitian Maeix

c - s*T c s

Upper Triangularize the Hermitian Mafix

)ecrement the Magnirude of the Numerators
of Real and knagrnary parts of the Scaled

Scattering Matrix, Count = Count + 1Magnirude -
of All Diagonal

Elements > 10i

Figure 4.5: euantized scattering matrix test fo¡ pseudopassivity.

4.4.1 Testing the Frequency Response

The frequency response ofa state-variable system can be generated using the
discussion in sections 2.6.3 and 4.1.4. The sub¡outine TEST checkes the frequency
response of the quantized scattering matrix using frequency values generated by the
sub,¡outine GENOMG. Because of the quantization process, the attenuation may become
negative (a voltage gain greater than one). This ordinarily only happens in the chebyshev
and cauer filter types with a passband ripple. Note that with these filters, the ripple width
is the predominating factor, and not the actua.l attenuation values (as long as the magnirude
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of the smallest negative attenuation is small). To frnd the ripple width, all of the frequency
response values are generated and the passband values are checked to flrnd the maximum
passband ripple width. The tesr fails if this ripple width is larger than the passband
attenuation given in the design specifications. Also, the test fails if any value of the
attenaution in the stopband becomes less tha¡ the given stopband attenuation. Note that
128 frequency values are tested in the passband ard stopband, and thus the¡e is a
reasonably high probability that any portion of the attenuation characteristic that does not
meet the design specifications will be identified causing the test to fail.

For convenience, the output of the program in the text f e Cp.DAT will give
information on whether the frequency test failed in the passband or stopbard. This shows
which part of the attenuation characteristic shifts out of the allowed region defined by the
design specifications, after truncation. The quantized scattering matrix denominator that
was used is also given.

4.4.2 Achieving the Design Specifications

The frequency response test determines if the elements of the quantized scaled
scattering matrix are represented with enough significant digits, or a high enough accuracy,
to meet the design speciñcations. If the frequency response test fails, the denominator of
the quantized scattering matrix is doubled, a new representation of the scattering matrix is
calculated and the pseudopassive test is rep€ated. Then the frequency response is checked
again and the process repeats until either the quantized scattering matrix passes the test or
the denominator reaches its maximum value. If it passes the test, then a solution is found
and the quantized scattering matrix along with the quantized systern cha¡acteristics as
discussed in section 4. 1.5 a¡e saved in the fre cp.DAT. However, if the maximum
denominator is reached and FD(FAL is false, no sorution is generated and the program
terminates. If FIXFAL is true, a solution with the denominator FAILDN is generated.

A Butterworth or chebyshev lowpass filter by definition has zero gain at infinite
frequency in the l,aplace domain. Because of the limitations imposed by digital compurers,
the gain of the reference filter may not reach zero, but it will become extremely small
(around -300 dB). However, after the qua_ntization process, the Butterworth and
Chebyshev filter types may have a finite non-zero gain (greater than -100 dB).

Thus the user has the option to increase the denominator by a factor of two, after a
solution has been found that meeß the design specifications. The aftenuations at infinite
frequency of the quantized and the "infinite-precision" representations of the system a¡e
given and the use¡ can increase the denominator be typing a "1" or accept the cu'ent
solution by ryping a "0". If the use¡ decided to increase the denominator, the user has the
option of generating the frequency response of the quantized system with the old
denominaror, which is stored in one of the text files spEcr?.DAT, whe¡e ? is between 1

and 3. The process ofincreasing the denominator after a soiution has been found can be
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repeated three times, and afte¡ each iteration the attenuation at i¡finite frequency may or
may not b€ closer to the desired attenuation. This process is shown in the following flow
chart.

Initialize rhe Quantized Scaled Scaüerlng t øtri* Oenomirrao. O

{". Rgal.gl,4 ryrg^inary Parrs of the Scaled Scauering
the Common Denominator D

Re¡ponse With the Test Fre4uencies

Smallest Attenuation in the pæsband

Find Greatest Aüenuation Deviation A þ passband as referenced to

Find Greatest Aftenuadon Deviation AG, in stopband as referenced to

Figure 4.6: Flow cha¡t of the frequency response test,



CHAPTERV

DESIGN EXAMPLES

The computer program discussed in chapter IV and iisted in Appendix c was used
to design six even-orde¡ lowpass filters. Two Butterworth lowpass filters of orders 6 and
16' a chebyshev lowpass frter of order 6, and two cauer lowpass filters of orders 4 and g

were generated. The last design example deals with a different representation of the 4th
order Cauer lowpass filte¡ for reasons of comparison. In each case the design
specifications and the quantized complex scaled scanering matrix a¡e given, along with the
diagonal elements ofthe K and w input and ouçut cova¡iance matrices and the L2 norm.
The fullband and passband attenuation plots in decibels a¡e included showing the response
of both the quantized and unquantized systems, where the frequencies have been
normalized to the range 0 I c¡ < 0.5.

The even-order classicai filters represented by the quantized scaled scattering matrix
can be implemented on a wide range of microprocessor-based ha¡dwa¡e systems. During
the recursive operation of the filter, the complex nonlinea¡ overflow and underflow
op€rators as discussed in section 2.7 must be implemented. The states of the filter are
calculated using complex matrix multiplication by a column vector. The input to the filter
must be real and the desi¡ed ouÞut cor¡esponding to the transfer function is the real part of
the ouçut. Note that úe response conesponding to rhe spectral complement of the ransfer
function is given by the inraginary pan of the ouçur

5.1 Example #1: Butterworth Lowpass Filter of Order 6

The fust example is a 6th order ButterwoÍh lowpass digital filte¡ wirh the following
design specifications.

FP = 0'7 rads

Fs = 1'2 rads

AP = 1'o ¿s
As = 20'0 dB

The discrete transfe¡ function that meets the design specifications is given by

(s.1)
(s.2)
(s.3)
(s.4)
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6

In,"'
i=0

6

I0,"'
j=0

where the coefficients a¡e given by

Po=P6=0.0012445724
Pr=P5=0.W74674344
Pz=P4=0'0186685860

Ps = 0.0248914480

4 = 0.0386105984

ü = -0.3522726983

dz = 1.3846603313

d¡ = -3.0203338006

d,4-_ 3.9042947'753

ds = -2'8753065725

de = 1.0000000000

The complex alipass function representing the transfer function is given by

whe¡e the coeffrcients are given by

aon =O.4025275739 - j0.91540786t2
af = -0.2477286926 + j 1.46ts7 32652
aen = 0.0802984755 - j 0.8969139490

azn = 0.00124457 24 + j 0,1964918559

aod = -0.1793692148 - j0.0502326814

a,d = 0. 8533644 302 + i 0.287 5267 402
azd = -1.437 6532863 - j 0.361s507 47 g

a¡d = 1.0000000000 + j 0.0000000000

(s.s)

(5.6a)

(s.6b)
(5.6c)

(5.6d)

(5.7 a)
(5.7b)
(5.7c)

(s.7d)
(5.7e)

(s.7f)
(5.7e)

3

I"l','
i4
3

r"Í",
j4

(5.8)

(5.9a)

(s.eb)

(s.9c)

(5.ed)

(5. 10a)

(5.10b)

(5.10c)

(5.10d)
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The (4 x 4) complex quantized scaied scattering matrix representing the non-dynamic cwD
netwo¡k that meets the design specifications is given by

00
4+i10 6-jz
e-j1 -1-js
4-j7 r2+j7

The þ norm is given by
(5. 1 1)

(s.12)Lz = 0.997388
which is very close to the ideal value of one. The diagonal elements of the input and ouçut
cova¡iance maFices K and W of the scaled system are given by

f :¡ l5-j3

,=+li+1? ,i,,

which a¡e close to the ideal value of one for a scaled system.
The values of the passband and stopband frequencies after the norrnalization a¡e

Krr = 1.053596

Kn = l.021116
K¡¡ = 1.148036

Wu = 0.948795

W:¿ = 1.018575

W¡¡ = 0.988590

FpN = o'llt
FsN = 0.191

(s. 13a)
(5.13b)

(5. 13c)

(5.14a)

(s.14b)
(5.14c)

(5.15)

(s. 16)
The fuilband cha¡acteristic shown in Figure 5.r crearly shows that the design

passed the stopband specification as the attenuation after the stopband frequency is greater
than 30 dB. Notice the pronounced peak around the stopband fiequency, which indicates
that the quantization process has inunduced at least a pair of zeros into the transfe¡
function. The zero pair caused a finite non-zero gain at infinite frequency in the Laplace
domain.

The passband cha¡acteristic shown in Figure 5.2 demonstrates that the design
passed the passband specification since the maximum width of the attenuation is less than
1.0 dB. Notice that there is a "first-order" ripple at frequencies less than the passband
frequency, ie. the attenuation is not maximally-flat in the passband. This is expected from
the observation that the quantization process has introduced at least a pair of zeros into the
transfer function,

Thus the quantized system is not purely Butterworth in cha¡acter. Also, the
quantized system with a ripple in both the passbard and stopband displays a cauer-type of
characteristic. A larger value of the integer denominator used in the quantized scaled
scattering matrix may cause the non-zero gain at infinite frequency to decrease, or the
attenuation to increase past 30 dB.
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Figure 5.1: Fullband characteristic of a 6th order Butterworth lowpass filter.
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Figure 5.2: Passband cha¡acterisfic ofa 6ú order Butterworth lowpass f,rlter.



5.2 Example #2: Butterworth Lowpass Filter of Order 16

The second example is a 16ú order Butterworth rowpass firter with the following
fr equency specifi cations.

Fp = 0.7 rads (5.17)
Fs = i.2 rads (5.18)
Ap = 0.S ¿¡ (5.19)

As = 60.0 dB (5.20)

The discrete transfer function that meets the frequency specifrcations is given by

16

Io,"'
i=O

G(z)
16

Iu,"'
j=0

where the coefficients a¡e given by

Po=P16=0.0000000115
Pr=P1s=0.0000001845
Pz=Pt4 = 0.0000013836

P3 =Pr3 = 0.0000064569

P¿=Ptz = 0.0000209848

P5 =Pr1 = 0.0000503635

P6=P1o = 0.00æ923332

P7=Pe=0.0001319045
P¡ = 0.0o01483926

do = 0.0002535443

dr = -0.0060829884

dz = 0.0691193910

ü = '0.4940480722
d¿,= 2.4879801617

ds = -9.3671807940

de = 27 .2974518639

dr = -62.8680083325

d¡ = 115.7693116165

dg = -171.2389641.708

drc = 203.0720347922

(s.21)

(s.22a)

(s.22b)
(5.22c)

(s.22d)
(5.22e)

(s.22Ð
(s.22s)
(s.22h)
(s.22i)

(5.23a)
(5.23b)
(5.23c)

(s.23d)

(5.23e)
(s.23Ð
(s.23s)
(s.23h)
(s.23i)
(s.23j)

(s.23k)
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dn = -191.3829754813 (5.23t)
dlz = 140.8150669066 (5.23m)
dn = -78.4014770614 (5.23n)
dt¿ = 31.2564570072 6.23o)
drs = -8.0081827450 6.23p)
dro = 1.0000000000 (5.23q)

The complex aJlpass function representing the above tra¡sfer function is given by

8
Sni
Laiz
i{

A(z) = 

-

8

L4r
j4

where the complex coefficients are given by
aon = 0.3830463t39 + i0.923i29t386
arn = -1.2977015770 -:3.8339N2249
azn = 1.8150202t40 + i 7.42027 4tBO2
azn = -1.6133275391 - j 8.5979359035
a¿n = 0.9040711608 +j 6.4648826310
asn = -0.3 16109 47 66 - i 3.2t04381256
a6n = 0.06348 12045 + j t.0237 4447 54
arn = -0.005620157 4 - i 0.t9101t7399
aan = 0.000000011,5 + i0.0159230743

aod = 0.0147086 t2l - i 0.00060992643
a1d = -6.173trt8905 +j 0.06:,9748397

azd = 0.9ó99788 437 - j 0.3335021093
asd = -3.0866598139 +j 0.937746gs55
a¿d = 6.3 18 1015 892 - j 1.64LZ3LSB7 1

asd = -8.5601430924 +j t.B03t2ggg7t
asd = 7.54956027 89 - : t.t6Í7 ZL614l

a7d = -4.6¡OOrt 3725 + j O.iszg7 t}gTg
ard = 1.00000*O* + j 0.0000000000

(s.24)

(s.25a)

(s.2sb)

(s.25c)

(s.2sd)

(5.25e)

(s.2sÐ
(s.2sg)

(5.25h)

(s.25Ð

(5.26a)

(5.26b)

(5.26c)

(s.26d)

(5.26€)

(s.26Ð

(s.269)

(s.26h)

(s.26i)

The (9 x 9) complex quantized scaled scattering matrix representing the non-dynamic
network that meets the design specifications is given by



1ø sßtj1n 0 0
1{¡'1@ t4 rJt+FÐ 715óWr

ti1+J8ß 9rj1r6 45 -t'ltgs
0 0 q:.B'fir ms
0 0 W+jrTA tW
0000
0000
0000
0000

00000
00000
00000

:111'Æ¡6 3/5.jt56 0 0 0
6.11 .6t18s 0 0 0

38j4lz S0rj16 ,u+S567 1@5jl@ 0
Ul+W -1,5+FÐ f4n.161 16Il/f O

0 0 tupzt 6ríirwlæ+@
0 0 ß5+iø .tO+¡Zn On¡U

(s.27)

The þ norm of the CWD one-port complex allpass network given by the above is
Lz= 0.9971s1 (5.2S)

which is very close to the exp€cted value of one for an anpass netwo¡k. The diagonal
elements of the input K and ouçut W covariance matrices a¡e given by

Krr = 0'988271
Kzz = O.998839

K¡¡ = 0.988287
Kø = 0'993916
Kss = 0.985548
IÇo = 0'988392
Krz = 0.983984
Kas = 0.979852

Wrr = 0.999258

Wz¿ = 0.988330

Ws¡ = 0.996587

Wø = 0.986306
wss = 0'990220
Wø = 0.983827
Wn =0.986022
Wae = 0.979151

which are close to the ideal value ofone for a scaled system.

FpN = o'ttl
FsN = 0.191

The values of the passband and stopband frequencies afte¡ the normarization are

(5.29a)
(5.2eb)
(s.29c)
(s.29d)
(5.29e)
(s.2eÐ
(s.29g)
(5.29h)

(5.30a)

(s.30b)

(s.30c)
(s.30d)
(s.30e)

(s.30Ð
(s.30g)
(5.30h)

(s.31)

(s.32)
The fullband cha¡acteristic shown in Figure 5.3 clearry shows that the design

satisfles the stopband specification as the minimum aftenuation at frequencies greatlr than



t,)?

the stopband frequency is 65 dB. Norice the two pronounced peaks in the stopband,
suggesting that at least two sets of pairs of zeros have been i¡troduced into the tra¡sfer
function by the quantization process. The gain at infinite frequency in the Laplace domain
is approximately 70 dB.

Figure 5.4 shows the passband cha¡acteristic. The design meets the passband
frequency specification since the design passband plot is nearly identical to the theoretical
passband plot of a 16tr\ order Butterworth fÏlter, except it is shifted upward by
approximately 0.08 dB. Notice that no passband ripple exists.

Thus the attenuation characteristic is not purely Butterworth in nature. The
excellent performance in the passband clearly demonstrates the passband insensitivity. A
larger integer denominato¡ used in the quantized scaled scattering matrix may cause the
infìnite frequency attenuation to increase.
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Figure 5.3: Fullband cha¡acteristic ofa 16ù o¡de¡ Butterworth lowpass filter.
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5.3 Example #3: Chebyshev Lowpass Filter of Order 6

The third design example is taken from Gazsi [24] and is a 6th order chebyshev
lowpass filter with the following frequency specifications.

Fp = 1.178097 rads

Fs = 1.963495 rads

AP = i'o ¿s
As = 40'0 dB

The disc¡ete transfer function that meets the design specifications is given by

whe¡e the coefficients are given by

Po=P6=0.0024567792
Pr=P5=0.0147406754
Pz=P4=0.0368516885

Ps = 0.049i355846

do = 0.2791373140

ü = 't.3447650307
dz= 3.2131837574

ds = -4.7640280245

d¿ = 4.6581881618

ds= -2.8715990167

de = 1'0000000000

The complex allpass function representing úe Ea¡sfer function is given by

(5.33)

(s.34)

(s.3s)
(5.36)

6

In,"'
id)

6

Io,,'
j=0

(s.37)

(5.38a)

(s.38b)

(5.38c)

(5.38d)

(5.39a)

(5.3eb)
(5.39c)

(s.39d)
(s.39e)

(5.3eÐ
(s.39g)
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3Fnr
Lai z

i4
A(z) = 

-

3Sdr
La: z'
j={

where the complex coefficients a¡e given by

aon =0.5979709138 _j 0.9015178016
af = -O.47 43466224 + j 1.431. 465297 5
azn = 0.27 t5305264 - i t.Z73g2tgí41

azn = 0.0024567792 + j0.5293297596

asd = -9.421ttt8234 - j0.3t7gg43835

ard = 1. 1834384810 + i 0.54413t7244
azd = -1.435799s084 - i0.4793651755
a:d = 1.0000000000 + j 0.0000000000

(s.40)

(5.4ia)
(s.41b)

(5.41c)

(5.41d)

(5.42a)

(s.42b)

(5.42c)

(s.42d)

(s.43)

(s.44)

The (4 x 4) complex scaled quantized scattering matrix representing the non-dynamic cwD
network that meets the design specifications is given by

f z*1stt 76s-j407

s= 1 I 313-js36 386+j18- 1024Ls86+j166 78+1371
zt*o¡sta 

^r2nofs6s-jr70 -176-ße4 |
s14-j318 ste+l€Æ ]

The Ia norm of the CWD one-port complex allpass network given by the above is

4=0.997297
which is very close to the expected value ofone for an allpass network.
elements of the input K and output W covaria¡ce matrices are given by

Krr = 0.998039

Kzz = 0.99990t
Kæ =0.999278

Wrr = 0.999077
Wn = 0.995703
W¡¡ = 0.995740

which are close to the ideal value ofone for a sca-led system.

The diagonal

(5.45a)

(s.4sb)
(5.4sc)

(5.46a)

(5.46b)
(5.46c)

The values of the passband and stopband frequencies after the normalization a¡e



FpN = o't8zs

FsN = 0.3125
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(5.47)

(5.48)
The fullband cha¡acteristic shown in Figure 5.5 clearly shows that the design

passed the stopband specification as the minimum attenuation for frequencies greater than
the stopband frequency is 50 dB. There is no pronounced peak in the chæacteristic
implying that a zero-pair was not inüduced into the transfer function of the quantized
system, as was the case in the ea¡lier two examples. This is a result of the large integer
denominator used in the quantized scaled scattering matrix needed to pass the frequency
specifications (1024 in this example as compared to t6 for the 6th order Butterworth
example).

The passband cha¡acteristic is shown in Figure 5.6. The passband specifications
are clearly met and the quantized design plot and the theoretical plot are nearly identical in
the passband. This is a result of the large integer denominator in the quantized scaled
scattering matrix.
' The cha¡acteristic is not purely chebyshev in cha¡acter as there in a non-zero gain at

infinite frequency. However, the quantized system is not Caue¡ in natu¡e since no
stopband zeros can be identified.
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Figure 5.5: Fullband cha¡acteristic ofa 6th order Chebyshev lowpass fiher.
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5.4 Example #4: Cauer Lowpass Filter of Order 4

The fourth design example is taken from i57l wiù the stopband attenuation
changed to 25 dB giving a 4th order cauer lowpass filter with the following frequency
specifications.

Fp = 0.667588 ¡ads

Fs = 0'903208 rads

AP = o'¡ ¿¡
As = 25'0 dB

The disc¡ete transfe¡ function that meets the design specifications is given by

4

Io'''
i=0

G(z) = 

-

4

Io,"'
j=0

where the coefficients are given by

Po=P4=0.0573889274
Pr=P¡=-0.0609265102

Pz = 0.1060795987

fu = 0.3921879802

dr = -1.6958691320

dz = 3.0383591303

d¡ = -2.6326583088

d¿ = 1.00000000@

The complex allpass function representing the transfe¡ function is given by

2

Iul"'
i{

A(z) = 

-

2

I.,u,.,
j=0

(5.49)

(s.s0)
(5.51)

(s.s2)

(s.s3)

(5.s4a)

(s.s4b)
(5.54c)

(5.ssa)
(5.ssb)
(5.55c)

(s.5sd)
(5.55e)

(5.56)



where the complex coefflcients are given by

%n = 0.37 0280249 5 + i 0.92992Cfl9 t7
arn = -0. 1870354t37 - j L3424982900
azn = 0.057388927 4 + j 0.6236140563

aod = 0.600s376 Iz7 - i 0.t77 6022406
aÍ = - t.316329 1 5M + j 0.3233 59 64gL
azd = 1.0000000000 +j 0.0000000000

The þ norm of the CWD one-port complex allpass network given by the above is

(5.s7a)

(s.s7b)
(5.57c)

(5.58a)

(s.58b)

(s.s8c)

The (3 x 3) complex scaled quantized scattering matrix representing the non-dynamic cwD
network that meets the design specifications is given by

, I rs*¡reo 166-jlto

'=fl"i;i??'tri.î.l' '.?,o'lre7-ir2o l

Le= 0.997070
which is very close ro the expected va.lue of one for an allpass network.
elements of the input K and output W covariance matrices are given by

Krr = 1.007408

Ka = 1.001022

Wt =0.996474
Wn = 0.998532

which are close to the ideal value ofone for a scaled system.

FpN = o'tooz

FsN = 0.1438

The values of the passband and stopband frequencies afte¡ the normalization are

(5.5e)

(s.60)
The diagonai

(s.61a)

(s.61b)

(s.62a)

(5.62b)

(5.63)

(s.64)
The fullband cha¡acteristic is shown in Figure 5.7. The quantized design clearly

meets the stopband specification as the design and theoreticar plots are nearly iáentical.
Notice that one pair of zeros shifted slightty in frequency, while the other pair did not shift.
The attenuation at infinite frequency is approximately equal to the theoretical aftenuation.
This is a result of the non-zero gain at infinite frequency of even-order cauer lowpass
filters.

Figure 5.8 shows the passband characteristic which clearly meets the design
specification. The quantized system and theoretical prots are nearry identical exceft the
quantized system plot is shifred downwa¡d by 0.03 dB. Norice that rhe integer
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denominato¡ used in the quantized scaled scattering m attx,256, is not rarge in comparison
with the Chebyshev example.

The quantized system is cauer in nature. The maximum deviation in the passband
is 0.03 dB' while in the stopband rhe maximum deviation is over 10 dB, showin! the
passband insensitivity predicted. Note that the deviation at i¡finite frequency is 0.3 dB.
clearly no benefit would be gained by increasing the integer denominator used in the
quantized scaled scattering maFix in this case.
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5.5 Example #5: Cauer Lowpass Filter of Order g

The fifrh example from [30] is an 8th o¡der cauer lowpass fìlter with the following
fr equency specifications,

FP = 0'15 rads

Fs = 0.17 rads

AP = o'ot ¿s
As = 35'0 dB

The discrete transfer function that meets the design specifications is given by

(s.65)

(s.66)

(5.67)

(5.68)

8

Io,''
i=0

G(z) = 

-

8

Io,"'
j=0

where the coefficients are given by

Po=Ps=0.0081059679
Pr=Pz=-0.0610599019
Pz=Pe=0.2046164109
P¡=Ps=-.3986085852

P¿ = 0.4938923761

do= 0.6869799462

ü = -5.71536t49t2
dz = 20.8472654830

ü = '43.547 r0Ll972
d¿ = 56.9782888451

ds = -47.8210298575

ds = 25.1425770166

ü = -7.5716185843

ds = 1.0000000000

The complex aìlpass function representing the transfer function is given by

(5.6e)

(5.70a)

(s.70b)
(5.70c)

(5.70d)
(5.70e)

(5.71a)

(s.71b)
(5.71c)

(5.7 rd)
(5.71e)

(s.7 rÐ
(5.71g)
(5.71h)
(s.71Ð
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4
F niLa¡'
t:d,

A(z) = 

-

4\rdi
La:.'
j4

where the complex coefficients are given by
aon = 0.0842381020 + j0.9964456544

af = -0.243224137 4 - i 3.77 87 s ts4t4
arn = 6.2440rrt904 + j 5.4æ9297322
azn = -0.0933241645 - j3.4470490862

a¿n = 0.0081059686 +j 0.8288028955

aod = 0.82653987 49 - j 0.0617396256
ard = 3.44rítr5329 + j 0.1973804144
ard = 5.4922rr, t2t - i O.2tt331gB2S

a3d = -3.73530n 2g2t + j 0.07 59552230
a¿d = 1.0000000000 +j 0.0000000000

Krr = 0.996832

Kzz = 0.992036
K¡¡ = 0.990928

Kø = 0'915818

(s.72)

(s.73a)

(s.73b)

(5.73c)

(s.73d)

(s.73e)

(s.74a)

(s.74b)

(5.74c)

(s.74d)

(5.74e)

The (5 x 5) complex scaled quantized scattering matrix representing the non-dynamic cwD
network that meets the design specifications is given by

I sri*;s+rro 2s137-iz3sro o o

| | 2?110-l/2783e 53788+j58r 60e+j9062 80e_j43
= 63B6l 3798+_j3406 -339+j7ss0 64û6-i2t3s -tt3-js76s

| 0 0 433_is79764922+is724

[00327-j622+j3663 r'jr^l
(s.7s)

The þ norm of the CWD one-port complex allpass network given by the above is
Lz= 0397002 (5.76)

which is very close to the exp€cted varue of one for an a pass network. The diagonal
elements of the input K and oulput W covariance matrices are given by

(5.77a)

(s.77b)
(5.77c)

(s.77d)



which a¡e close to the ideal value ofone for a scaled system.
The values of the passband and stopband frequencies after the no¡marization a¡e

Wrr = 0.997825
Wn = 0'991153
W:¡ = 0.99182t
Wø = 0.915017

FpN = o'0239

FsN = 0.0271
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(s.78a)

(s.78b)
(5.78c)

(s.78d)

(s.7e)

(5.80)
The fullband characteristic shown in Figure 5.9 mee$ the stopband design

specification as the quantized system and theoretical plots are vertually identical. This is a
result of the extremely large integer denominator used in the quantized scaled scattering
matrix needed to pass the frequency specifications.
. Figure 5.10 shows the passband cha¡acteristic. The design clearly meets the

passband design specification as the quantized system and theoretical plots are identical.
Again, this is a result of the large integer denominator of the quantized scaled scattering
matrix.

The characteristic is cauer in nan¡re. The maximum deviation in the passband is
0.002 dB, while in the stopband the maximum deviation is 1.7 dB, showing the passband
insensitivity. The deviation at infi¡ite frequency is 0.006 dB. From the passband plot, it is
clear that the large integer denominator needed was caused by the passband specification.
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5.6 Example #6: Alternate Representation of Example #4

An altemative representation of the quantized scaled scattering matrix of Example 4
can be derived by letting the denominator equal 64 instead of 256. This design will not
meet the design specifications, however this example shows the low sensitivity of the
network in the passband to the denominator of the quantized scattering matrix.

The transfer function and the complex allpass function used to derive the cwD
network will not change, however, the new scattering matrix is given by

(s.81)

The new þ norm of the cwD one-port complex alrpass network represented by the above
is

Lc = 0.997010 (5.82)
which is very close to the exp€cted value of one for an allpass network. The diagonal
elements of the new input K and ouçut W covariance matrices are given by

, f ++i+o +z-¡zt o I
S =åf 31-j33 3s+je 1+jzj I* 

| rs+¡ ro t+jn ae-po ]

Krr = 0.996583
Kzz = 0957284

Wn = 1.016334

W¿ = 0.980178

(5.83a)

(s.83b)

(5.84a)

(5.84b)
which are close to the ideal value of one fo¡ a scaled system.

The frequency response showing the attenuation of the new network represented by
the new quantized complex scaled scattering marix in decibels is shown in Figure 5.11,
where the frequencies have been normalized to the range 0 < oJ < uz. The values of the
passband and stopband frequencies after the normalizarion a¡e the same as the earlier case.
The passband of this cha¡acteristic is shown in Figure 5.12

clearly, the characteristic has deviated more in the stopband than the passband as
expected from the arguement of low passband sensitivity. The magnitude of the maximum
deviation in the passband is approximately 0.25 dB, while in the stopband it is
approximately 2.5 dB. The characteristic met the design speci-fications in the passband, but
failed in the stopband. Notice also that the stopband attenuation peaks a.re not as
pronounced showing that the filter given by the above scattering matrix is not ruly cauer.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

This thesis has developed a new rheory for complex wave digital frlters allowing the
realization of general complex refe¡ence ci¡cuits without alte¡ation. A comparison with the
extension of¡eal wave digital filters to the complex domain as proposed by Fettweis [26]
was made, and the theory in this thesis was found to be more general. All of the theory of
complex wave digital filters introduced in rhis thesis reduces to the known theory ofreal
wave digital fdters if all quantities are restricted to be ¡eal.

All quantities within a wave digital network are allowed to be complex. The port
reference impedances a¡e defined to be complex constants, containing both positive
¡esistance and constant reactance. The incident and reflected wave va¡iables a¡e redefined
giving a new form of the reflection coefficient. The low sensitivity in the passband to
variations in a complex parameter of a complex wave digital network was ve¡ified.
Pseudopassivity was defined and conditions were given to ensure pseudopassivity. one
port equivalences we¡e made between the complex wave digital and analog domains and the
following was found:

1. A complex multiplier in the wave digital domain corresponds to a resistance in
series with a constant reactance in the analog domain. Furthermore, a
unimodula¡ multiplier corresponds to a pure constant reactance in the analog
domain.

2. A delay with a complex port reference impedance in the wave digital domain
corresponds to a real capacitor in series with a pure constant reactance in the
alaiog domain.

3. A delay in series with an inversion with a complex pon reference impedance in
the wave digital domain conesponds to a real inductor in series with a pure
constant reactance in the analog domain.

4. A wave source with a complex port reference impedance in the wave digital
domain corresponds to a voltage source in series with a resistance and a constant
¡eactance in the analog domain,

The criteria for the interconnection of wave ports was found to be the condition that the
reference impedance of one port must be the complex conjugate of the other. The compiex
two-port adapto¡ \ryas derived and the parameter was found to be bounded by one in
magnitude. The complex three-pon circulator and the complex transfo¡mer were given and
found to be pseudolossless. The complex scattering matrix was scaled with a linear non-
singular complex transformation matrix and the ransfer function ¡emained invariant after
the transformation. The zero-input and forced response stability of the complex wave
digital network is guaranteed by pseudopassivity and incremental pseudopassivity as for
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the real case. conditions on the complex non-linear overflow and underflow operators
were given, including the condition that the nomr of each operator must be bounded by
one.

The realization of even-order classicar filters with reat inputs and ouçuts was
attained with a single complex one-port allpass network containing comprex rwo-port
adaptors, complex three-port circulators and delays. The input-output pon reference
impedance was chosen to be real allowing the one-port to be extemalry viewed as a ¡eal
network. The scattering matrix describing the non-dynamic sub-network of the allpass
nerwork is sparse and highly structured as it is composed of four block sub-matrix types.
Amplitude scaling of the firter to achieve maximum dynamic range for white Gaussian
random sig-nals was accomplished with a real scaling transformarion. The scattering matrix
was qualtized, i.e. represented in finite binary form with a common denominator, by
magnitude truncation of the real and imaginary parts of the scaled scattering marix.

A computer program was developed on an IBM pc/XT in a venion of FORTRAN-
77 wlttch generates a complex quantized scattering matrix solution for a set of design
specifications. The filter types include even-o¡der lowpass Butterworth, chebyshev and
cauer (Elliptic) filte¡s. six examples showing the satisfactory performance of the program
and the validity of the rheory developed were illustraæd and discussed. The complex wave
digital ñlters designed satisfy the lowpass specificarions, are strictly pseudopassive, are
amplitude scaled for Gaussian excitations and can be embedded in a strictly real wave
digital network as a building block. under the ¡ecunive operation of the digital filter, the
response from the desi¡ed transfer fu¡ction is the real pan of the outpul
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APPENDIX A

DESIGN SPECIFICATION INPUT FILE CP.SPC

Example:

A Cauer (Elliptic) lowpass filter with normalized passband and stopband
frequencies 0.366 and 0.937 ¡ads., respectively, with a passband ripple of 0.3 dB and a
stopband attenuation of 50.0 dB.

Text filte CP.SPC:

ELLIPIC Field 1

0000.366000000000 0000.937000000000 Field2 Fietd3
0000.300000000000 00s0.000000000000 Field4 Field5

Daø Types:

Field 1: TYPE: CHÄRACTER*I2,FORMATAi2 FilterType
Field 2: FP: REAL*8, FORMAT F12.12 passband frequency (rads)
Field 3: FS: REAL*8, FORMAT F17.12 Stopband frequency (rads)
Field 4: AP: REAL*8, FORMAT F17.12 passband attenuarion (dB)
Field 5: AS: REAL*S, FORMAT F17.12 Stopband attenuation (dB)



APPENDIX B

PROGRAM INITIALIZATION INPUT FILE CP.INI

Example:

- do not set the minimum denominator of the quantized scaled scattering matrix
- if ¡he minimum denominator of the quantized scaled scattering matrix is set, let the
value be 65536

- do not frx the filter order
- if the filter order is fixed, set it equal to 8
- generate the frequency response of the floating-poinr representation of the scaled

scattering matrix

- maximum denominator of the quantized scattering matÍx se| at261l44
- if no solution is reached with the maximum denominator, generate a solution with

a denominato¡ of 131072
- decrement the passband ripple while finding the optimum poles if necessary
- save the he¡mitian matrix G - S*T G S in the text file CPSP.DAT

Text file CP.IM:
F 65536 Field 1, Field 2
F 8 Field 3, Field 4
T Field 5

262144 Field ó
T Field 7

131072 Field 8
T Field 9
T Field 10

Daø Types:

Field 1: FD(DEN: LOCICAL, FORMATLi Fix the minimum denominaror
Field 2: IDENF: INTEGER, FORMAT 17 Value of minimum denominaror
Field 3: FD(ORD: LOGICAL,FORMATL1 Fixthefdterorder
Field 4: ORDERF: INTEGER, FORMAT 12 Value of the filter order
Field 5: GENFRE: LOGICAL, FORMAT Ll Generate freq. resp. of floating-point SS
Field 6: MAXDNM: INTEGER, FORMAT IiO Maximum quantized SS denominator
Field 7: FD(FAL: LOGICAL, FORMAT Ll Generate a solution if freq. resp. failed
Field 8: FAILDN: INTEGER, FORMAT I10 Value of denominator if failed
Field 9: CHKRIP: LOGICAL, FORMAT Ll Decrement passband ripple to find poles
Field i0: LOUTSP: LOGICAL,FORMATLl Savethehermitianmarrix
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Subprograms:

MAINLINE
DESIGN
RESPON

ACTRES

FREQRE

TESTAT
PRMLILT
OUTFUN
æ.ooT
PYMUL-^T

OPfROT
INTNA
SPECS

ISSOUT
PRNISS
OUTA
owN.z,
GENOMG
SSQNT
FINDG
LOSSYT

OUTSP
DCRISS

DCRVAR
POSDEF

FINDA
TESTG
AI.PHAZ
SSCATT
ALOWES

ALOWOS

AHIGHS
AIS

APPENDIX C

PROGRAM LISTING

SSOUT

TEST

TRISFR
REALSS

GENTRI
BTWHRT
CTIEBRT

ARCOSH
ARSINH
INCBRT
ELTCRT
FF3

FF4
L2NORM
MULTMV
CEN'WKD
FINDGH
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PROGRAM CP

THIS PROGRAM DESIGNS A PSEUDOPASSIVE COMPLEX WAVE DIGITAL
FILTER WHICH MEETS TIIE FREQ. SPECS. TFIE DESIGNED FILTER II INTI{E FORM OF A COMPLEX QUANTIZED SCAT.tEzuNc MATRIX OR
STATE-VAzuABLE MATRIX FOUND IN TTIE TEXT FILE ISS.DAT

ç_ol4l!E4* 16 CS(40),CZ(40),AZ(40),BErA,p(40),D(40)
coMpLEX*16 ALrHA(40),2(40),z1,ss(1 1,1 1),p¿(¿o),óe(+o)
TNTEGER ORDER,TSSR( i 1, 1 1),rSSr( 1 1, 1 1),rDEN
LOGICAL FAIL,LOSSY
CFIARASTER*I2 TYPE
REAL*8 FP,FS,AP,AS,G(40)
OPEN(UMT=s,FILE=' CP.DAT',STATUS='NEW' )

CALL SPECS(TYPE,FP,FS,AP,AS)
CAL_L- pEsrcN(rypE,Fp,Fs,Ap,AS,ORDER,rS SR,rSSr,rDEN,* LOSSY,C,FAIL)

CLOSE(UNIr=s)
STOP
END

SUBROUTINE DESIGN(TYPE,FP,FS,AP,AS,ORDER,ISSR,ISSI,IDEN,* LOSSY,G,FAIL)

A FILTER DESICN CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED IN ONE OF TWO WAYS, EITHERq_ryE-Trß FREQUENCY SPECS, OR GrVE Tr{E ORDER AND TF{E pes'ssnND
SPECS

1. DESIGN A PSEUDOPASSIVE LOWPASS DIGiTAL FILTER OF A
SPECIFIED TYPE TFIAT MEETS THE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
GIVEN BY TITE PASSBAND AND STOPBAND FREQS. FP, FS AND
THE PASSBAND RIPPLE AP, AND TTIE
STOPBAND ATTENUATION AS TFIE ORDER OF TFIE FILTER IS
TTIEN DETERMINED.

2. DESIGN A PSEUODPASSIVE LOWPASS DIGITAL FILTER OF A
SPECIFIED TYPE AND ORDER BY GIVING TTIE PASSBAND AND
STOPBAND FREQS, FP, FS AND TTIE PASSBAND RIPPLE

TFIE QUANTIZED SCATTERING MATRIX IS FOUND IN ISS.DAT
TIE__FBIQ RESPONSE OF rrrE QUANTTZED SOLUTTON rs GENERATED ALONGWITH THE L2 NORM

RUN OPTIONS: (SET IN FILE CP.IM)
1' THE DIGITAL FILTER ORDER CAN BE FIXED WITH FIXORD=TRUE AND THE

ORDER IS EQUAL TO ORDERF
2. TFIE DENOMINATOR OF TTIE COMPLEX QUANTIZED SCAT-TEzuNG MATRiX CA.BE SET AT AN IMTIAL OR STARTING VÀLUE WITH FIXDEN¡NUE WITH

TFIE VALUE IDENF
3. IF TI{E SPECS CANNOT BE SATISFIED WITH MAXDNM, A SOLUTION CAN BE

GENERATED WITH FIXFAL=TRUE WITH A DENOMINAfON T'EIiOT.T

C
C
c
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
C
c
C
C
C



c
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
c
C
C
C
C
C
C
c
C
c
c
c
C
c
c
C
c
c
C
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4. TFIE PASSBAND RIPPLE CAN BE DECREASED DURING TFIE DESIGN PROCESSIN ORDER TO AID IN MEETING THE FREQ SPECS WITH CTXTìP=ìNUE(RECOMMENDED)
5. TI{E COMPLEX MATRX (c _ S*T c s) usED FOR CFIECKING TltE

PSEUDOPASSIVITY OF TFIE DIGITAL FU.TER C¡N gE SIONAO iÑ rIr-E
CPSP.DAT WITH LOUTSP=TRUE

6. THE Aqq4_L FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF TrrE rNFrMrE PRECTSTON
SCATTERING MATRIX AS COMPARED TO TFIE TN¡NSTCN EÚÑðiiòX NESPONSICAN BE GENERATED IF DESIRED BY SETTINC CENTNN=TNÙÈ -..-^

TYPE - THE TYPE OF TFIE LOWPASS DIGITAL FILTER.

Fp-rttl#*"irBHT''å,i"åFt-ST"^iSffi Xro6*"""''"
RADIANS).

FS - IS TFIE LOWER LIMIT OF THE STOPBAND (IN
RADIANS).

AP - IS THE MAX RIPPLE IN TFIE PASSBAND (IN DB).As _ Is rFIE MIN ATTEN IN TFIE sropBAND rÌ¡¡ nsl.
ORDER - IS TFIE ORDER OF THE FILTER.
ISSR,ISSI - ARE TFIE REAL AND IMAG STATE VARIABLE

rDEN - 
" _'*BÄffo"'Jfii*i# "i i"Ht'"ft.iìÆf"'
SCATTERING MATRIX.

LOSSY - IS A LOCICAL VARIABLE THAT IS TRUE IF
TFIE FILTER IS PSEUDOPASSIVE.

G - IS TFIE DIAGONAL CONDU TANCE REAL MATRIX.
FAIL - Is A LoGICAL VARIABLE T¡IAT IS Tnus lr À

SOLUTTON CANNOT BE FOUND.

INIEqPB qRDER,ORDERF,TSSR(1 1,1 1),rSSr(1 1,1 1),rDEN,NrrMF,¡rN
rNrEcER_ r?ENF,ANs,Kcou¡¡r,ru¡¡n,s¡ Nbr,¡eÍr-oN,ñonoin 

-

CITARACTER TypE* l2,FILEn*l0,plLgenn(4)it0
!qq]ç41_ F4¡_L,IA!L1,!AS_q,Lossy,pAsssò,rrxDeN,F.rxoRD,cENFRE
LOGICAL FIXFAL,FFAIL,CHKRIP,LOUTSP
!!+!lq Fp,Fs,Ap,As,FcjjIlR,.o_l4c(s 12),NoRM,Kour,suM,c(40)
Ig4l-lq y_q,y4.4p44Taryq¿rrNSs,úbrec(í r),r¡lec(r il,icíer¡r
BEAL*8 TRUEAS,DF,FeNEW,FSNEW,OUTCe,Àsn

çglr4ll_pð: I 
q cz(40),cs (40),csN(40),BErA,p (40),D(40),^z(40)

çgl\/pl_EIllq pA(40),DA(40),zl,ALPHA(40),zt¿cjj,sstr í,r ri
CoMPLEX* 1 6 Q(40),CZN(40),BETAN

. 
c{!!_rllrTll{_(F_l{gBp, g^BpF4S,FtxDEN,TDENF,GENFRE,FTLEARR,MAXDNM,

* 
- _FIXFALTFAILDN,CHKRIP,LOUTSP)
NUMF=128
FFAIL=.FALSE.
FAIL=.TRUE.
FAILl=.TRUE.
APR=AP
ASR=AS
IF(FIXORD) ASR=0.0D0

, cALt_ _qllR:o](rypE,Fl-,ls,Ap,As,ORDER,NORDER,CS,CSN,Cz,CZN,FArLl,* 
-_ _ g4oRD,ORDERF,TRUEAS,CHKRTP)
WRITE (*,'t)'FILTER TYPE=',TYPE,,' ORDER=',ORDER
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30
3t

WRITE (*,30) FP,FS
WRITE (*,3i) AP,AS,TRUEAS
yßlLE (s,x)'FrLrER TypE="rypE,' oRDER="ORDER
wRrTE (5,30) FP,FS
WRITE (5,31) AP,AS,TRUEAS
Iq\¡\44r(l','PASSBAND p_D-qÞ-',F10.6,' sropBAND EDGE=,,F10.6)
FORMAT(",'PASSBAND RILP-LE=,,FS.4,' DESTRED STOPBAñD 

- 
ÂrrsN=,,* F8.4,' ACTUAL ATTEN=',F8.4)

rF(FArLl) CO TO 1

^CALL 
FINDGH(TYPE,FP,FS,AP,CS,CSN,CZ,CZN,ORDER,NORDER,BETA,AZ,

*P,Q,D)

ç+l-l- 9_vlFU.NLoBpEB¿N-olqER,BErA,cs,csN,cz,czN,Az,p,Q,D)
çA!l- !!)PA(AZ,oRDER,BETA,PA,DA)CALL OUTA(ORDER,PA,DA)
cj'l L TESTG(PA,DA,P,D,ORDER,PASSED)
IF(.NOT.PASSED) TFIEN

WRITE (5,*) 'ALLPASS FUNSTION INCORRECT'
GOTOl

ENDIF
z1=DCMPLX(1.0D0,0.0D0)
ç41-l- 4!iri44@A,pA,BErA,oRDER,zl,ALpHA,z)CALL OUTALZ(ORDER,Z,ALPFIA)
CALL FINDG(ORDER,Z,G)
WRITE (*,,*) 'GENERATE THE SCATTERING MATRIX'
çAlL SSCATT(ORDER,ALPHA,SS)
CALL SSOUT(ORDER,SS)
IF(GENFRE) CALL ACTRES(ORDER,SS,P,D)

FCENTR=(FS-FP)/2.o+Fp
CALL GENOMC(FP,FS,NUMF,OMG)
IF(FIXDE}Ð THEN

IDEN=IDENF
ELSE

II1=ORDER+6
II2=nr/2
IDEN=2**¡¡2

ENDIF
KCOUNT=O
wRtTE (*,*) 'QUANTIZE TIß, SCATIERING MATRX'
CONTINI]E
CA^LL SSQNT(ORDER,SS,TDEN,TSSR,TSST)
ICOUNT=0
CONTINUE

_cA!L_LO_S^S^yr(oRDER,c,rSSR,rSSr,rDEN,LOSSy,LOUrSp)
ICOLINT=ICOUNT+1
rF(rcouNT.cE.4) cO TO 2
rF(LOSSY) cO TO 2
WRITC 1*.,*¡ ' DECREMENTING SCAT'|ERING MATRX'
WRITE (5,*) ' DECREMENTING SCAT'TERING MATRIX'

CALL DCRTSS (ORDER,ISSR,ISSD
GOTO3
CONTINUE



222
')')?

6

14'7

IF(FFAIL) GO TO 7
WRITN 1*.,X; 'TEST THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE'
CALL TEST(ORDER,ISSR,ISST,IDEN,NUMF,OMG,FCENTR,APR,ASR,PASS,NN,4. BANDF)
rF(PASS) cO TO 4

IF(BANDF.EQ.1) THEN
WRITE (*,222) IDEN
wRrTE (s,222) rDEN

ELSE rF(BANDF.EQ.-1) TFrEN
WRITE (*,223) IDEN
wRrTE (5,223) rDEN

ENDIF
FORMAT(' ',sX,'FREQ TEST FAILED WITH IDEN="I7.' IN PASSBAND')
|9BY4TC-:,IX,'FREQ rESr FATLED wrrH rDEN="r2,' u.¡ sropBAND'i
IDEN=IDEN*2
CONTINUE
rF(TDEN.GT.MAXDNM) TFrEN

rF(PASS) TFrEN
GOTOT

ELSE
FFAIL=.TRUE.
IF(FIXFAL) TTIEN

IDEN=FAILDN
GOTO5

ENDIF
WRITE (5,*)
wRrTE (5,*)
IErrF_Q,1) '*¡*¡r. soLUT'loN DrD NOT PASS TFIE FREQUENCY SPECS'
IF(BANDF.EQ.-1) THEN

--YßIJE-(5,1 
' FAILED IN SToPBAND AT FREQ ',oMc(NN)

ELSEIF (BANDF.EQ.1) THEN
__ WRITE (5,*) ' FAILED IN PASSBAND AT FREQ 

"OMG(N¡Ð
ELSE

WRITE (5,*) ' DID NOT FAIL NN="NN
ENDIF
GOTOT

ENDIF
ENDIF
GOTO5
FAIL=.FALSE.
OMEGA=3.1D0
çåL. L_ TEST.+rpry)_ER,ppr¡pEN,rs sR,rs sr, oMEcA,ArTNc, ATTNS S )WRITE (*,10) OMEGA,ATTNG,ATTNSS
WRITE (5,10) OMEGA,ATTNG,ATTNSS

.FORMAT(' -ïFREQ SlEql A-r OMEGA=',F6.3,' Agr ArTN=',F10.5,* ' DESIGNED ATIN=',F10.5)
WRITE (*,*)'INCREASE DENOMINATOR?'
READ (*,*) ANS
rF(ANS.EQ.1) TFIEN

KCOUNT=KCOUNT+1
IF(KCOUNT.GT.4) cO TO 8

wRrTE (*,*) 'GENERATE FREQ SPESTRUM OF SCALED SCATTEzuNG

10
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* MATRIX?'
READ (*,*) ANS

., rF(ANS.EQ. 1) CAr4,_ RESpoN(O_BpER,rDEN,rSSR,rSsr,p,D,KcouNr,* FILEARR(KCOUNT))
IDEN=IDEN*2
GOTO6

ENDIF
CONTINUE
IF(ICOUNT.EQ.1) THEN
_- WRITE (5,*) 'SOLUTION IS LOSSY WITHOUT DECREMENTATION'
ELSE

ICOUNT=ICOLINT-1

_- VBITE (5,*) 'SOLUTION WAS DECREMENTED 

"TCOUNT,' 
TrMES'

ENDIF
ç4T-I- IS SqqT(ORDER,IDEN,ISSR,IS SI)
ç4I-I- ryIqqS (ORDER,IDEN,ISSRJSSIJ

ç41-1, g-E-u{5Ð(oRDER,rSSR,rsSr,rDEN,KDrAc,wDrAc,AcAng
CALL L2NORM(ORDER,SS,NORM)
M=ORDER/2
WRITE (5,*)

Iß]LE (s,*) ',NOrsE AMPLTTUDE BOUND="AGArN
wRrTE (5,*)
WRITE (5,*) ',L2 NORM="NORM
WRITE (5,*)
WRITE (5,*) 'K DIACONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS'
DO 20 I=l,M

wRrTE (5,2s) r,KDrAc(r)
CONTINI,]E
WRITE (5,*)
WRITE (5,*) 'W DIAGONAL MATRIX ELEMENTS'
DO 21 r=l,M
_ wRrTE (s,26) r,wDrAc(r)
CONTINUE
lqB¡441(1 

"'r="r3,' 
KDrAG="FIS.10)

ry\¡ Al(1 
"'r="r3,, 

wDrAG=,,F15.10)
FILER='SPECTO.DAT'
IUMT=7
_CA_LL RES PON(ORDER, IDEN,IS S R, IS S I,p, D, IUNIT, FILER)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE RESPON(ORDER,IDEN,ISSR,ISSI,P,D,IUMT,FILER)

SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TLß- FREQ RESPONSE OF THE QUANTIZED CWDFAND THE RESPONSE OF TFIE ACTUAL ÈIITEN FOR COMPAzuSÒÑ 
- --_

TFIE OUTPUT FILE CONTAINS TTIE
FREQ.
QUANTIZED CWDF: MAG, DB, P¡IASE, GROUP DELAY
ACTUAL FILTER: MAG, DB, PFIASE, GROUP DELAY

INTEGER ORDER,M,NUMF,MM,J,I,K1,K2,N,NN
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INTEGER IDEN,ISSR(1 1, 1 1),ISSI(1 1, 1 I),IUMT
COMPLEX*16 SS(1 1,1 1),X1,X2,Sr(1 1,1 1)
COMPLEX*16 SSC(1 1,1 1),STC(l 1,1 1)
CoMPLEX* 16 T1,T2,p(40),D(40),SUMp,SUMD
REAL*8 PI,OME( 1 28),XX,DEL,MT 1,MT2,DEN,MT3,MT4
REAL*8 PHl,PH2,DELPHI,PHILS 1,PHILS2,GD 1,GD2
CHARACTER FILER*l0
QPE¡(UNTT=IUNIT,FILE=FILER,STATUS =, NEW, )
DATA PV3. 141 s92653589793D0/
NUMF=128
DEL=PVDBLE(NIJMF)
M=ORDER/2+1
MM=ORDER/2
N=ORDER+1
NN=ORDER
DEN=DBLE(IDE|Ð
PHILSl=0.0D0
PHILS2=0.0D0
DO 10 I=1,M

DO 10 J=1,M
,s_s(rÐ_=D-cMpLX(DBLE(rSSR(r,J))/DEN,DBLE(rSS(r,Ð)/DEN)
ssc(I,Ð=DcoNJG(SS(I,J)

DO 1 I=I,NUMF
)o(=DBLE(r_1)
OME(I)=)cK*'DEL
X 1 =DCMPLX(O.ODO,OME(I))
X2=CDEXP(X1)
CALL FREQRE(ORDER,SS,ST,X2)
CALL FREQRE(ORDER,SSC,STC,X2)
T 1 =(ST(M,M)+STC(M,M))/2.0D0
MTl=CDABS(T1)
MT2=-20.0D0*DLOG1O(MT1 +1.0D- 1 5)
PH1 =DATAN2(DIMAG(T1 ),DREAL(Tt ))
DELPHI=PH1-PHILSl
PHILSl=PH1
IF(DELPHI.GT.PI) DELPHI=DELPHI-2.0D0*PI
IF(DELPHI.LT.-PI) DELPHI=DELPHI+2.0D0*PI
GD1=-1.ODO*DELPHVDEL

SUMD=D(N)
sUMP=P(Ð
DO 11 J=i,NN

K=N-J
SUMP=X2*SUMp+p(K)
SUMD=X2*SUMD+D(K)

CONTINUE
T2=SUMP/SUMD
MT3=CDABS(T2)
MT4=-20.0D0*DLOC 10(MT3+1.0D- 15)
PFI2=DATAN2(DIMAG (T2), DREAL(T2)
DELPHI=PH2-PHILS2
PHILS2=PH2
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IF(DELPHI.GT.PI) DELPHI=DELPHI-2.ODO*PI
IF(DELPHI.LT.-PI) DELPHI=DELPHI+2.0D0*pI
GD2=-1.0D0*DELPHVDEL
WRITE (*,*) J

PHi=180.0D0*PH1ÆI
PH2=180.0D0*PH2ÆI

^ ^ - ltt$E (IUMr,5) oME(I),Mr 1,Mr2,PH 1,cD 1,MT 3,t\iT 4,pH2,cD2
CONTINUE
FORMA-I(F6.4, 1X,F8.4, 1X,F8.4, 1X,F8.2, 1X,F8.3, 1X,F8.4, 1X,F8.4,* 1X,F8.2,1X,F8.3)
CLOSE(UNIT=IUNIT)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ACTRES (ORDER,S S,P,D)

SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TI{E FREQ. RESPONSE OF THE INFIMTE
PRECISION CWDF AND TI{E RESPONSE OF TFIE ACTUAL FiLTER FOR
COMPAzuSON

TTIE OUTPUT FILE CONTAINS T}IE
FREQ.
INFINITE PRECISION CWDF: MAG, DB, PHASE, GROUP DELAY
ACTUAL FILTER: MAG, DB, PTIASE, cRoUP DELAY

INTEGER ORDER,M,NUMF,MM,J,I,Kl,K2,N,NN
coMpLEX*16 SS(1 1,1 1),X1,X2,ST(1 1,1 1)
coMpLEX*16 SSC(1 1,1 1),STC(1 1,1 1)
coMpLEX*16 T1,T2,p(40),D(40),suMp,suMD
BEAI-iq pr,oME(128),xx,DEL,Mr1,Mr2,DEN,Mr3,Mr4
B!4L*8 pHl,pH2,DELpHr,pHrLSi,pHrLS2,cD1,cD2
gpqNONIT=12,FrLE='ACTSpECT.DAT"STATUS='NEW')
DATA PV3. 141 592653s897 93D0/
NUMF=128
DEL=PI/DBLE(NUMF)
M=ORDER/2+1
MM=ORDER/2
N=ORDER+1
NN=ORDER
DO 10 I=l,M

DO 10 J=l,M
ssc(I,Ð=DCONJG(sS(I,Ð)

DO I I=I,NUMF
)o(=DBLE(r_1)
oME(I¡=¡ç*pg¡
X1=DCMPLX(0.0D0,OME(I))

10

CALL
CALL
T1=(ST(M M,M)/2.oDo
MTi=CDABS(T1)
MT2=-20.0D0*DLOC 1o(MT1 +1.0D- 1 5)



11

!81 =DerANz(DrMAc(r 1),DREAL(r1 ))
DELPHI=PH1-PHILS 1

PHILSl=PH1
IF(DELpHr.cT.pD DELPHI=DELPHI_2.0D0*PI
IF(DELPHI.LT.-PI) DELPHI=DELPFil+2.ODO*PI
GD 1=-1.0D0*DELPI{/DEL

suMD=D(bÐ
SUMp=p(N)
DO 11 J=I,NN

K=N-J
SUMP=X2*SUMp+p(K)
SUMD=¡2*5gMD+D(K)

CONTINUE
T2=SUMP/SUMD
MT3=CDABS(T2)
MT4=-20.0D0*DLOG 10(MT3+1.0D- 15)
PE?=DArANz(DIMAG(r2),DREAL(r2))
DELPHI=PTI2.PHILS2
PHILS2=PFI2
IF(DELPHI.GT.PI) DELPHI=DELPHI-2.0D0*PI
IF(DELPHI.LT.-PÐ DELPFII=DELPHI+2.ODO*PI
GD2=-1.0D0*DELPHVDEL
WRITE (*,*) I
PH1=180.0D0*PH1ÆI
PH2=180.0D0*PH2IPI

^ ^- IßI|E (1 2,5) OME(r),Mrl,Mr2,pHl,cD 1,Mr3,Mr4,pH2,cD2
CONTINUE

, 
FORMA'T(F6.4, 1X,F8.4, 1X,F8.4, 1X,F8.2, 1X,F8. 3, 1X,F8.4, 1X,F8.4,* 1X,F8.2,1X,F8.3)
cl-osE(UNIT=12)
RETURN
END

suBRouTrNE FREQRE(ORDER,SS,ST,X2)

A SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE THE MATRD( FOR FINDING T}IEAT A CERTAIN FREQ AND TI{EN UPPER TRIANGULARIZING iFIE

INTEGER ORDER,L,LL,MM,M
çoMpLEX* 16 SS(1 l, 1 1),ST(1 1,rt),X,X2
M=ORDER"/2+1
MM=ORDER/2
sr(M,M)=ss(1,1)
DO 3 L=I,MM

ST(M,L)=SS(1,L+1)
St(L,M)=- 1.0D0*SS(L+1, 1)
DO 4 LL=I,MM

X=- 1.0D0*SS(L+1,LL+1)
rF(L.EQ.LL) rHEN

ST(L,LL)=X+X2
ELSE

1
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sT(L,LL)=X
ENDIF

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CALL GENTRI(M,ST)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TESTAT(ORDER,P,D,TDEN,TSSR,ISSI,OMEGA,ATTNG,ATTNSS)

SUBROUTINE TO TEST THE ATTENUATION OF TFM QUANTIZED SCATTERINGMATRIX AS COMPARED WITH TFIE AT'TENUATION OÈ rIß ÃCrUEi'ìirENS¡gN
FUNCTION AT A CERTAIN FREQUENCY (LARGE)

TNTEGER ORDER,TSSR( 1 1, 1 1),rSSr( 1 1, 1 1),rDEN
çq\,!!!EX* 1 6 p(40),D(40),x 1,x2,suMD,SUMp,r1,12
çgltplr4il 6 qs ( t_U !)r!sc( 1 1, I 1 ),sr( 1 t, 1 1 ¡,sri1 r r, r r ¡
BEAL*8 ATTNG,ATTNSS,OMEcA,DE¡t,trlrt,lr¿rz,ur¡,il¿r+
X 1 =DCMPLX(0.0D0,OMEGA)
X2=CDEXP(X1)
M=ORDERi2+1
MM=ORDER/2
N=ORDER+1
NN=ORDER
DEN=DBLE(IDEÐ
DO 10 I=l,M

DO 10 J=l,M
!^s1!Ð_=D_c¡41_L{!?BLE_(rssR(r,r))/DEN,DBLE(rssr(LD)/DEl.Ð
ss c1I,¡=pç6¡¡JG(SS(I,Ð)

çA!! FREQRE(ORDER,SS,Sr,x2)
ç4L! !REaRE(ORDER,SSC,SrC,X2)rl =(Sr(M,M)+SrC(M,M))/2.0D0
MT1=CDABS(T1)
MT2=-20.0DO*DLOG 10(MTt + 1.0D- I 5)

SUMD=D(N)
sUMP=P(Ð
DO 11 J=1,NN

K=N-J
SUMP=X2*SUMp+p(K)
SUMD=X2*SUMD+D(K)

CONTINUE
T2=SUMP/SUMD
MT3=CDABS(T2)
MT4=-20.0D0*DLOC 10(MT3+ t.0D- t 5)
ATTNG=MT4
ATTNSS=MT2
RETI,JRN
END

SUBROUTINE PRMULT(CZ,ORDER,POLYI )

10
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A SUBROUTINE TO MULTIPLY OUT A PRODUCT FORM POLYNOMIAL OF THEFORM
pol.yl = (z + CZl)(z + CZ2).,(Z + CZtg

oRDER - NUMBER OI'^_ZEB_OS_{?EGREE OF pol-y rs (N+1))
CZ - COI\ÃPLEX VECTOR oF zÈRos
POLY1 - COMPLEX VESIOR OF COEFFICIENTS OF TT{E POLYNOMIAL WITHZERO ORDER TERM rN pol-yl(l), AND MOSr SICñercÀrrr

DEGREE COEFFTCTENT rS rN poLyl(N+l)

çg_r\4p__LE4i1qçz(40),p_o_Ly1(40),poLy2(40),rEMp(40)COMPLEX*16 ONE,ZERO
INTEGER ORDER
ONE=DCMPLX(1.0D0,0.0D0)
ZERO=DCMPLX(O.0D0,0.0D0)
DO 1 I=1,(ORDER+1)

POLYl(D=ZERO
POLY2(I)=ZERO
TEMP(I)=ZERO

POLYl(1)=CZ(1)
POLYl(2)=ONE
POLY2(2)=ONE
DO 2 I=2,ORDER

POLY2(1)=Cz(I)

ç4L! lYly1glr(Pol.y l,I,poLy2,2,rEMp,NUM)
DO 3 J=I,NUM

POLYl(Ð=TEMI'(Ð
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE OUTFUN(ORDER,NORDER,BETA,CS,CSN,CZ,CZN,AZ,P,Q,D)

A SUBROUTINE TO WRITE OUT TI{E LAPLACE AND Z-DOMAIN POLES ANDZEROS ALONG WTTH TFIE COMPLEX ALLPASS FUNS|ION

oRDER - ORDER OF THE 4TLTER (NUMBER OF POLES)
NORDER . NUMBER OF ZEROS
BETA . UNIMODULAR CONSTANT MULTIPLYING ALLPASS
CS,CSN - COMPLEX VESTOR OF LAPLACE DOMAIN POLES AND ZEROSCZ,CZN - COMPLEX VESTOR OF Z-DOMAIN POLES ÁNDZEiöI --^'
AZ - COMPLEX VECTOR OF POLES CHOSEN FOR AL'PASS ÈÚÑCTIO¡¿P - COMPLEX VECTOR OF COEFFICIENTS OF NUMBERAiõR õÈ -..-'

Z-DOMAIN TRANSFER FUNCTION G WITH ZEROEiH-ORDER TERM IN
P(1)

Q - COMPLEX YECTOR OF COEFFICIENTS OF NUMBERATOR OF
Z-DOMAIN SPECTRAL COMPLEMENT OF TIIE TNAÑSTEN FUNCTION FWTIH ZEROETH ORDER TERM IN Q(1)D - COMPLEX VESTOR OF COEFFICIENTS OÈ'DENOMINATOR OF
Z.DOMAIN TRANSFER FUN TION C AND SPE TRA. COMPLEMEì.N' O.T¡TE TRANSFER FUNCTION H WITH ZEROETH ORDER ÍERI,T IN OtiT
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38

39

coMpLEX* l6 BETA,CS(40),CZøU.AZøO.).p,¿O\
coMpLEX* 16 e(40),D(40),cs¡¿r¿oÍ.czñr+ól'
REAL*8 pI,REBETA,IMBere,pÌrese
INTEGER ORDER,ND2,M
DArA PV3. 141 s926s3s897 93DO/
REBETA=DREAL(BETA)
IMBETA=DIMAG(BETA)
PFIASE= 1 80.0D0*DATAN2(tMBETA,REBETA)ÆI

ND2=ORDER/2
M=ORDER+1
DO 34 I=I,ORDER

wRrTE (5,60) r,cs(r)
CONTINIJE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 35 I=I,ORDER

wRrTE (5,61) r,CZ(r)
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 38 I=I,NORDER

wRrTE (5,ss) r,csN(D
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 39 I=I,NORDER

wRrTE (5,56) r,CZN(D
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 37 I=1,ND2

wRrTE (5,63) r,AZ(D
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 24 I=l,M

wRrTE (5,50) r,P(r)
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 25 I=l,M

wRrTE (5,s1) r,Q(r)
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)
DO 26 I=l,M

wRrTE (5,s2) r,D(D
CONTINUE
WRITE (5,*)

IYB{Iq _(1,s.4) BETA,CDABS(BErA),PHASE
Iq$44I(:'.,'.!="\2,2x.'p ="2F16.'8)
i9$l'44I(: :,:t=:,t?,2x,'a ="zne.s)
I9S¡44I(: 

"'t="r2,2x,'D 
="zr.ro.si

igs¡\44l(: :,:t=:,t?,2x,'cs ="zrresj
Ig!¡44Iq'.,'Ê"r2,2x,,c2 ="zrre.a)
Iqs¡44I(: 

"'r-.."t2,2x,' 
Az ="zrro.s)

IgSjr44I(l ','BETA= ',2Fs.6,' lr4ec Í¡er¡= ',¡s.0,,
FORMAT(",'I=',12,2X,'CSN =',2F16.8)

)A

25

26

50
51
52
60
6l
63
54
55

PHASE= ',F12.4)
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s6 {o_\144rt",'Þ,,r2,2x,'czN =,,2F16.8)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ZROOT(CS,ORDER,CZ)
c
C A SUBROUTTNE TO APPLY TTIE BILINEAR TRANSFORM TO TIIE S-PLANEC ZEROS OR POLES MAPPING TTüM iO TTG Z-DOMAIÑ-
C

ç cs - coMpLEX VEgtOR OF POLES rN LAPLACE DOMATN
ç oRDER _ ORDER OF irü FrLrER.Ç cz - coMpLEX VECTOR OF rrm z-oou¡IN poLES
C

CoMPLEX*16 CS(40),CZ(40)
INTEGER MIN,ORDER
M=ORDER/2
DO I I=1,ORDER

. ç?(Ð=((1.0D0,0.0D0)+CS(r))/((1.0D0,0.0D0)-i.0D0xCs(r))1 CONTINUE
RETIJRN
END

SUBROUTINE PYMULT(X,NUMX,Y,NUMY,Z,MJMZ)
c
C A SUBROUTINE TO MULTIPLY TWO COMPLEX POLYNOMIALS Z=X*Yc
C^ X,Y,Z. COMPLEX VECTORS CONTAINING TFIE POLYNOMIALSC q¡¡TH ZEROETH On¡en coerHõrr¡ns 

-ñ 
xtrl, vtrl,c ¿ND Z(1)ç NUMX,NUMY,.ÑJMZ - LENGTH OF EACH COMPLEX POLYNOMIAI,C

çoMP_LEX* 16 x(40),Y(40),2(40)
INTEGER NUMX,NUMY,NUM2'
IF((NUÀ/D(FQ.0).OR.(NUMY.Ee.0)) THEN

NUMZ=0
ELSE

NUMZ=NUID(+NLIMY-1
DO 1 I=I,NLIMZ
z(r)=(0.0D0,0.0D0)
J=1

2 K=l+I-J
rF(K.LE.0) co To I
rF(J.cT.Nr.lMX) co To r
IF(K.GT.NUMY) GO TO 3

_ z(1)=z(I)+x(Ð*y(K)
3 J=J+l

GOTO2
1 CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE OPTROTTTYPE,FP,FS,AP,AS,ORDER,NORDER,CS,CSN,CZ,* czN,FArL, FrxoRD, oRDERFinú-e¡'s, iüxrlþl "^''

A SUBROUTINE TO FIND THE ORDER AND THE Z-DOMAIN
POLES AND ZEROS FOR.A LOWPASS COVPLSX UCITÀï-ËNTER THATSPLITS THE DESIGN MARGIN SETWETÑ-iIB PASSBAND AND TFIE STOPBAND.rrrE oRDER rS FrRSr FqUND rner À¡serslm ¡n¡ö. sÞÊõs, 

^i*ræñ',rræ
PASSBAND zuPPLE IS DFçREASEO UT.ITIi irü ¡ESICÑ MARó]Ñ'C2ï¡NIE
Ls*_s4rls_gE? (rHrs ALLows rHE euANrrZeo rr_rEn fo-ùEÈr"iHiFREQ. SPECS)

rypE - rypE oF FII¿rF^B_(Þ]4aERWORrH, CFTEBYSFTEV,

Fp - rs iËtffiB"tf 
*r,Tir?%tJi% 

'AS.BAND 
(rN

RADIANS)
FS - IS TI{E LOWER LIMIT OF TFIE STOPBAND (IN

RADIANS)
AP - IS TFIE MAXIMUM RIPPLE IN TFIE PASSBAND (IN DB)AS - rs rHE MIN AT-IEN rN THE sropnn¡¡n-7iñ nni'
oRDER _ ls rnE oRDER oF rHE ¡rclrÀù rll-iÈn ñuMssn

N.RDER - NUMBER %i ?"J*ti¿ rN rHE LA'LA.E D.MATN
CS - COMPLEX VECTOR OF TTIE I.NPIECE-OöÌr¿EIN POLEScsN - coMpLEX vEcroR oF rrrE LeplÃõe_DòrviÃi¡l ZËnoscz - CoMPLEX vEsroR oF THE z_oorr¿eiñ ÞõiËí" "-
CZN - CoMPLEX VEgToR oF TFIE z-ooÌ,IeÑ ZËnósFArL _ LocrcAL vARTABLE TFrAT ls rnuelr-rlh-spscs

CANNOT BE MET
FXORD. LOGICAL VARIABLE THAT FIXES THE ORDER OF

'RDERF 
- FrxED o*#F&t%t.ffHR*,Éify-Bi IF 

'RUE
cHKRrp - LocrcAL üTYirt", rF rRUE rFrE pAssBAND

TRUEAS-too""'.frtlT.åìroo"tlKi?rig-riH"?ffi o*MAR.IN

Nryp' - t#'avJË 3B'.,rr"*
1 = BUTTERWORTH
2 = CHEBYSHEV
3 = INVERSE CHEBYST{EV
4 = ELLIPTIC

q!-TqcEB ORDER,NTYPE,NORDER,ORDERF
CIIARACTER TYPE*l2
REAL*8 FP,FS,AP,AS,WC,WA

$41-iq Apl,AS l,RS,DELrA,MARP,MARS,Rz,DF,Fpl
REAL*8 FSI,TRUEAS
coMpLEX*1ó CS(40),cz(40),csN(40).CZNt40)
LocrcAL FAIL,FAIL l,Frxon¡,cru<ärp
DATA MAXORD/20I
rF(TYPE.EQ.'ELLIPTTC ') TFrEN

NTYPE=4



EI-SE rF(rypE.EQ.'ÌNVCTTEBYSHEV') TFrEN
NTYPE=3

ELSE IF(TYPE.EQ.'CHEBYSFIEV') TTIEN
NTYPE=2

EL. tE _rF(TYPE.EQ.'BUT'TERWORTH') TFIEN
NTYPE=1

END IF
FAIL=.TRUE.
DF=FS-1.OD0*FP
FPl=FP+O.05D0*DF
FS 1=FS-0.05D0*DF
WC=DTAN(FP1/2.0D0)
V/A=DTAN(FS 1IZ.ODO)

AP1=AP
IF(FIXORD) TFIEN

IF(ORDERF.GT.MAXORD) TFIEN
yFqE^ (t,*) 'oRDER FIXED Ar 

"ORDERF,' 
rS rOO LARGE'GOTO5

ELSE
rF(NTYPE.EQ.l) TFrEN

CALL BTWHRT(WC,WA,APl,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FAILl,AS 1,* FIXORD,ORDÈRF)
ELSE IF(NTYPE.EQ.2) THEN

.. c{!l__ ^çLDBRT(WC,wA,Ap I,AS,cS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FATL 1,AS 1,* FIXORD,ORDERF)
ELSE IF(NTYPE,EQ.3) T¡{EN
c{!11 TNCBRT0VC,WA,API,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FATLl,AS I,* FIXORD,ORDERF)

ELSE IF(N:TYPE.EQ.4) TI{EN
, CALL^ELJCRT(]VC,WA,APl,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORÐER,FAIL1,AS1,* FIXORD,ORDERF)

ELSE
WRI_TE (5,*) '1 FILTER TYPE UNRECOMZABLE TypE=',TypE
FAIL=.TRUE.
GOTO5

END IF
FAIL=FAILl
GOTO6

ENDIF
ELSE
ORDER=2
APl=AP
IF(NTYPE.EQ.1) TIIEN

., CALL 
^BTWHRT(WC,WA,AP 1,AS, CS,CS N,ORDER,NORDER,FAIL 1,AS 1, FIXORD,* ORDERF)

ELSE IF(NTYPE,EQ.2) TIIEN
.,. CALL 

^C_r{r!_rytwc,wA,Ap I,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FArL I,AS 1,FXORD,X ORDERF)
ELSE IF(NTYPE.EQ.3) TTIEN

, CALL 
^rI[çÞBI$/C,WA,API,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FATLl,AS i,FrxoRD,* ORDERF)

ELSE IF(NTYPE,EQ.4) T}IEN
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.. CALL 
^E-]_J_C¡]WC,WA,Ap l,AS,CS,CS N, ORDER,NORDER, FArL 1,AS l,FtxoRD,* ORDERF)

ELSE

!ß]TE (s,*) '1 FTLTER TypE UNRECOMZABLE TypE=,,TypE
FAIL=.TRUE.
GOTO5

END IF
rF(.NOT.FArL1) co To 1

ORDER=ORDER+2
rF(ORDER.GT.MAXORD) GO TO 5coTo2
CONTINUE
IF(CHKzuP) TFIEN
DELTA=( 1.0D0_ 1.0D0*AS/AS 1)/10.0D0
IF(1 0.0*DELTA.CT.AP1 ) DELTA=AP1/10.0D0
MARP=AP1/AP
MARS=AS/AS1
IF(MARP.LT.MARS) GO TO 4
APl=AP1-1.0DO*DELTA
rF(NTYPE.EQ.1) TrrEN

, CALL 
^BTWHRT(WC,V/A,AP 1,AS,CS,CS N,ORDER,NORDER,FAIL 1,AS 1, FIXORD,* ORDERF)

ELSE IF(NTYPE.EQ.2) TFIEN
... CALL 

^C_I{r_B_LT(WC,WA,API,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FATLI,ASl,FrXORD,* ORDERF)
ELSE IF(NTYPE.EQ.3) TFIEN

. CALL ]NçEB!ffC,wA,Ap1,AS,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FATLI,AS l,FrxoRD,* ORDERF)
ELSE IF(NTYPE.EQ.4) THEN

. CALL 
^E_LIçRJWC,WA,AP 1,AS,CS, CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FATL 1,AS 1,FXORD,* ORDERF)

ELSE
yßlrE_{lÐ '2 FTLTER rypE r-TNRECOMZABLE TypE="rypB
FAIL=.TRUE.
GOTO5

END IF
rF(FArLl) co To 3
GOTOT
FAIL=.FALSE.
AP=AP1
ELSE
FAIL=FAILl
AP=AP1

ENDIF
ENDIF
TRUEAS=AS1
ci,LL ZROOT(CS,ORDER,CZ)
rFqr,o,MER.cr.0) CALL ZROOr(CSN,NORDER,CZN)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE IN]TIA(FXORD,ORDERF,FIXDEN,IDENF,GENFRE,FILEARR.
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*. MAXDNM,FIXFAL,FAILDN,CHKzuP,LOUTSP)

SUBROUTINE TO READ IN PARAMETERS THAT IMTIAL THE PROGRAM FROMFILE CP.IM

FIXORD - (LOGICAL) TO FIX THE ORDER OF TFIE FILTER
REGARDLESS OF TFIE STOPBAND ATTENUATION

q!p_E_Bt - (rryTEcER) rlrE oRDER oF rriE FTLTER wræñ Þrdn
FIXD^EN_- (LqçICAL) TO GIVE A LOWER BOUND OÈ TIæ'N_E'ÑóIINATON

OF TFIE QUANTZED SCATTERING MATRIX
LD_PNi_ - (¡I.ìTE_9_ER) rr-rE DENoMTNATOR oF rHE scArTERrNc MArRrxcENFRE - (LoctcAL) To cElteRATE TFrE ACTUaT_ _ l¡ærñrÉ- -----

PRESIC.ION FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF T¡IE SCATTEzuNG
MATRIX

FILEARR- ARRAY OF NAMES OF FILES SAVED WTIH FREQ SPECT.MAXDNM - (TNTEGER) THE MAXTMUM ALLOWED Oe¡¡-Orr¡lñeïõn-'
FTxFAL - (LocrcAL) wHETFTER oF Nor ro use p¿lr_oNÀS - ---

DENOMT_NATOR WHEN FREQ SPECT FArLS Up TO MAXDNMFAILDN - DENoMINAToR usED wrur ¡xpil
cHKRrp _- (LocrcAL) WHETHER TO CKECK TFIE PASSBAND RrppLEAS WELL AS THE ORDER IS SI,JBROUTINE OPTRT
Lor{qp__--_(Lgqrç4!) FLAG WHETITER rO SAVE (c _ S*r c s)MATRIX IN FILE CPSP.DAT

INTEGER ORDERF,IDENF,MAXDNM,FAILDN
L-O_çr_Cô_L_lxqBÐ,!'XDEN,CENFRE,FTXFAL,CHKRTP,LOUTSp
CHARACTER FILEARR(4)*10
OPEN(UMT=4,FILE=' CP.IM' )
FILEARR( 1)='SPECTl.DAT'
FILEARR(2) =' S PECT2.DAT'
FILEARR(3)='SPECT3.DAT'
FILEARR(4)='SPECT4.DAT'
READ(4,4) FTXDEN,TDENF
READ(4,5) FXORD,ORDERF
READ(4,6) GENFRE
READ(4,7) MAXDNM
READ(4,6) FIXFAL
READ(4,7) FAILDN
READ(4,6) CHKRIP
READ(4,6) LOI.rTSP
FORMAT(L1,2X,r7)
FORMAT(LI,7X,I2)
FORMAT(L1)
FORMAT(r10)
cl.osE(uNTr+)
RETURN
END

suBRouTrNE SPECS(TYPE,FP,FS,AP,AS)

A SUBROUTINE TO READ IN TFIE DESIGN SPECS FOR TIIE DIGITAL LOWPASSFILTER FROM THE TEXT FILE CP.SPC

4
5
6
7

c
c
c
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TypE - TypE oF TFIE ETLTER (BUTTERWORTH, CrrEBySmv,
INVCFMBYS I]EV,ELLIPTIC)

FP - PASSBAND FREQ. IN RADIANS
FS - STOPBAND FREQ. IN RADIANS
AP - PASSBAND zuPPLE OR PASSBAND ATTENUATION IN DB.
AS - STOPBAND ATTENUATION IN DB.

CHARAS|ER*I2 TYPE
REAL*8 FP,FS,AP,AS
OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE='CP.SPC')
READ(4,1) TYPE
READ(4,2) FP,FS
READ(4,3) AP,AS
FORMAT(A12)
FORMAT(F I 7. 1 2,2X,F 17 . 12)
FORMAT(F 1 7. I 2,2X,F t7 . t2)
cl-osE(UNTT=4)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ISSOUT(ORDER,IDEN,ISSR,ISSÐ

SUBROUTINE TO WRITE OUT TT{E QUANTIZED SCATTERING MATRIX TO TFIELIST DEVICE

ORDER . TIIE ORDER OF TTIE DIGITAL FILTER
IDEN - INTECER DENOMINATOR OF TFIE SCATTERING MATRIX
ISSR - INTECER MATRIX OF TFIE REAL PART OF THE QUA}TúZEDSCATIEzuNG MATRIX
ISSI - INTEGER MATRX OF TFIE IMAGINARY PART OF TFIE

QUANTIZED SCATTERING MATRIX

-rjlE_qER oRDER,TDEN,TS SR( 1 1, 1 1 ),rS sr( 1 1, 1 1 ),MwRrTE (s,*)
WRITE (5,*) 'QUANTIZED SCATTERING MATRIX'
ïVRITE (5,x)',IDEN="IDEN
M=ORDER/2+1
DO I I=l,M

wRrTE (5,*) 'COLUMN 
"rDO I J=l,M

wRrTE (5,2) J,TSSR(J,I),rSSr(J,Ð
CONTINIJE
FORMAT(",12,3x,I8,'+j',rB)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE PRMSS(ORDER,IDEN,ISSR,ISSI)

SUBROUTINE TO WRITE TIM QUANTIZED SCATTERING MATRIX INTO TEXTFILE ISS.DAT

I
2
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C ORDER . TFIE ORDER OF THE DIGITAL FILTERC IDEN - INTEGER DENOMINATOR OF TFIE SCET-IEruNC MATRIXc rssR - rNrEcER MATRX OF rHE n¡Àl pÃnr-õp iHÉ þïÀñ*rrzEoC SCATTEzuNG MATRIXC ISSI - INTEGER MATRIX OF TFIE IMAGINARY PART OF THE
ç AUANTIZED SCATTEzuNG MATRIX
C

TNTEGER ORDER,TDEN,ISSR( I 1, 1 1 ),rSSr( 1 i, 1 1),M
glEryg\lrr=8,FrLE='rs s.DAr;,srAtus=ì NÉw')
\vRrrE (8,*) 'euANTrzED ScATTERTNc n¿aînx,
WRITE (8,*)'ÌDEN="rDEN
M=ORDER/2+1
DO 1 I=l,M

wRrTE (8,*) 'coLUMN 
"IDO 1 J=1,M

_ wRrrE (8,2) J,TSSR(J,r),rssr(J,Ð1 CONTINUE2 FORMAT(' 
"r2,3x,r8,'+j"r8)cl,osE(UMr=8)

RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE OUTA(ORDER,PA,DA)
C
C SUBROUTNE TO WRITE OUT THE COMPLEX ALLPASS TO TFIE LIST DEVICEC
C ORDER - TTIE ORDER OF TFIE DIGITAL FILTERC PA - COMPLEX VECTOR OF COEFFICIENTS OF ALLPASS NUMERATORc DA - COMPLEX VEsroR oF coEFFrClENrS op ÁlrÞãss 

-òÉivõrr4lr.reron
C

CoMPLEX* 16 PA(40),DA(40)
INTEGER ORDER,MM
MM=ORDER/2+1
DO 5 I=I,MM

wRrTE (5,7) r,PA(t),DA(r)5 CONTINUE7 I9ll14T( 
"',r=,,12,' 

pA="2F8.5,' DA="2F8.5)
RETURN
END

_ SUBRoUTINE OUTALZ(ORDER,Z,ALPFIA)
c
C SUBROUTINE TO WRITE OUT TFIE COMPLEX REFERENCE PORT IMPEDANCES ANç TFß COMPLEX TWO.PORT PARAMETERS CET.IEõ_Ãr-PHA-, ÀIòÑG WITH THE LAIC PARAMETER WHICH IS A UNIMODULAR õOMPLEX MÚiiTPiIÈR'-c
C ORDER - ORDER OF TFIE FILERC Z - COMPLEX VECTOR OF THE PORT IMPEDANCESC ALPFIA - COMPLEX VESTOR OF TÉ- C-Orr¿PI.PX TWO.PONT PARAMETERS
C

INTEGER ORDER,MM,M
COMPLEX* 1 6 Z(40),ALPFTA(40)



REAL*8 PI,PHASE
DATA PV3. 14 1 s926s35897 93D01
M=ORDER/2
MM=M+1
WRITE (5,*)
WRITE (5,*) 'PORT IMPEDANCES'
DO 1 I=I,MM

J=I- 1

\MRÌTE (5,3) J,Z(r)
CONTINUE
DO 2 I=l,M

WRITE (5,4) I,ALPFIA(I)
CONTINUE

8

3
4

wrulE (5,E) ALPHA(MM),
FORMAT(' 

"'EPSIL='.2FS
FORMAT(' 

"'EPSIL= "2F8.6,' 
MAc

FORMAT(",'PORT="r2,' Z="2F t0.6

\4)),DREAL(ALPHA(MM)))* 1 80.0D0Ær
,LPHA(MM)),PHASE
EPSIL=',F8.6,' PFIASE=',F12.4)

)

PFIASE=DAT
wRrTE (5,8)
FORMAT(' 

" ,tti, t)_ ,//E Lv.
FORMAT(",',ADAPTOR="r2,' ALP
RETURN
END

C
C
c
c
C
c
c
C
C
C
C
c

HA=',2F10.6)

SUBROUTINE GENOMG(FP,FS,M,OMG)

A SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE AN ARRAY OF FREQUENCY VALUESFOR TESTING TI{E FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF A rÈÃÑSrEN EïÑC"r]Or.r.

FP . TFIE UPP.ER LIMIT OF TIIE FILTER PASS BAND (IN
RADIANS).

FS _ TI{E LOWER LIMIT OF THE FILTER STOP BAND (IN
RADIANS),

M - THE TOTAL NUMBER OF FREQUENCY VALUES TO BE
GENERATED (M rS A POWER ÒF 2).

OMG - THE VESTOR CONTAIMNG THE'FREQUENCY VALUES.

INTEGER M,L,J,Jl
REAL*8 OMc(512),FP,FS,PI
DATA PV3. 141 s926s3589793D0/
oMG(1)=FS
oMG(2)=FP
L=3
J=2
J1=J- 1

DO 2 K=1,J1,2
OMG(L)=FS+oBLE(K)*(PI-FS)/DBLE(Ð
L=L+1
CONTINUE
DO 3 K=1,J1,2
oMG(L) =DBLE(J-K) *FP/DBLE(Ð
L=L+1
CONTINUE
J=J*2
IF(L-l.LT.M) cO TO 1
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RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE SS QNT(ORDER,SS,IDEN,IS SR,ISSI)

A SUBROUTINE TO QUANTIZE TFIE ELEMENTS OF TFIE STATE VARIABLEMATRICIES FRoM REAL VALUES To RATIoNAL VALUES ÜSINc 
.

MAGMTUDE TRUNCATION.
ORDER - ORDER OF TFIE FILTER
SS - INFIMTE PRECISION SCALED COMPLEX SCATTERING MATzuXIDEN - DENOMINATOR OF QUANTIZED SCATTEruNC rr¡einx 

- -*-',
ISSR - MATRIX OF TFIE N¡ÀI PERT OF TI{E qUAITTTZED-StATTEzuNG

MATRIX
ISSI - MATRX OF TTIE IMAC PART OF TIIE QUANTIZED SCATTEzuNG

MATRIX

rlllEqE¡ oRDER,TSSR( 1 1, 1 1),rSSr( I 1, 1 1),rDEN,M
CoMPLEX*16 SS(11,11)
REAL*8 DEN
M=ORDER+1
DEN=DBLE(IDEN)
DO 1 I=l,M

DO i J=l,M
ISSR(I,Ð=IDMNT(DREAL(SS(I,Ð)*DEM

_ - 
ISS(I,Ð=IDMNT(DIMAG(SS (r,Ð)i DEN)'

CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FINDG(ORDER,Z,G)

A SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE TTIE REAL CONDUCTANCE MATRIX FROM TFIECOMPLEX REFERENCE IMPEDANCE MATRIX OF TFIE PORTS

CoMPLEX*16 Z(40)
REAL*8 C(40)
INTEGER ORDER,M
M=ORDER/2+1
DO 1 I=l,M

c(I)= 1.sp6¡¡*"AL(z(I))
__ wF.rIE (s,*) ,r="r,' c=,,c(r)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

suBRouTrNE LOSSYT(ORDER,G,TSSR,ISST,TDEN,LOSSY,LOUTSp)

A SUBROUTINE TO TEST WHETFIER A WAVE DIGITAL NETWORK IS
PETJDOPASSTVE By CHECKTNG rF (c - s*T c s) rs posrTivÈ -nelrñre
WITH TFIE COMPLEX DEFIMTION'Or POSITIV¡'DEFIMTENESS ÃrrÈii NEINC
UPPER TRIANGULARIZED

C
c
C
c

C
C
C
C
c
c
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C ORDER - ORDER OF TTIE DIGiTAL FILTER
ç C - REAL CONDUCTANCE MATRIX OF TFIE REFERENCE PORTSc rDEN - DENOMTNATOR OF QUANTTZEb SCAl"rÞRrñc MATRL.ù^'C ISSR - MATRIX OF TFIE REÀL PART O¡ TN qUEMT2ED'IôATTERINGC MATRXC ISSI - MATRIX OF TFIE IMAG PART OF TFIE QUANTIZED SCATTERINGC MATRIX
C LOSSY - LOGICAL VAzuABLE THAT IS TRUE IF PSEUDOPASSIVEc Loursp - LocIcáL vAzuABLE THAT rF TRUE wlLL seVs rc _ s*T cç s) rN A TEXT FrLE cpsp.¡Àr ' ¡ ! \v
c

L¡{TECER rSSR( I 1, 1 1),rSSr( 1 1, 1 1 ),TDEN,ORDER
coMpLEX*16 S(11,1 1),Sp(11,11),SSp(l i,11).SUM
REAL*8 DEN,G(40),X,Y
LOCICAL LOSSY,LOUTSP
LOSSY=.FALSE.
DEN=DBLE(IDEtg
M=ORDER/2
MM=M+1
DO 1 I=lrMM

DO 1 J=I,MM
X=DBLE(ISSR(I,Ð)/DEN

Y=DBLE(ISSI(I,Ð)/DEN
1 S(I,Ð=DCMPLX(X,Y)

DO 2 I=I,MM
DO 2 J=I,MM

- .gp_(r,Ð=DCoNrc(s(J,D)*DCMpLX(c(Ð,0.0D0)2 CONTINUE
DO 5 I=I,MM

DO 5 J=I,MM
S UM=DCMPLX(0.0D0,0. 0D0)
DO 3 K=I,MM

3 SUM=SUM+Sp(I,K)*S(K,Ð
ssP(I,Ð=SUM

CONTINUE
DO 4 I=I,MM

DO 4 J=I,MM
IF(I.EQ.Ð T}IEN

__ ^ 
sP(r,Ð=DCMpLX(c(r),0.0D0)_ 1.0D0*ssp(r,Ð

ELSE
SP(I,J)=- 1.6¡6xSSP(I,Ð

ENDIF
CONTINUE
rJ(!gqlÞ!) CALL oursP(oRDER,sP)
CALL POSDEF(MM,SP,LOSSY)
RETURN
END

strBRouTrNE OUTSP(ORDER,SP)

.1 SUBROUTTNE TO SAVE TrrE COMPLEX MATRTX (c _ s*T c s) rN FrLE
CPSP.DAT

C
C
C
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INTEGER ORDER,M
CoMPLEX*16 SP(l1,11)
OPE_ryONIT=9,FILE='CPSP.DAT',STATUS='NEw')
M=ORDEV2+1

.IßqE_(e_,l,: IFG (c _ Sxr c s) MArRlx FOR rESrrNG* PSEUDOLOSSY'
WRITE (9,*)
DO 1 I=l,M

WRITE (9,*) ',COLUMN="I
DO 2 J=l,M

wRrTE (9,3) J,SP(J,r)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
l9\\44l( 

"sx,'r="r4,' 
sP=,,2F15.10)

closE(uMr=g)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE DCRISS(ORDER,ISSR,ISSI)

A SUBROUTINE TO DECREMENT TFIE MAGMTUDE OF TTIE ELEMENTS OFTT{E REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS OF THE QUANTIZEDIC¡TTERiNè MATRI)BY ONE.
ORDER . THE ORDER OF THE FILTER
ISSR - MATRIX OF TI{E REAL PART OF TFIE QUANTIZED SCATTERING

MATRIX
ISSI - MATRD( OF TFIE IMAG PART OF T¡IE QUANTIZED SCATTEzuNG

MATRIX

IryaE_c_EE_ ORDER,TS S R( I 1, 1 1 ),rS S r( 1 1, 1 i ),M
M=ORDER/2+1
DO 1 I=l,M

DO 1 J=l,M
CALL DCRVAR(ISSR(I,Ð)

CALL DCRVAR(rSSr(r,Ð)
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SLIBROUTINE DCRVAR(M)
INTEGER M

A SI.]BROUTINE TO DECREMENT TTIE MAGMTUDE OF AN INTEGER BY
ONE.

IF(M.EQ,O) GO TO 1

IF(M.GT.O) TFIEN
M=M-1

ELSE
M=M+1

END IF



C
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RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE POSDEF(M,A,POS)

A SUBROUTINE TO TEST WHETFIER A FIERMITIAN MATRIX IS POSITIVEDEFIMTE USING TFIE COMPLEX DEFIMTIOÑ-Ë POSITTVE bÈrINrf*SÑïSS

M - THE ORDER OF MATRX A.A - TFIE FIERMITIAN MATRIX.
POS - LOGICAL VARIBLE THAT IS TRUE IF TFIE MATRIX AIS POSITIVE DEFIMTE.

INTEGER M
CoMP_LEX* i6 A(1 1,1 1),X,S(1 1, I 1)
LOGICAL POS
POS=.FALSE.
DO 1 I=l,M
DO 2 J=l,M
s(I,Ð=A(I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
N=M
NN=N-1
DO 7 J=I,NN

I1=J+1
rF(CDABS(S(J,J)).Lr.1.OD_s) co ro 3
DO 5 I=II,N

IE'(CDABS(S(r,Ð).Lr.1.0D-10) co ro s
x=-1.0D0*s(r,Ð/s(J,Ð
J1=J+ 1

DO 6 J2=J1,N
rF(CDABS(SO,J2)).LT.1.0D_10) co ro 6
S (1,J2)=S(I,J2)+X*S (J,J2)

CONTINUE
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
DO 4 J=l,M

rF(CDABS(S(J,Ð).Lr. 1.OD-s) THEN
IßqE^ (s,*) ,## s<1.0D_s J=,,J,' S="S(J,Ð
GOTO3

ENDIF
CONTINUE
POS=.TRUE.
RETURN
END

SIIBROUTTNE FrNDA(AZ,ORDER,BETA,PA,DA)

THIS SUBROUTINE FINDS TIIE ACTUAL ALLPASS N{JMERATOR PA ANDDENOMINATORDA POLYNOMIALS. THE ARRAY EZ 
-CO-¡rrÀiÑ'S' iiìr' Z OON,TENPOLES AND ORDER IS TWICE T}TE ORDER O¡ ÏTE ALLPASS

6
5

7

C
C
c
C
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coMpLEX* 16 AZ(40),pA(40),DA(40),pOLy(40),oNE,PROD,BETA
INTEGER ORDER,M,MM
M=ORDER¿2
MM=M+1

NE=DCMPLX( 1.ODO,O.ODO)
DO 1 I=l,M

1 POLY(D=O¡{E7¿26¡
CALL PRMULT(POLY,M,PA)
PROD=ONE
DO 2 I=l,M

2 PROD=PROD*AZ(I)
DO 3 I=I,MM

3 PA(I)=PA(I)*PROD*BETA
DO 4 I=l,M

4 POLY(r)=DCONJG(AZ(r))
CALL PRMULT(POLY,M,DA)
RETTJRN
END

SUBROUTINE TESTG(PA,DA,P,D,ORDER,PASSED)
C
C SUBROUTINE TO TEST IF TFIE ALLPASS DECOMPOSITION WAS SUCCESSFUL ANDC TIIE COEFFICIENTS OF THE TWO ALLPASS FUNCTIOÑS ÀOOEb röCEr¡NNC EQUALS THE COEFFICIENTS OF THE TRANSFER FUN TIòÑC PA . COEFFICIENTS OF THE NUMERATOR OF AL'PÃSSC DA - COEFFICIENTS OF THE DENOMINATON OE_ÃLiÞÃSSC P - COEFFICIENTS OF TI{E NUMERAfOR OF TRAÑSFÈi{-ñU¡¡CIO¡¡C D - COEFFICIENTS OF THE DENOMINÁiOR OI TRAÑSÈEi'i'ùÑðTIONC PASSED - LOGICAL VARIABLE THAT IS TRUE IF rrrs'Ã''rÞÃ¡iç FUNCTTON rs coRREgr
C

LOGICAL PASSED

çqir4ll-_ryi lq pA(40),DA(40),p(40),D(40),pol-y(4O)
coMpLEX*16 MULrl(40),MULr2(40),NíûLr3(,i0);suMp(40)
REAL*8 DELTA
INTEGER ORDER,M,MM,NUM
M=ORDER/2
MM=M+1
PASSED=.TRLJE.
DO 1 I=1,MM

1 _ POLY(r)=DCONJG(DA(r))
ç4L! _pyyuLr(poLy,MM,pA,MM,MULrl,NUM)DO 2 I=I,MM
_ POLY(I)=DCONJG(PA(I))
ç4L! _PYI\j|_ULr(PoLY,MM,DA,MM, MU Lr2,NUM)
DO 3 I=I,NUM
_ ^ SUMP(I)=(MULTl(I)+MULT2(Ð)*0.5D0
DO 4 I=I,MM
_ POLY(I)=DCONJC(DA(I))

ç4Lrj _pyy_ulr(DA,tvlM,póLy,MM,MULr3,NUM)DO 5 I=I,NUM
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*D^ELJå:DAB S (DREAL(P(r) - 1 . 0D0 *DREAL(s UMp(r)))/DABS (DREAL(p(Ð))
IF(DELTA.GT.9.OD.2) TFIEN
yry]_E (sik) 'RE p NOr MArcH r="r,, p="p(r),' suMp="suMp(r)
PASSED=.FALSE.
ENDIF

lKP4PslPtM+_ç(p(Ð)-_LqD0*DrMAc(suMp(r))).cr.5.OD-s) rFrENyrylE (5r*) '¡M p NoT MArCH r=',r,' p=;;pc),' suMp=,,suMp(r)
PASSED=.FALSE.
ENDIF

. 
D_Er..J4:D_{qS (DREAL(D(r))- 1.0D0*DREAL(MULr3(r)))/* DABS(DREAL(D(r)))
IF(DELTA.GT.9.OD-2) THEN
yryl_E- (5f) 'RE D NOr MArCH r="r,' D=,,D(r),, MULr3="MULr3(r)
PASSED=.FALSE.
ENDIF
rF(DABS(DrMAc(D1r))-1.ODO*DrMAG(MULr3(Ð)).cr.s.0D-s) rHEN
WRITE (5r*) 'rM D NOT MArCH r="I,' D=;;D(r),' MULî3="MULT3(r)
PASSED=.FALSE.
ENDIF
CONTINUE
REruRN
END

SUBROUTINE ALPFIAZ(DA,PA,BETA,ORDER,Zl,ALPFIA,Z)

THIS SI]BROUTINE DETERMINES ALL OF THE PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITHTHE TWO PORT COMPLEX ADAPTORS (ALPHA) AND THE ¡N¡Ái 
_ÚÌ.IrI¿OOUU¡

MULTIPLIER EPSILON STORED IN ALPHA(ORDÉVZ+I¡
IT ALSO DETERMINES THE PORT IMPEDAÑCES C1VSÑ TÆ INPUT PORT

IMPEDANCE
ORDER - ORDER OF THE DIGITAL FILTER
PA - COEFFICIENTS OF TI{E NUMERATOR OF ALLPASS
DA - COE¡TICIENTS OF TFIE DENOMINATOR OF ALLPASS
BETA - UMMODULAR CONSTANT MULTIPLYING ALLPASS
21 . IMPEDANCE OF TI{E INPUT-OUTPUT PORT
ALPHA - COMPLEX VECTOR OF PARAMETERS OF COMPLEX TWO-PORT

ADAPTORS
Z . IMPEDANCE VEgfOR OF PORTS

ç9¡ß_L_BIi I g ONE-ANTJM,ADEN,POLY(40),POLYD(40),pol-yp(40)
çqlr4ll-_E4 1 1 

q DA (40), pA (40), B ErA, ALPHÀ(4 q,K,X2,X3,x4,z t,z<âo¡
COMPLEX*16 SCAL
REAL*8 R,X,ZR,ZX,DEN
INTEGER ORDER,M,MM,MSC
ONE=DCMPLX( 1.0D0,0.0D0)
M=ORDER/2
MM=M+1
MSC=MM
DO I I=I,MM

POLYP(D=PA(I)
POLYD(I)=DA(r)

DO 2 I=l,M



3

4

2

C
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+\tg.Y:(D_c_qryJ9(PoLY._D(DÆot-yD(MSC))-t.0D0*DCoNJc(BErA)APIiry=(DCoNJc(Por 
ì/,D(Ms C))/PolÌo1 t ¡j- 1.6o0*nc-oñ¡crìt-ere]'

ALPFIA(I)=ANUWADEN
II =_B ETAI (DcoNJC (ALPFIA (Ð)-ot IE)
ð?=? g_o|_ìJc-(A LprrA ( Ð ) 

* (ALÞÍ:IA ( Ð _ óve;
X3=ALPHA(I)-ONE
ItqET4. 4 _L-pryA 

(r) * (D CONJG (ALPHA (r ) ) - ONE)
DO 3 J=l,(MSC-l)

f9l-Ip(Ð=x1 *DCONJG(POLYD(MSC+1 _Ð) + X2*pOLyD(J)
^ ^ - lo_-L_y-çD =x3 * pol-yD ( J+ 1 ) + X4* D CO NJC( pol-yD iMS C-¡i'
CONTINUE
DO 4 J=1,(MSC-1)

POLYD(Ð=POLY(Ð
MSC=MSC-1

CONTINUE
ALPHA(MM)=POLYP( 1 )ÆOLYD( 1 )

z(r)=21
SCAL=ONE
DO 5 I=2,MM

DEN=1.ODO-CDABS (ALPHA(I- 1 ))*.,"2
R=DREAL(Z(I-1)
X=DIMAG(Z(I.1))
!_R¡((DREAL(ALPFIA(L 1 ))- 1.0D0) **2+DItvf.Ac(ALPHA(I- 

1 ))**2)*R/DENrF(ZR.LT.0.0D0) TrrEN
Ißn_E (*,*) 

,REAL Z <0 r=,,t,, zR=,,zR
_- trßIrE (5,*) 'REAL Z <0 r=,,r,' zR=,;zR
ENDIF
Zð=2:0P0*DÎøAG(ALPFIA(I- I ))*R/DEN - X
z(I)=¡SMPD((ZR,,.x\
19_ê L:9 c. 4_l- 

- 
f cDA B s (oNE - A LPHA (I - 1 ) * * 2)/DEN

z(I)=zg)/scAL
CONTINUE
DO 6 I=l,M

rF(_cDAB!(ALpriA(r)).cr. 1.0D0) rHEN
_,IßrrE (5,*) 'ALPHA >1 r="r,, ALpHA="ALPHA(r)
ENDIF

CONTINTIE
RETURN
END

IrlFBgvIrllE sscArT(oRDER,ALpHA,ss)
coMp-L^EX* 1 6 ALPHA(4O),S S ( r i, r I ),x r,k¡,x¿, ove
REAL*8 E1,E2,X2,X5
LOGICAL EVEN
INTEGER ORDER,M,MM,NUM

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TFIE SCALED SCATTERING MATRIX OF THECOMPLEX ALLPASS USING THE SUBROUTINES ¿rOWgSÀIbWõ^S,igìCÉS,NrS
ORDER - ORDER OF TTIE DIGITAL FILTER
ALPFIA - VECTOR OF T¡{E PARAMETERS OF TFIE COMPLEX TWO-PORT

ADAPTORS

c
C
c
c
C
c
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SS - INFIMTE PRECISION SCALED SCATTEzuNG MATRIX

ONE=DCMPLX(1.0D0,0.0D0)
M=ORDER/2
MM=M+1
DO I I=I,MM

DO 1 J=I,MM
ss (I,J)=pCMPLX(0.0D0,0.0D0)

X1=ALPHA(1)-ONE
SS ( 1, 1 )=-DCONJG(ALPHA( 1 ))*X l/DCONJC(X I )
X,2=DSQRT( 1.0D0-CDABS (ALPFIAl t ¡;x*2;'
ss( 1,2)=-¡2*¡ 1/CDABS(Xi)
IF(M.EQ.1) TTIEN

CALL ALOWOS(M,ALPHA,SS)
ELSE IF(M.EQ.2) TI{EN

-çALL ALOWES(1,ALPHA,SS)
ELSE

E1=DBLE(INT(W2.0))
E2=DBLE(kr/2.0)
x3=ALPHA(2)-ONE

ð¡:Df----------------a¡l(1.0D0-cDABS(ALPHA(2))**2)
SS(2, 1 )=DCONJG(ALPFIA(2))*X2*X4,ÉX 1/ôDA BS (X1)
ss(3, 1)=XZ*XSxX1 *X3l(CDABS(X1)*CDABSfi 3)ì
CALL AHIGHS(ALPFIA,SS)

11

EVEN=.FALSE.
rF(DABS(81-E2).LT. 1.0D-8) EVEN=.TRUE
I=3
CONTINUE

IF(EVE¡Ð THEN
NtlM=I+1

ELSE
NUM=I

ENDIF
IF(NUM.EQ.M) TFIEN

IF(EVEN) TTIEN
__ _CALL ALOWES(T,ALPHA,SS)
ELSE

- CALL ALOWOS(I,ALPHA,SS)
ENDIF
co To 10

ELSE
CALL AIS(I,ALPT{A,SS)
l=l+2
GO TO 11

ENDIF
ENDIF
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE ALOWES(I,ALPHA,SS)

10
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C
c
C
c
c
C

ç91{lLEð-11_6__ALpHA(40),SS(1 i, 1 1),x1,x2,x3,x4,xs,oNE,EpsrL
REAL*8 X6,X7
INTEGER I

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TFTE BOTTOM TWO ROWS
ScATTERTNc MATRTx FoR EVEN oRDERED Àir.pess
NOTE THAT I REFERS To TI{E Ith Row op TTm A MATRIX
ROW OF TI{E SCATTEzuNG MATRIX

OF TTIE SCALED

OR THE l+ith

C
C
C
c
C
c

c
c
c

qNE=DCMPLX( 1.0D0,0.0D0)
X1=ALPIIA(I+1)-ONE
x2=x1lDCONJG(X1)
X3=ALPFIA(I)-ONE
X4=X3ICDABS(X3)
X5=-X1/CDABS(X1)

I!=PqqBI( 1.qD0-CDABS (ALpHAlr¡¡**2¡
Il=-Ps QBT(l.oDO- cDABs (ALPHA(II t ;¡ xi2¡
EPSIL=ALPHA(I+2)
qq(l+ l,Ð=DCONJG(ALPHA(I+ 1 ))*X6{,X2*X4
ll q+1,1+l)=:ôL!gA(r)*DCONJó(ALPHA(r+ 1 ))*x2
SS(I+1,I+2)=X7*EPSIL*X5
ss (I+2,I)=-X6*'X7*X4*X5
ss (I+2,I+ 1)=ALPrlr{(I)*!X7*X5
ss(I+2,1+2)=ALPHA(I+ 1 )*EPSIL
RETURN
END

qqP&gqflNE Al.owos (r,ALPHA,ss)
coMpLEX* 16 ALPHA(4O),SS(1 1,1 i),óNE,X1,x2
REAL*8 X3
INTEGER I

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE BOTTOM ROW OF TFIE SCALEDSCATTERING MATRIX FOR ODD ORDERED A'LPASS
NOTE THAT I REFERS TO TIIE Ith ROW OF iHE A MATRIX OR TTIE I+lthRO}V OF THE SCATIERING MATRIX

_ONE=DCMPLX( 1.0D0,0.0D0)
X1=ONE-ALPTIA(I)
X2=X1/CDABS(Xl)
X3=DSQRT( 1.0D0-CDABS (ALPHA(I))**2)
s s (l+ 1,I)=X3*X2*ALPFIA(I+ 1)

!Ift l-rlt l l=¿LPHA(I)*AiPuA(I+ 1)
RETT]RN
END

qqPlgvlrlrE AHTGHS(ALPHA,SS)
ç9Yl!E{_1 1 6,ALPHA(40),sS(1 1, 1 1),ONE,x3,x4,x5,x6,x7,x8
REAL*8 X1,X2

THIS SUBROUTINE CALçI.JLATES TFIE FIRST TV/O RO}VS OF TFIE A SCALEDSTATE VAzuABLE MATRIX



C
C
C
c
C
c
c
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ONE=DCMPLX( 1.0D0,0.0D0)
x 1=DSQRT( 1.0D0-CDABS(ALPHA(2))*,k2)
X2=DS QRT(1.0D0-CDABS (ALPFIA(3)) **2)
x3=ALPFIA(2)-oNE
X4=X3/DCONJG(X3)
X5=ALPHA(3)-ONE
X6=X5IDCONJC(X5)
X7=X3/CDABS(X3)
X8=XSICDABS(X5)
qq(?,?)=:ALPHA(1)*DCONJG(ALPHA(2))*x4
ss (2,3)=DCONJC(ALPHA(3))*X1 *X6*X7
sS(2,4)=¡1*¡2*X7*X8
ss (3,2)=-ALPII{(1 )*Xi *X7

!! (1,r¡=-attt*(2)*DCoNJc(ALPFIA(3))*x6
s s (3, 4) =-ALPIIA (2) * X2*X8
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE AIS (I,ALPHA,SS)
CoMPLEX* 16 ALPHA(40),SS(1 1, 1 I),ONE
COMPLEX*16 X4,X5,X6,X7,X8,X9,XiO,X1 1

REAL*8 Xl,X2,X3
INTEGER I

THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES TFIE Ith AND l+1th RowS oF TFIE A
STATE VARIABLE SCALED MATRIX OR TFIE I+1Ih AND I+2th ROWS óP TTM
SCALED SCATTEzuNG MATRX
NOTE THAT I REFERS TO TI{E Ith Row oF TIIE A MATRIX oR TÉIE l+1th
ROW OF THE SCATTERINC MATRIX

ONE=DCMPLX(1.0D0,0.0D0)
X1 =DSQRT( 1.0D0-CDABS (ALPHAlI¡¡**2¡
{?=PqQBT(1.0D0-CDABS(ALpHAlrl r¡*.*,2¡
X3=DSQRT( l.ODO-CDABS(ALPHA(I+Z)¡**2)
X4=ONE-ALPFIAO)
x5=x4lCDABS(Xa)
X6=ALPHA(I+1)-ONE
X7=X6/DcoNJc(X6)
x8=x6icDABs(x6)
X9=ALPHA(I+2)-ONE
x10=x9lDcoNJc(x9)
X1l=X9/CDABS(X9)
ss(I+ 1,I)=-DCONJG(ALPIIA(I+1))*X 1 *.X7*X5

!qq+ 1,1+1)=TALPHA(I)*DcoNJc(ALPHA(I+ 1))*xz
SS(I+1,I+2)=DCONJG(ALPIIA(I+2))*X2*X10*X8
ss(I+ 1,I+3)=X2*'X3{'X84.X 1 1

ss(I+2,I)=-Xi *'x2*x5*x8
ss(I+2,I+ 1 )=-ALPHAlI¡*¡2*¡6
SS (I+2,I+2)=-ALPHA(I+ 1 )*DCONJG(ALPFIA(I+2))*X 10
ss (I+2,I+3)=-ALPFIA(I+1 )*X3*X 1 1
RETURN



c
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END

SUBROUTINE SSOUT(ORDER,S S)

SUBROU"IINE TO WRITE THE INFIMTE PRECISION SCALED COMPLEXSCATTERING MATRIX

INTEGER ORDER,M,MM
CoMPLEX*16 SS(11,11)
M=ORDER/2
MM=M+1
WRITE (5,*)
WRITE (5,*) 'SCALED SCATTERING MATRIX'
DO 1 I=I,MM

wRrTE (5,*) 'COLUMN 
"rDO 2 J=I,MM

wRrrE (s,3) J,ss(J,D
CONTINUE

CONTINUE
FORMAT(",5X,12,5X,2F8.4)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE TESTIORDER,ISSR,ISSI,IDEN,NIJMF,OMG,FCENT,AP,AS,PAS S,* I,BANDF)

A SUBROUTTNE TO TEqT rF A LOW PASS STATE VAzuABLE DESTGNpAssEs TFIE FREQUENCY DOMAIN SPECIFTCATIONS.

PARAMETERS ORDER - THE ORDER OF TFIE DF.
NIJMF -'TI{E NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE TESTED ON TFIE

ouc - 
. 
eIru¡affff ""ffiI**o rHE FREeuENCy

VALf.JES TO BE USED (rN RADTANS).-
FCENT . THE MIDWAY POINi BETWEEN îHE PASSBAND

Ap - rrß1PA.xsl?Ër"å*^tiHtËorr"o* rN DB)
AS - TFIE MIN ATTEN IN TFIE STOPBAND TÑ NgIl
PASS - A LOCICAL VARIABLE TTTAT IS TRÙE IF'

THE DESIGN PASSES.

pgEq_E! o_RDER,TSSR( I 1, 1 1),rSSr( 1 1, 1 l),rSSrC( 1 1, 1 1),r
INTEGER IDEN,M,NUMF,BANDF '

CoMPLEX*16 S(1 1, I 1),SC(1 1,1 1)
LOGICAL PASS
REAL*8 OMc(s 12),AP,AS,FCENT,OMEGA
3F4_L* 8_ ATTNDB (5 1 2),MINAS, MrNAp,MAxAp,x
PASS=.FALSE.
M=ORDERT2+1
BANDF=0
OMEGA=OMG(1)
DO 5 I=l,M

2
1

3

c
c
C
c
c
c
c
c
C
c
c
c
C
c
C
C
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DO 5 J=l,M
ISSIC(I,Ð=-ISS(I,Ð

CALL TRTSFR(ORDER,TSSR,ISSI,IDEN,OMEGA.S)

ça!!_ rrys|B(ORDER,rssR,rs src,rDEN,oMEcÂ;SC)
MrNAS=-20.0D0*DLOc10(CDABS(S(M,M)+S C(M,M))i2.0D0+ 1.0D_ 1 s)
OMEcA=OMc(2)
CALL TRISFR(ORDER,ISSR,ISSI,IDEN.OMEGA.S)

ç4-L!_rry!B(ORDER,TS S R,rS STC,TDEN,OMEGÂ;S C)
MrNAp=-20.0D0*DLOC 1 0(CDABS(S (M,M)+S C(M,M))i2.0D0+i.0D- 1 s)
MAXAP=MINAP
DO 1 I=3,NUMF

OMEGA=OMc(I)
ç41-l- TEIqIB(ORDER,rSSR,rs sr,rDEN,oMEcA,s)
çALLTRT.SFB(ORDER,rS SR,rS Src,rDEN,oMEcÂ 

"S 
C)

, ATTNDB(D=-20.0D0*DLOc10(CDABS(S(M,M)+SC(M,M))/2.0D0+à, 1.0D-15)

^^_ ]!_eI1¡rDB(r).Lr.MrNAp) MrNAP=ATTNDB(r)
CONTINUE
DO s0 I=3,NUMF

oMEcA=oMc(I)
IF(OMEGA,GT.FCENT) THEN

_ - - __l!(4rTltDB(r).LT.MTNAS) MrNAS=ATTNDB(r)
X=MINAS-i.0D0*MINAP

IF(X.LT.AS) TTTEN
BANDF=-1
GOTO2

ENDIF
ELSE

,- - - E(+lTtpB(r).cr.MAxAp) MAxAp=ArrNDB(r)
X=MAXAP-1.0DO*MINAP

IF(X.GT.AP) TI{EN
BANDF=1
GOTO2

ENDIF
ENDIF

CONTINUE
PASS=.TRUE.
RETURN
END

SI.IBROUTINE TRISFR(ORDER,ISSR,IS SI,IDEN,OMEGA,S)

TzuSFR - TRIANGLE SCATTERING MATRD( FREQUENCY RESPONSE

A SUBROUTINE TO TRIANGULARIZE TIIE MATRIX S WHERE S IS A SPECIALMATRIX BUILT FOR TAKING TTIE RESPONSE AT A P¡N TõUI.EN 
.. -'

FREQUENCY.

S: IS TFIE RESULTING UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX.

lsEqER_ qBDER,rssR( 1 1, I 1),rssr( 1 1, 1 I ),rDEN,M,N
REAL*8 OMEGA,DEN,RES(1 1, I 1),rMS(1 i,1 1)



2
1

C
C
c

C
C
C
c
C
C
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COMPLEX*16 S(1 1,i 1),X1,X2,X
M=ORDER/2
N=M+1
X 1 =DCMPLX(0.0D0,OMEGA)
X2=CDEXP(X1)
DEN=DBLE(IDEtg
CALL REALSS(ORDER,rSSR,rsst,rDEN.RES.rMS)
q(f{,1'Ð=DCMPLX(REs(1, 1),IMs(1, 1)
DO 1 I=l,M

ç (I\IJD=pçMPLX(RES ( 1,r+1),rMS( 1,r+ 1))
lqry=pçvlLX(- 1.0D0*RES(r+ r, r1,_ t.óoo*rMS (r+ 1, 1))
DO 2 J=l,M

X=_D_Clvf PLX(-1.0D0*RES(I+1,J+1),-1.0D0*IMS(I+1,J+1))
rF(r.EQ.Ð rHEN

S(I'f=¡a¡2
ELSE

s(I'Ð=x
ENDIF
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CALL GENTzu(N,S)
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE REALSS(ORDER,ISSR,ISSI,IDEN,RES,IMS)

SUBROUTINE TO MAKE TIIE QUANTIZED SCATTERING MATRIX ELEMENTS REAL

l¡_t-f EGER rs sR( I 1, 1 1 ),rS S r( 1 l, 1 1 ),TDEN,N,ORDER
REAL*8 RES(1 1,1 1),rMS(1 1,1 I),DEN
N=ORDER/2+1
DEN=DBLE(lDElg
DO 1 I=1,N

DO 1 J=l,N
RES (I,Ð=DBLE(IS S R(I,Ð)iDEN

IMS(I,Ð=DBLE(ISSI(I,Ð)/DEN
RETI]RN
END

SUBROUTINE GENTRI(N,S)

A SUBROUTINE TO UPPER TRIANGULARIZE A COMPLEX MATRIX.

PARAMETERS N: IS TITE ORDER oF MATRIX s.
S: IS A COMPLEX MATRIX.

CoMPLEX*16 S(11,11),X
INTEGER N,NN,I1,J,J1,I,J2
NN=N-1
DO 7 J=I,NN
I1=J+1
DO 5 I=II,N



1',7 6

6
5
7

rF(CDABS(S(r,Ð).LT.1.0D_10) co To s
x=- 1.0D0*s(r,Ð/s(J,Ð
J1=J
DO 6 J2=J1,N
rF(CDABS(S(J,J2)).LT.1.0D_10) co ro 6
s(I,J2)=S (I,J2)+X*S (J,J2)
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

su_B_li9_ullryE_-BrwHRr(wc,wA,Ap,ASl,cS,csN,ORDER,NORDER,FArLl,* TRUEAS,FIXORD,ORDERF)

A SI.IBROUTINE TO GENERATE TFIE ROOTS OF A LOW PASS
BUTTERWORTH FILTER IN TFIE ANALOG DOMAIN.

PARAMETERS WC: IS THE UPPER LIMIT oF THE PASSBAND (IN
RAD/SEC).

WA: IS TTIE LOWER LIMIT oF TIIE STOPBAND (IN
RAD/SEC).

AP: IS TFIE MAX RIPPLE IN TFIE PASSBAND (IN DB).
AS1: IS TF{E MIN ATTEN IN TFIE SToPBAND iÑ oãi.
CS: IS AN ARRAY CONTAINING TFIE COMPLEÌ NOOîS.
RS: IS THE REAL RooT.
ORDER: IS TTIE ORDER oF TTIE FILTER (MUST BE

oDD).
FAILI: IS TRUE IF THE FILTER SPECS CANNOT BE

MET.
TRUEAS: !S TTIE ACTUAL MIN STOPBAND ATTEN (TN

DB).

sE{Lj!_Els-r.cc,wc,wA,Ap,As1,AS,RS,pHr,pr,rRUEASINTEGER ORDER,NORDER,ORDERF
LOGICAL FAILI,FD(ORD
CoMPLEX*16 CS(40),CSN(40)
DATA PV3. 141 592653589793D01
NORDER=0
GC= 10.0D0**(-0.05D0*AP)
IF(FIXORD) ORDER=ORDERF
FlsIr:?f _a¡.T(l.oDi-1.0D0*cc**2)/(cC*wC,,*ORDER)
4!:-L0.0*DLOG 10( 1.0D0+(EpSL**j¡,È11y4**12*OnoÈnill
TRUEAS=AS
IF(FIXORD) AS=1000.0D0
rF(AS.LT.AS1) THEN

FAILl=.TRUE.
ELSE

FAILl=.FALSE.
ll=- j.0_Dg*^E_p!L**(DBLE(_1.0DO)IDBLE(ORDER))
DO 1 I=I,ORDER
PHI=PI* DBLE ( 2*I- 1) IDBLE(2*ORDER)

C
C
C
c
c
C
c
C
C
c
c
C
C
c
C
C
c
c
c
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c
c
c
c
c
C
C
c
c
C
C
C
C
C
c
c
C
c

CS(I)=¡*6¡4p¡¡(RS*DSINGIÐ,- 1.0D0*RS *DCOS(pHr))
CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN
END

, 
s u!¡__o_ul_'r ryE CHEB RT(W_C, WA, Ap, AS 1, CS, CS N, ORDER, NORD ER, FArL 1,* TRUEAS,FIXORD,ORDERF)

4 SUBROUTTNE TO GENERATE THE S-DOMATN ROOTS FOR A
CHEBYSFIEV LOV/ PASS FILTER crVEN TFIE FREQUENCY-DOù¡rÌ.{
SPECIFICATIONS.

PARAMETERS WC: IS TFIE UPPER LIMIT oF Tm PASSBAND (IN
RAD/SEC).

WA: IS T¡{E LOWER LIMIT OF THE STOPBAND (IN
RADiSEC).

AP: IS TTIE MAX RIPPLE IN TFIE PASSBAND (IN DB).ASl: IS THE MIN ATTEN IN TTIE STOPBAND iIÑ Dãi.
CS: IS AN ARRAY CONTAINING TFIE CoMPLEÌ noõîs.
ORDER: IS TIÌE ORDER OF TFIE FTLTER (MUST BÈ---'

EVE¡T),
FAILI: IS A LOGICAL VARIABLE THAT Is TRUE IF

SPECS CANNOT BE MET.
TRUEAS: IS TTIE TRUE STOPBAND MIN ATTEN (IN DB)

INTEGER ORDER,ORDERF
LOGICAL FAILI,FXORD
CoMPLEX*16 CS(40),csN(40)
l_E+!iq wçrwA,4p,As l,Às,RS,pr,cN,EpsL,cc,pHr
REAL*8 V,X,XX,WR,TRUEAS
DATA PV3. 141 592653s89793D01
NORDER=0
CC= 1 0.0D0**(-0.05D0*AP)
IF(FIXORD) ORDER=ORDERF
PLSIi-DSQRT(1.0D0- 1.0D0*cC**2)/cC
WR=WA/WC
CALL ARCOSH(WR,XX)
CN=D-COSH(DBLE(ORDER)*rcK)

4!: !0:0-D0*PLOG 1 0( 1.0D0+(Ep$ ¡*,69 *,'r.2¡
TRUEAS=AS
rF(FXORD) AS=1000.0D0
rF(AS.LT.ASl) TI{EN

FAILl=.TRLIE.
ELSE

FAILl=.FALSE.
WR=1.0D0ÆPSL
CALL ARSINH(WR,XX)
V=þ(/DBLE(ORDER)
45=- 1.0D0*V/C*DSTNH(V)
X=WC*DCOSH(V)
DO 1 K=I,ORDER



C
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PHI=PI*DBLE(2*K- 1)/DBLE(2*ORDER)
CS (Ð=¡_O\aP¡¡(RS * D S I N(PI-tr), X * D COS ( pHI) )
CONTINUE

END IF
RETL'RN
END

SUBROUTTNE ARCOSH(X,Y)

A SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE Y=TNVCOSH(X).

REAL*8 X,Y,Z
Z=X+DSQRT(X**2- 1.0D0)
Y=DLOG(Z)
RETURN
END

suBRouTrNE ARSTNH(X,Y)

A SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE Y=INVSINH(X).

REAL*8 X,Y,Z
Z=X+DSQRT(X**2+1.0)
Y=DLOG(Z)
RETURN
END

su_B-¡1_o_tl_rNE TNCBRT(WC,WA,AP,AS I,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FArL 1,* TRUEAS,FIXORD,ORDERF)

A SUBROI.]TINE TO GENERATE THE S-DOMAIN ROOTS FOR AN INVERSE
CHEBYSITEV LOW PASS FILTER GIVEN TIIE FREQUENCY NOViÀÑ '
SPECIFICATIONS.

PARAMETERS WC: IS THE UPPER LIMIT oF THE PASSBAND (IN
RAD/SEC).

WA: IS TTTE LOWER LIMIT oF TI{E STOPBAND (IN
RAD/SEC).

AP: IS THE MAX RIPPLE IN TTIE PASSBAND IIN DB).ASl: IS TITE MIN ATTEN IN TTTE SToPBAND ìÑ DNî
CS: IS AN ARRAY CoNTAINING THE coMPLEi nõõis.
ORDER: rS TFrE ORDER OF TrrE FTLTER (MUSf BÈ---
FATLI. ISO?DLoGIcAL VARIABLE THAT IS TRUE IF

rnue¿s : 

rrï 
rlåE?i,îåUBI""^R#ffi ñ errelr (rN DB).

INTEC-ER ORDER,ORDERF,NORDER, I,II
LOCICAL FAILI,FIXORD
çoMPLEX*16 CS(40),CSN(40)

.FI4,!lg._!v_c,Ii-4,4p,4s1,AS,Rs,pr,cN,EpsL,cc,pHr,*RR,XX,V,Vr'R,TRUEAS

C
c
c

c
C
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
C
C
C
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c
C
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DArA PV3. 141 5926s3s89793D01
cc= 1 0.0D0**(_0.05D0*AP)
IF(FIXORD) ORDER=ORDERF
NORDER=ORDER
wR=wA/WC
CALL ARCOSH(]MR,XX)
CN=D COSH(DBLE(ORDER) *XX)
EPSL=GC/(DSQRT( 1.0D0- 1.0D0*GC*x2)*CN)
AS=- 10.0D0*DLOG 10(EPSL*'*2/(1.0D0+EPSL**2))
TRUEAS=AS
IF(FIXORD) AS=1000.0D0
IF(AS.LT.AS1) THEN

FAILl=.TRUE.
ELSE

FAILl=.FALSE.
wR=1.0ÆPSL
CALL ARSTNH(WR,XX)
V=XxlDBLE(ORDER)
RS=- 1.0D0)tWA/DSINH(V)
DO 1 K=I,ORDER
PFtr=PI * DB LE ( 2* K- l) lDBLE (2* ORD ER)
RR=WA/((DSIN(PFII)*DSINH(V))**2+(DCOS(Pm)*DCoSH(v))**2)

_ _Çq(K)=DCMPLX(- 1.0D0*RR*DSIN(PHI)*DSINH(V),RR*DCos(PHI)*
*DCOSH(V))

CS N(K)=DCMPLX(O.0DO,wCiDCOS (PHI))
CONTINUE

END IF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTNE ELTCRT(WC,WA,AP,AS l,CS,CSN,ORDER,NORDER,FAILl,* TRUEAS,FIXORD,ORDERF)

A SUBROUTINE TO USE THE LOW PASS SPECIFICATONS (IN
S.PLANE) TO
GENERATE THE REQI,NRED ORDER AND ROOT LOCATIONS
IN TI{E S-PLANE FOR AN ELLIPTICAL LP FILTER.

PARAMETERS WC: IS TI{E UPPER LIMIT OF TIIE PASSBAND (IN
RADIANS).

WA: IS THE LOWER LIMIT OF THE STOPBAND (IN
RADIANS).

AP: IS TF{E MAX ATTEN IN TFIE PASSBAND (IN DB).
AS1: IS Tl{E MIN ATTEN IN THE STOPBAND (IN DB).
CS: IS AN ARRAY CONTAINING TIIE COMPLEX ROOTS.
ORDER: IS THE ORDER OF TEIE FILTER (MUST BE

oDD).
FAILI: IS A LOGICAL VARIABLE THAT IS TRUE

IF TFIE SPECS CANNOT BE MET.. TRUEAS: IS TFIE ACTUAL MIN STOPBAND ATTEN (IN
DB).
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IMPLTCIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z)
REAL*8 JO,J1,J2,J3,J4,PHI,

*K,RS,PMARG,SMARG,TRUEAS,PI
INTEGER ORDER,ORDERF,NORDER,I,II,KCOUNT,N,M
ç9Yp_,LEXi 16 s,S0,S I,S2,S3,S4,S5,Fs,CS(40),cSN(40)
LOGICAL FAILI,FIXORD
F1 (A)=¡**2*PSQRT(A**4- 1.0D0)
F2(A,Y)=(Y+ 1.0D0 N)/ Alz.0D0
ryqlLq)-1(q:1.0D0/s)/DCMPLX(2.0D0*4,0.0D0)
IF(FIXORD) ORDER=ORDERF
NORDER=ORDER
Pr=3. | 41 5926535 89793D0
K=DSQRT( 10.0D0**(AP/i 0.0D0)- 1.0D0)
AO=DSQRT(WA/WC)
A1=F1(40)
A2=F1(41)
A3=F1(42)
A4=F1(A3)
N=ORDER
J4-P9L_E(\ÐlDLOG10(2.0D0*A4)-1.0D0*DLOG10(2.0D0)
CALL FF3(J4,J3)
CALL FF3(J3,J2)
CALL FF3(J2,J1)
CALL FF3(J1,J0)
A.S1_1_0,0_D0*pLOc10(1.0D0+K*K*10.0D0*x(4.0D0*J0))
TRUEAS=AS
IF(FIXORD) AS=1000.0D0
IF(AS.CT.ASI) cO TO 45
FAILl=.TRUE.
GO TO 10
R00=- 1.0D0*J0- 1.0D0*DLOG 10(K)
CALL FF4(J0,R00,R10)
CALL FF4(J1,R10,R20)
CALL FF4(J2,R20,R30)
CALL rr4(J3,R30,R40)
AN=N
X= 10.0D0**(J4- 1.0D0*R40)
B5_0=(I+DSaRT(x**2+1.0D0))**( 1.0D0/AÐ
DO 20 I=1,N
AR=PIir¡{*(I_(N+ I )/2-0. 5D0)
M=Ni2

C THIS HANDLES TI{E CASE OF ODD ORDER
ry((ryf 

*?rl'[).NE.0) AR=PVN*(I-(N+1 )/2)
C1=R50*DCOS(AR)
C2=R50*DSIN(AR)
S5=DCMPLX(C1,C2)
s4=Fs(A4,Ss)
S3=F5(A3,Sa)
s2=F5(A2,S3)
s 1=F5(41,S2)
S0=F5(40,S 1)
cs (r¡=56*'¡çt"LX(40*V¿C,0.0D0)



20 CONTINUE
DO 30 I=I,NORDER

rI=U2
rF((rr*2-D.EQ.0) THEN

Y4=A4IDCOS (Pr* (r_ I )tV2. 0D0)
Y3=F2(43,Y4)
Y2=F2(A2,Y3)
Y1=F2(,{1,Y2)
Y0=F2(A0,Yl)
WO=Y0*DSQRT(WC*WA)
csN(I- 1)=DCMPLX(0.0D0,w0)
çqryG)=DCMPLX(O.0D0,- 1.0D0*w0)

ENDIF
CONTINUE
FAILl=.FALSE.
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FF3(J1,J2)
REAL*8 I1,I2,XI,X2
rF(Jl.CT.8.0) THEN

J2=0.5D0*J1-0.5D0*DLOc 10(2.0D0)
ELSE

x1=10.0D0*.*J1
x2=DSQRT((X 1 + 1.01x 1)/2.0D0)
J2=DLOG10(X2)

END IF
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE FF4(J,R1,R2)
REAL*8 J,R1,R2,X1,X2
IF((J+R1).GT.8.0) THEN

R2=R1+J+DLOG10(2.0D0)
ELSE

X1=10.0D0**(J+Rt)
X2=X1+DSQRT(X1 **2+1.0D0)
R2=DLOG10(X2)

END IF
RETIjRN
END

SI,JBROUTINE L2NORM(ORDER,SS,NORM)

A SUBROUTINE TO GENERATE TFIE L2NORM OF TIIE STATE VARIABLE
FILTER OUTPUT.

PARAMETERS ORDER: IS TI{E ORDER OF TFIE FILTER.
SS: IS TFIE STATE VARIABLE MATRX.
NORM: IS TIIE L2 NORM OF TIIE OUTPUT.

coMpLEX*16 SS(1 1,1 1),X1(1 1),X2(1 1)
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REAL*8 NORM,PSTOR
INTEGER ORDER
M=ORDER/2+1
X 1 1t ¡=P gMI'>¡X( 1.0D0,0.0D0)
DO 3 I=2,M
X1

NORM=O.0D0
CALL MULTMV(M,SS,X1,X2)
NORM=NORM+CDABS(X2(1 ))**2
X 1 ( 1)=þgM¡¡X(0.0D0,0.0D0)
PSTOR=O.0D0
DO 4 I=2,M
x1O=Y21¡¡
PSTOR=PSTOR+CDABS(X2(I))**2
CONTINUE
IF(PSTOR.GT.3.0D-3) GO TO 5
RETURN
END

suBRouTrNE MULTMV(N,A,X,Y)

A SUBROUTINE TO MULTIPLY A MATRD( TIMES A VEgfOR (y=Ax).

PARAMETERS N: IS TTIE ORDER OF MATRX A.
A: IS AN I.[XN COMPLEX MATRIX.
X,Y: ARE NXl COMPLEX VECTORS.

coMPLEX,kl6 A(1 1,1 1),X(1 1),Y(1 1)
DO 1 I=l,N
Y(I)=0.0D0
DO 2 J=l,N
Y(I)=Y(I)+A(I,Ð*x(Ð
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END

SUBROUTINE GENWKD(ORDER,ISSR,ISSI,IDEN,KDIAG,WDIAG,AGAIN)

A SI.JBROUTINE TO CALCULATE 'K' AND 'W' MATRICIES DIAGONAL
ELEMENTS FOR A QUANTIZED DISCRETE TIME STATE VARIABLE
SYSTEM.

PARAMETERS ORDER: IS TIIE ORDER OF TÉIE SYSTEM.
ISSR,ISSI: ARE TFIE STATE VARIABLE MATRICIES.
IDEN: IS THE DENOMINATOR OF TFIE STATE

VARIABLE MATzuCIES.
KDIAG: ARE THE DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF MATRIX
WDIAG: ARE TI{E DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF MATRIX
AGAIN: IS TFIE NOISE AMPLITUDE BOUND.
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2
10

3

)n

\EALi8 wDrAc( 1 l),KDrAc( 1 1),psroR,AcArN,DEN
CoMPLEX*16 SS(1 1,1 1),Y(1 1)

!ryrPG_E-B ORDER,TS SR( 1 l, 1 1 ),rS Sr( 1 1, I 1 ),IDEN
DEN=DBLE(IDEIÐ
M=ORDERT2+1
MM=ORDER/2
DO I I=1,M

DO 1 J=l,M
. ^ . !!(lÐ_=?cMPLX(DBLE(IssR(I,Ð)/DEN,DBLE(ISsI(I,D)/DEN)

AGAIN=0.0D0
DO 2 I=I,MM

KDIAG(I)=CDABS(SS(I+1, 1 ))*x2
wDIAG(Ð=CDABS(SS(1,I+1))**2
AGAIN=AGAIN+CDABS (sS( 1,I+ 1 ))

CONTINUE
CONTINUE
DO 4 I=I,MM
Y(I)=0.0D0
DO 4 J=I,MM

Y(I)=Y1¡¡*550+1,J+1)*SS(J+ l, 1)
CONTINUE
PSTOR=0.0D0
DO 3 I=I,MM

Ss(I+1,1)=Y(I)
PSTOR=PSTOR+CDABS (y(I) *,*2

_ _ 
KDIAG(I)=KDIAG(I)+CDABS(Y(I))* *2

CONTINUE
rF(PSTOR.GT.1.0D-3) cO TO 10
CONTINUE
DO 7 I=I,MM
Y(I)=0.0D0
DO 7 J=I,MM
_ _ 

Y(I)=Y(I)+SS(J+1,r+ t )*SS ( 1,J+ t)
CONTINUE
PSTOR=O.0D0
DO 5 I=I,MM
SS(1,I+1)=Y(I)
PSTOR=PSTOR+CDABS (y(I))**2
IPI4G(I)=wDlAG(I)+CDABS (y1l¡¡ * *2
4qAN=AcAIN+cDABS(y(r)) 

" "
CONTINUE
rF(PSTOR.GT.1.0D-3) CO TO 20
RETURN
END

su¡llovTllE FTNDcH(rypE,Fp,Fs,Ap,cs,csN,cz,czN,oRDER,NORDER,* BETA,AZ,P,Q,D)

A SUBROUTINE TO FIND G(Z)
G(z) = GGAIN P(z)

D(Z)
WHERE TI{E COEFFICIENT OF

AND H(Z) AND BETA
H(Z) = QØ)

D(z)
TIIE HIGHEST POWER OF Z IN D(Z)

c
c
c
c
c
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UMTY AND THE ORDERS OF P(Z), Q(Z), AND D(Z) IS ORDER+IAZ IS TIIE Z POLES OF ALLPASS OF TFD FORI,Ì'
A = (Z + AZ1)(z + AZ2)...(Z + AZN)

TYPE - TTIE TYPE OF TIIE DIGITAL FILTER
ORDER - ORDER OF TTIE DIGITAL FILTER
NORDER - ORDER OF TFIE NUMERATOR OF TFIE TRANSFER FUNCTION
FP - PASSBAND FREQ
FS . STOPBAND FREQ
AP - PASSBAND RIPPLE iN DB
AS - STOPBAND ATTENUATION IN DB
CS - LAPLACE POLES
CSN - LAPLACE ZEROS
CZ - Z-DOMAIN POLES
CZN . Z-DOMAIN ZEROS
BETA - UMMODULAR CONSTANT MULTIPLYING ALLPASS
AZ - Z-DOMAIN POLES CHOSEN FOR TTIE COMPLEX ALLPASSP - COEFFICIENTS OF TFIE TRANSFER FUN TION ¡ruN¿¡gNAiõN
Q . COEFFICIENTS OF TTIE SPECTRAL COMPLEME¡¡I Or irM-rN¡¡¡SrEN

FUNCTION NUMBERATOR
D - COEFFICIENTS OF TFIE TRANSFER FUNCTION DENOMINATOR

çQ-r,4Ì_L_EIilqczz.(40),_cz(40),D(40),p(40),e(40),ccArN,oNE,csN(40)
çgl\4f !_ryi l q ç_s(4_0),rEMpI{O),DD(40),DDD(4óI,ppr¿ol,Qqt¿b).DÈN'
ç91'4fl-_ryi I q suM,AZ(4O),B.ET4,luI4l,suNÌq,SuMD,pÈòò,ói,ni,czrur¿ol
çqi\4!l-_E{i I q B ErAN, cHN(40), cHNZ(4O),czGÂ rN,HZcArñ,ÞRéóé--'' -'
COMPLEX*16 PRODP,PRODQ
INTEGER ORDER,ND2,M,MM,NUM,NORDER
B-84!l8cç.4l,FS,Fp,MAXcM,cCN,DF,Fpl,FSl,WC,WALOGICAL EVEN
CFIARACTER*I2 TYPE
ONE=DCMPLX( 1.0D0,0.0D0)
DF=FS-1.0D0*FP
FP1=FP+O.05D0*DF
FS 1=FS-0.05D0*DF
V/C=DTAN(FP1/2.0D0)
V/A=DTAN(FS1/2.0D0)
ND2=ORDER/2
EVEN=.FALSE.
DO 14 I=1,6

rF((4*(r-1)).EQ.ORDER) EVEN=.TRUE.
CONTINUE
IF(-(TY-PE.E-Q.'BUTTERWORTH').OR.(TYPE.EQ.'CTTEBYSI{EV') TI{ENIF(EVEÐ TFIEN

DO 13 I=1,ND2
AZ(D=- 1.0D0*CZ(2*1- t)

CONTINUE
ELSE

DO 15 I=1,ND2
AZ(|)=-L0D}*cz(z*l)

CONTINUE
ENDIF
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19

20

ELSE
IF(.NOT.EVEÐ THEN

DO 19 I=1,ND2
AZ(I)=- 1.0D0* CZ(z*I- l)

CONTINUE
ELSE

DO 20 I=1,ND2
AZ(I) = - 1.0D0*' cz(2* 1)

CONTINUE
ENDIF

ENDIF
DO I I=I,ORDER

czz(I)=-l.OD}*cz(I)
CALL PRMULT(CZZ,ORDER,D)
IF(NORDER.EQ.O) TFMN

DO 3 I=I,ORDER
TEMP(I)=ONE

ELSE
DO 16 I=I,NORDER

rEMP(I)=- 1.0D0*CZN(I)
CONTINUE
NUM=ORDER-NORDER
IF(NUM.GT.O) TI{EN

MM=NORDER+1
DO 17 I=MM,ORDER

TEMP(I)=ONE
ENDIF

ENDIF
DO 40 I=I,ORDER

GHN(I)=v¿ç*v¡A/csNo)
ç4^L! _zBO er(CHN, ORD ER, CHNZ)
PRODD=ONE
PRODP=ONE
PRODQ=ONE
DO 21 I=I.ORDER

2t CONTINU

16

40

CALL PRMI,JLT(TEMP,ORDER,P)
M=ORDER+1
S UMD=DCMPLX(0.0D0,0. 0D0)
S UMP=DCMPLX(0. 0D0,0.0D0)
DO 12 I=l,M

SUMD=5U¡yp.'.p1¡¡
SUMP=SUMP+P(I)

IF(TYPE.EQ.'BUTTERWORTH') TFIEN
GC=1.0D0

ELqEJF_-(TyBE.EQ.'CHEBYS¡{EV') rrrEN
cc= 10.0D0**(_0.05D0*AP)

ELSETF_ (TypE.EQ.'üWCFTEBYS¡IEV') TI{EN
GC=1.0D0
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ELSEIF(TYPE.EQ.'ELLIPTIC')TFIEN
cc=1 0.0D0**(_0.05D0*AP)

ELSE

ILRTIE (fr*) 'FTLTER TypE UNRECOCMZABLE rN FTNDGH'
GO TO 50

ENDIF

GGAIN=CC*SUMD/SUMP
CZGAIN=CC*PRODDÆRODP
HZGAIN=( 1.0D0-GC)*PRODDÆRODQ
DO 11 I=l,M

P(I)=GGAIN*P(l)
CONTINUE
CALL PYMULT(P,M,P,M,PP,MM)
DO 4 I=l,M

DDD(I)=D(M-I+1)
CONTINUE
CALL PYMULT(D,M,DDD,M,DD,MM)
DO 5 I=I,MM
_ _ QQ(I)=DD(I)-1.0D0*PP(I)
CONTINUE

Q(1)

10

I=2
J=J+1
SUM=DCMPLX(0. 0D0,0. 0D0)
DO 6 I=2,J
Sr.tM=StrM+e(r)*e(J+i -r)
Q(r)=(QQ(Ð_ 1.0D0*s UM)/DEN
IF(J.LE.(ND2+1)) cO TO 7
DO 8 r=(ND2+2),M

e(r)=e(M+1-r)
ELSE

Q(3)=Q(1)
ENDIF

S tlMQ=Dclvtr LX(0.0D0,0.0D0)
DO 9 I=l,M

sIIMQ=SUMQ+Q(I)
G1=GC
H1=DSQRT(1.0D0-cC**2)
PROD=ONE
DO 10 I=1,ND2
__ _PRO-D=PROD*(ONE+AZ(r))/(ONE+DCONJG(AZ(D))
rF(D_AB S(CDABS (PROD)_ 1.000)).cr. I .0D_8) r¡ßñ "',

_-_wRrTE (5,*) '1 MAc pRoD NOT EóUAL TO 1
ENDIF

L9I4:pÇV!t_x(DREAL(c 1 ),DREAL(H 1 ))/pRoD
rF(DÁB_S(LCD4BS(BETA)_ 1.0D0)).cT. i.0ó'_8) TrDN

WRITE (s,*) 'MAc BETA'NOT EQUÂL TO 1 -

- PROD= ',PROD

BETA= ',BETA
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ENDIF
RETURN
END
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t1l

t2)

t3l

t4l

t5l

I6l
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